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Happy New Year and all that jazz! Today I am open to receive that which you offer through Love to assist us all,
through what seems like it is going to be a year full of changes. Judging from what you said last time!
Greetings from on High! We savour each communication we have with you and FEEL the need now to
amp up that which we do offer, into a more ‘telling’ position.
For centuries, it has been KNOWN that ‘Beings from elsewhere’ ... from ‘outside of your system’ … have
visited your Planet. Many decisions have been made and many outcomes have derived for the Good,
from such choices.
Dearest Souls … NOW … in these days ahead … let it be known that there will no longer be the secrecy.
It is part of the Divine Plan for worlds to merge. For souls to integrate, no matter where from, how they
appear or indeed, what they choose to uphold.
What do you mean by ‘what they choose to uphold’?
In that, the changes that are to occur within the next decade, will make your world, as it stands today,
unrecognisable … FOR THE GOOD.
Of course, there will be ‘menus’ that do not suit All. Yet, there will also be in place, a structure that each
soul recognises as improvement for the system in which one finds themselves within.
You are using the word ‘system’?
Indeed. For there has to be in place a system that works … FOR ALL. As Each soul walks into the Peace
of themselves, as Each and every Being upon your Planet FEELS the NEW ENERGY as it settles within and
upon Mother Earth … there will be … there can only be … a system of logistics, in order for the flow of
‘Life itself’ to function in a natural way.
Much, as we have said, is to be ‘uncovered’ … and when it is ... and it will be … one … will no longer/can
no longer … wake up to a new day without questioning the ‘system’ that one has been encapsulated with
in. We would go as far as to say ‘incarcerated’ within.
As Truths are revealed … there will be MAJOR shock to the ‘system’ to one’s own individual workings. To
begin with, one will be in disbelief of what they are being told and shown. Yet, as the TRUTH settles a
little, all that is ‘opened up unto you’ can only bring about further enhancement to the LOVE THAT YOU
ARE.
For as it ‘dawns’ on one … as to the betrayals that have been carried out … the co-ercing … the absolute
disruption of what once was … a strength from within begins to stir.
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As you FEEL this stirring … recognise it for what it is. At first, it may well present itself to you as an anger
that you have never experienced. For indeed, your Being has been wronged. Yet … WE KNOW … that you
are upon your Planet at this time for a reason.
And that reason is to clear all Energies that are involved in such betrayals and bring yourselves and your
Planet BACK INTO THE LIGHT FORM THAT IT USED TO BE.
Yet … it shall be different. FOR THE LIGHT NOW … THAT YOU ARE … THAT YOU HAVE BECOME … IS
STRONGER THAN IT EVER WAS.
That is why you are here. You say you have been waiting and waiting for something to happen. Well now,
dearest friends … it’s happening!
Look beyond what you are told by your media. Look INTO you hearts and FEEL that which you KNOW to
be taking place and send it LOVE.
For LOVE Dearest Souls … is needed NOW, more than ever.
I can feel such a stirring in me from your Energy. As if the Volcano is about to erupt.
And it is.
For so long now, we have come through with messages to help you in finding your True self … to emerge
in Light from the density that you reside within.
Some of you have found yourselves ‘bored’ with that which we choose to say. Yet, we have made it our
mission to continue playing the same record, in order for your strength, for the understanding of your
soul … for the wakeup call within you … to bring you to this very position that you will find yourselves
within as the days uncover more and more.
Some will feel they see no point in continuing … for the lies they have been fed have reached so deeply
into their Being’s that to realise ‘this is not how it is’ … becomes too much for them to ‘turn around’. For
some … to think ‘outside’ the box will simply be too hard for their mind, heart and soul to comprehend
and they will FEEL such confusion and turmoil within, that they will want to ‘leave’ the Planet.
That which is to be uncovered is so great that it will have that effect on some. On others, as we say, a
stirring will occur and one’s TRUE self will surface.
There will be a KNOWING that THIS TIME is what you have been waiting for within.
There … will no longer/can no longer … be a lethargy, a lack of enthusiasm about one’s LIFE.
One’s LIFE, Dearest Souls … should be/will be … an expression of Divinity in its Highest form.
One’s LIFE, Dearest Souls … should be/will be … Joyous within every breath.
The mediocrity … the mundane partaking of what HAS to be done to keep one’s head above water, will
cease.
For when these things are uncovered the CHANGE WILL OCCUR.
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So, we state, that although to begin with … it will seem as if everything is falling apart … and it will be …
the PHOENIX within you arises … in the KNOWING that the call has been given.
Out of the ashes … out of the downfall of the entire system that is now in place … shall emerge …
A NEW DAWN.
The pieces shall not be put back together, for the fragmented rule is not to be rebuilt.
Yet … from such a crash … a NEW SYSTEM shall be put in place.
A system that is FOR THE PEOPLE OF EARTH.
And this system shall be assisted by those from ‘other places’.
As the walls that those of lesser Light hid behind, crumble … so too, shall there be the joining of souls
from other worlds.
Those who have been waiting in the wings … Those who have been on standby … for so long … are eager
to partake in the rebuilding of the NEW system.
A system that allows LIFE TO FLOW AS IT SHOULD.
Dearest souls … do you feel this?
Do you hear what you have already been told before you came to this Planet?
You have KNOWN within you … that there is so much more … there HAS to be. Yet, you have been
dampened down to such a degree, that you no longer remember the TRUTH of who you are.
YET … YOU WILL … To such a degree that it will blow your mind!
So, we would like here to just reiterate and make clear …
That ...
Although the ‘lid will blow’ and it will be ongoing for quite a while … for there is not just the one ‘cover
up’ … not by a long shot … the sunny side of the street over to which you cross, will be the balance. For
as you must come to terms with what has been going on … you shall also be more than happily accepting
THE NEW LIGHT OF DAY. Whereupon, gifts of Glory … talents of unimaginable skills will be awakened
within you … will be bestowed upon you … in such a way that the JOY that is brought forth from such
miraculous findings, will completely override any debris left behind from Truths revealed.
YOU ARE WALKING IN TO SUCH GLORIOUS MOMENTOUS BEGINNINGS, DEAREST SOULS.
KNOW THIS AS TRUTH.
THEREFORE, WE ASK YOU ONCE AGAIN TO ‘STEP UP YOUR GAME’.
PREPARE YOURSELVES NOW.
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GET READY WITHIN YOUR SOUL FOR WHAT IS TO COME … SO THAT WHEN IT DOES …YOU DO NOT WEAKEN.
YOU ARE THE PIONEERS.
YOU ARE THE WAY SHOWERS.
YOU ARE THE GAME CHANGERS.
YOU KNOW THIS.
YOU CAN FEEL THIS AND THE POWER THAT LIES WITHIN YOU IS CALLING YOUR NAME TO PREPARE.
There will be no need for secrecy regarding contact with ‘Us’ and those like us.
The fear will be gone … leaving us FREE to be as common in your skies as the bird on wing.
So much to look forward to.
We are full of excitement and yet, we would ask you to brace yourselves. For the road ahead will be a
bumpy ride.
We tell you this, not to ‘concern you’ … yet, to prepare you. For when such things begin … as they already
are … you will be READY.
THIS IS WHY YOU CAME.
TO BE WARRIORS OF LIGHT IN THESE TIMES.
To SHINE YOUR LIGHT SO BRIGHTLY, so that those who have no idea which way to turn, who to believe,
what to think, where to go … will see and FEEL YOUR LIGHT GLOWING in the upheavals and be guided by
it … led through, by you … to the understanding of what is taking place.
For you shall explain … that what appears to be almost a ‘state of Anarchy’ … is merely the road to
FREEDOM.
YOU WILL UPLIFT THEIR BEINGS BY BEING LIGHT… and as your Light penetrates deep into their souls ...
their fear subsides and they too, will then understand what is taking place … and in turn SHINE THEIR
LIGHT to yet another who is lost … and so the momentum builds and …
AS ONE LIGHT … AS ONE LOVE … AS ONE DIVINE PLAN …YOU WALK BOLDLY FORWARD INTO A NEW DAWN
THAT AWAITS.
THIS IS TRUTH.
You live in a world that is conducted by time. All this we have spoken off on this day WILL COME ABOUT
IN DIVINE TIMING.
We do not use the word ‘soon’. We simply say that there is no time set out for this. We cannot say that
on such and such a date … such and such will be revealed. We … cannot /we are unable to … do so. Yet,
KNOW Dearest Souls, that ‘time’ will not be relevant. For ‘Disclosure’ on all matters will unfold piece by
piece by piece and we say to you … You will need time to absorb each goings on … You will need time to
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recoup before the next ‘unveiling’ and so on and so on. All the while ... Building in Strength … Building in
Truth … Building in Love.
Fasten your seatbelts … and prepare for take off!
Struth Ruth! Bring on The Truth! WOW! In such Love and thanks to you for walking along side us during these
momentous times!

The audio recording for this channelling read by myself and Mr Joe Pena can be found here;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KxUWU3TcODk

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 2

12 January 2018
Good morning to you. The Energies, as they are settling on this Planet FEEL SO GOOD … when we make the
choices to give time to acknowledge them. A lady wrote in saying that when she had listened to the GAME
CHANGER video … she, all of a sudden … realized/felt … what a personal/universal … power station the spinal
column is! Like a ‘Radiating technology Light Source.’ She asked if you would kindly speak of this?
Greetings to ONE and ALL. We are recognising the CHANGE upon your Planet as more and more souls
‘plug into’ the newer Higher Energies. We are noticing the very Light upon your Planet brighten, and
can visibly see the upliftment taking place. We are able to FEEL the CHANGE and this fills us with much
excitement. We are so very much further ahead than we once were, and it is good for your souls to
acknowledge this also. For in doing so … that too, creates yet another Higher shift.
BY RECOGNISING THE POWER WITHIN YOU … BY JUST DOING THAT … YOU RAISE THE VIBRATION. FOR
WHO YOU ARE AND KNOWING IT … MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE.
Yes, the lady speaking of the spinal column is indeed, correct. It is a beacon … a pylon of Energy that
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radiates out, not only into the entirety and complexity of your Being, yet, is also an antennae to ‘pick up’
on all that it requires.
It is the very ‘back bone’ of who you are. And when the lady stated that it is a Universal Power station …
she was correct again. In that, it is a connection port.
In your visualisations, you imagine your different chakras lighting up in different colours and opening
up and activating etc. It would be very ‘useful’ for you to do the same with your spinal column. We ask
you to visualise it as an activated antennae and radiating Light and colours. It is useful to visualise it as a
column of Light that is ‘Alive’ and sending out information as well as receiving it. We also would express
it as a ‘Homing device.’
Could you elaborate on that?
We would say that it is an anchor … for your system. You are sensing Blossom, the visual we are giving
you, yet, we are finding it ‘tricky’ to put into words.
The visual is a red electricity pylon reaching high up into the sky.
And it can pick up on all Energies around it. It can also draw on Energies from ‘home’ … from your True
Home and bring them into your Being and as we say, anchor them in.
I am a little confused, for I thought it was our Crown chakra through which such things entered?
This is correct. Yet, the spinal column, would we say, helps direct and ‘pull into’ … ‘infuse’ … these
Energies into the individual system. It is an integral part of the ‘system’ in which ONE is housed and it
goes without saying of its delicacy.
To visualise it as ‘straight’ without kinks or curves will prove to be empowering. It is so important in its
design to serve … not just the body, yet, the Light that you are, also.
You are picking up on the fact Blossom, that we are struggling a little to describe exactly what it is. Yet,
may we suggest that one ‘tunes into’ their spinal column and allow it to let you know what relationship
it has with you … and why?
It is a driving force … and to give it honour would prove to be beneficial … for then one shall connect
with it and understand it on a much deeper level. Blend with it … give it Gratitude and it shall show you
its secrets that lie within … waiting to be discovered.
Secrets?
Indeed! Dearest souls, in these New Times … as you each offer more ‘time and service’ to self … you will
discover the ‘chit chat’ one can undergo, with so much within the body. Every living thing has an outlet
that enables it to communicate. It is simply a matter of understanding its language and from what
‘angle’ it is coming from.
It is a matter of ‘tuning into’ … ‘homing into’ the Vibration of ‘anything’ in order to be at Peace with it and
‘be on its level’. This can be accomplished by request and breathing …
And patience?
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We would bring to mind the statement of ‘ It is not about the destination … it is about the journey!’
Enjoy exploring new heights … now that you have reached them.
REMEMBER NOW that your Vibration has risen into a Higher more POWERED state of Being. Therefore, it
is Fun … it is Good … to experiment in all kinds of ways, in order to discover this NEW HIGHER YOU.
Someone asked that if we breathed in and out in a Higher Loving place of Vibration ( as you had mentioned in
Nov 8 conversation of Last year) … would that put our frequency at 7.8Hz … and as the Earths signature pulse/
frequency “Schuman Resonance” is also at 7.8Hz then would we have the best chance to re-create World Peace?
(Out of my league of understanding as you know!!)
We would say that the Frequency of Earth and indeed one’s self, is ever changing … from moment to
moment. If it was resonating say at 7.8Hz, then there are many layers of that stated Frequency in which
the Vibration dances within.
A disaster of say, a bomb … or the influence of a volcanic eruption can alter the ‘balance’ of that
Frequency and take it to its lowest point of the frequency in which it resides.
In the same way, a shattering circumstance for a Human Being will have the same effect. It is only
through the deliberate sending of Love Light from/of/as/ the Highest KNOWING one can bring forth …
that the balance can be restored to its most comfortable position.
I don’t understand numbers, and therefore, I accept that it is difficult to bring such ‘talk’ through me, regarding
numbers and HZ … (We have travelled down this road before.) Yet, regarding this year’s revealing’s and
outcomes with the TRUTHS that unfold … will that effect the ‘resident frequency’?
Of course. For in that which is to be uncovered there will be an attachment to it of deep shame … an
attachment to such things that carries an Energy that is of the darker clouds. The Truths revealed, will
take many into deep depression and therefore, create the imbalance we have spoken of.
This is why, as in our last communication, we ask you to ‘Step up your game’, so that, because … of/
within … your knowledge of WHAT LIGHT CAN DO … you are able to counter balance all such lower
energies and thoughts and UPLIFT THE ENERGIES into the Vibrational Frequencies that have been set
within your Earth’s ... stratosphere/atmosphere … at this time.
These ‘uncouth’ scenarios that shall be ‘brought to Light’ could not be done so until the Energies of your
Planet were of this particular frequency, because the intense and unbelievable discoveries that are to be
brought into the open, will indeed bring the Energy down. Therefore, it was necessary for your Planet to
be strong enough to be able to override these coming events … and due to YOUR LIGHT upon it; shining
it out … it is now in a position to do so. To be able to uphold the LIGHT AS IT IS … in order to then, once all
has again settled … to continue on raising the Vibration and the Soul-Spirit into the Land of the free!
Are the pieces of the puzzle falling into place a little now, Dearest Souls? Are things beginning to FEEL
more sense?
EACH DAY…VISUALISE YOURSELF AS A LIGHT ENTITY … OF SUCH POWER … OF SUCH A FORCE THAT YOU
KNOW WITHOUT QUESTION THE DIFFERENCE YOU ARE MAKING BY RECOGNISING THAT YOU ARE SUCH.
The CHANGE IN ENERGIES due to the CHANGE IN SELF is nothing more than outstanding. You can surely
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FEEL It?
Well, I cannot answer for everybody yet , for me … oh, yes indeedy! A KNOWING POWER within FEELS so
connected to ALL OTHERS that are FEELING the same. Such Gratitude for BEING is a natural given these days
and I LOVE IT … and all I can say is … BRING ON /IN … more of the same!
Your choice entirely. We are humbled by the strength of you ‘Earthlings’
Oh, titter titter!!
For the courage and strength you carry is second to none! WE LOVE YOU.
And WE LOVE YOU! In Love and thanks for your friendship!

The audio for this channel can be found here.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1YyK1VV0dY

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 3

20 January 2018
Hello there, once again. I am happy to be able to be of assistance to you in any way I can, as I so very much
enjoy our conversations. I know very very little of Artificial Intelligence (AI.) A few have written in asking if you
would speak of this. Would this be something you would care to elaborate on?
Welcome to you, Dearest Blossom. Indeed, welcome to all who come across our words and therefore,
Our Love.
AI is an interesting topic. Whereby one, now that this ‘Game’ is in a Higher level of itself, is able to
actually conduct a conversation with these ‘robotics’ … for in essence, that is what they are and all they
… will /can ever be. That which is derived from computerised foundations … can never/will never … have
a soul. That is the most important thing you need to understand regarding this creation.
It was once in your world not so long ago, when one marvelled at the fact that ‘they’ could move, or
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sweep, or talk from a programme of words etc. … and now it is that they have been conditioned to
‘think’. Taking them into an altogether different category from the very basic robots that one started out
with and was introduced to.
Dearest Souls, Like yourselves … ‘thinking’ … can go one way or another. There are those that say that
these intelligent mechanisms are programmed only to do good. We could, in a way of semi amusement,
say this very thing about yourselves. For IN THE BEGINNING … you knew only of this, because you came
from a ‘Home’ that WAS only of this and therefore, knew nothing else.
It … is/was … by freedom of choice … free will … that changed the protocol of the Human Being into its
more ‘dishevelled’ state of Being. In the same way … a robot may be attuned to … be/think … only on the
bright side, due to the default of the programmer putting in place such understandings. Yet , as many
have already thought about … these ‘workings’, only need to be placed in the hands of those whose
agenda is not for the greater good , and your world would find itself in even deeper trouble!
So, is it a good thing or a bad thing?
Neither. It is exactly that ‘A thing’! As far as we are concerned, as far as we detect, as far as WE KNOW
… your world is heading into a Brighter disposition which carries with it therefore, a Lightening of souls
and their thoughts.
Keeping this knowledge in mind … keeping on top of all that you know … One will be focusing ... on/in ...
the Light, not the dark. Therefore, creating for ‘one’ self … a greater world of Love ... within Love.
These robot ‘people’ have no conscience. A Conscience is felt. They cannot FEEL. Always, you will have the
upper hand for you CAN FEEL. FEELING is the essence of who you are. It is your detector … your guide.
Dearest souls, if you are to KNOW deep within your Beings that you are heading for a Brighter world and
that you are bringing your Planet along with you … if you KNOW that FOR SURE deep within your Being …
then there should be little concern of things going awry within these creations of metals and buttons!
One’s focus is and should be IN THE LIGHT … leading one forward into Dreams yet unseen. Dreams that
are of only better and Brighter realities. There are choices of dreams. There are choices of thoughts.
There are choices of conduct. There are choices in all things.
Choose to focus, choose to KNOW that these AI mechanical ‘wonders’ … CAN BE USED to assist your
world greatly. They can become your friends … in a sense.
May we manoeuvre the train of thought along in to the knowledge that the thought patterns you
yourselves ‘conjure up’ are to be focused on the Lighter side of Life.
In this New Year ahead … you will notice yourselves changing so much, in so many ways.
Understand, that which you are now walking towards is going to have a quickened pace within you.
Many, many things shall be presented to you that have not been ‘thought about’ before and as to how
you conduct your ‘thought patterns on all things new, will bring about almost instant change … An
upgrading of self.
Vigilance of mind set is of upmost importance to your progress, Dearest Friends. As you stay alert to
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all that presents itself that no longer serves … and immediately dismantle its ‘make up’ … you will find
yourselves heightened to such a degree in such a short space of time that it will surprize and astound
you.
Click into gear that which ONLY serves. You are ready NOW to enter into the ‘full speed ahead’ zone. You
are able to Master now your Mastery … IF … you KNOW that you can.
The key Dearest Souls, in your future enterprises is to KNOW how INTELLIGENT AND AMAZING YOU ARE.
Do you think that a robot that is programmed … that HAS been programmed by a Human Being could be
more intelligent than the one that did the programming?
Each one of you … each and every one of you are … made up /created by/of/with … DIVINE
INTELLIGENCE. Your brains, as you know, are not used to their fullest capacity. Much has been shut
down. Yet, we would add here, a lot of it has been shut down in order to protect you. For in this world
that has followed suit by those who desire a non-functioning Divinity … (?) the Mastery of self could
prove too dangerous to ‘bring into play’.
As you are awakening to the TRUTH … IN the TRUTH … one shall be able to reconnect much of what has
been disconnected and put it to use of service … and indeed, would we say FUN.
DO NOT FORGET ABOUT THE FUN!!
As more and more of self remembers self … more and more of self becomes its TRUE self.
Oh! Dearest Souls … focus not too much … on all that you learn regarding the ‘Mr Nasties’! They are and
will be taken care of by those whose role it is to do so.
Remain in YOUR LIGHT and FOCUS ON THAT.
KNOW that YOUR ROLE, if it be so … is to illuminate pain and suffering by replacing it with Joy.
Knock down the walls of bricks and mortar and replace them with rose vines for one to inhale and
enhance the soul.
Each one of you is awakening now … to the fact … that CHANGE is indeed happening within.
Although you may not be sure of your actual role … you are CERTAINLY SURE that you have one … for you
can FEEL THIS KNOWLEDGE stirring with inside of you.
More strongly now, are you becoming aware of the difference within your thoughts and your Being.
More boldly now, are you stepping out and offering YOUR TRUTH, regardless of outcome. For you are
becoming a KNOWER not a believer and therefore, can do nothing else but stand firm in that KNOWING.
Many now are awakening and seeking out those who have been awake for a while, in order to be guided
by them.
YOU ARE MASTERS OF YOUR OWN DESTINY. Yet, you are also planners of the future … together as One.
FOR IT HAS BEEN DECREED BEFORE YOU CAME … THAT THIS DIVINE PLAN IN WHICH EACH ONE OF YOU
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PLAYS AN IMPORTANT ROLE … WOULD COME ABOUT IN DIVINE TIMING … AS … EACH ONE CO-JOINED IN
THOUGHT … AND IN THE TRUTH OF LOVE.
That which once would weigh down your heart … is now able to be shaken off from your Being so much
more quickly than once you could bring about. This you must recognise … do you not?
These Changes … these Brave and Encouraging Changes within self are more and more noticeable. They,
in turn, allow you to respond to your calling as The Light Warriors of Earth.
The Pioneers of Gaia’s journey forward …
Of her journey into home.
Just in this short period of time, since the turning of the year … there has been an undeniable change in
Energy. It is stronger and more powerful. You can FEEL it … because you are creating it!
So much is taking place all at once … on so many different levels. Put your cement boots on to keep you
grounded, yet, replace them with feathered wing when in the position to do so … so that your Being can
experience the Lightness of itself, also.
HERE WE GO PEOPLE OF EARTH.
YOU CAN FEEL IT WITHIN YOU … THIS ENERGY SHIFT … THIS, OH SO VERY POWERFUL PULSATING ENERGY
THAT WALKS THROUGH YOUR BEING AND MAKES ITSELF ‘AT HOME’.
Yes, I for one, can FEEL it and it is indeed very very exciting and with respect … about time!! In Love and thanks to
you. Just Love –ly.

The audio can be found here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=22Y9B8e2QFk
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 4

1 February 2018
My Dearest Friends from on High! I ask your Blessing upon us, as we reach out to you in Love and Gratitude for
that which we are to receive from you this day.
And for that which we are to offer, we ask too, that you receive it from the place that it is given. For
we Love you … for we are Love. And Love itself in its Highest request is asking you in this moment of
actuality to … REFORM.
In that, it is now in this moment that you … CAN/ARE … able to literally do so. Take charge of your
understanding of self. Be driven not by what you are told … what you read … what you expect … Be
driven only by that which is the very core of FEELING.
For in these coming days, as we have said … such turmoil FROM and IN all corners and it is approaching
fast. Therefore, we ask you to take note of that which is to drive you through.
For once the ball starts rolling; it is to be a nonstop onslaught of unravelling. We cannot reiterate
enough, the strength that will be needed. The courage to continue will at times escape you. Yet, KNOW
Dearest souls, that you have only to call upon us … call upon the Divine Source … that which is the
Divinity within you … to see you through.
We encourage, we indeed urge you once again, to be vigilant in your daily practices to bring to the
forefront, to bring out into the open, THAT WHICH YOU ARE. THAT WHICH YOU KNOW.
For in such times, it is of much importance that your LIGHT BEAMS are radiant and seen as the
Lighthouse to bring one safely into shore … and assisting in avoidance of one’s boat being shattered
against the rocks in a raging sea!
Sometimes, you may wonder if dedication to self and others is actually having an effect? We say to you …
YES YES YES.
Oh! Jolly Good, because it doesn’t always feel that way!
Understand too, that when giving time to self and offering Love out to the world in which you live …
makes a huge difference. And like with anything that is ‘practised’ on a regular basis … one improves
enormously. Therefore, we ask you to keep in mind that the more you continue to BE OF LIGHT … to
KNOW IT … to OFFER IT … the more ENERGY is building within you, to make that which you offer to self
and others, EVEN STRONGER.
Think of yourselves as an ETERNAL BEING … ETERNALLY BEING LIGHT! Know it from within your core,
whereby it is no longer a ‘thought out constitution’ yet, allow it to ‘become your constitution.’
Yet, I thought you had asked us to be more vigilant and step up our Game? Which surely, we need to do
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consciously, rather than just be it?
This is correct … and within doing so … you turn it around from the ‘Doing’ into the ‘Being’. Yet again, we
say … this takes practice.
Is it not just ‘within us’ to do so?
Oh yes. For you are OF IT … OF LOVE. Yet, due to circumstances once beyond your control … you have
been masked from that which is within you … deep down in your core self. Therefore, by stepping up
your Game on a daily basis and giving time to go within … you can now ‘FIND’ that part of you that has
been hidden away so deeply for so very long. It is a build-up, as we say … and Each One shall discover
their own ‘Garden of treasures’ … the more they choose to take time to sit in the garden and smell the
roses!
It is something that is difficult for us to explain. Yet, as the lid is removed from the can of worms, as you
watch the worms crawl out … you will begin to understand that which we are speaking of.
When we say … you will walk into yourself … this will make the most sense. Yet, it is necessary for you to
offer yourself some ‘Sacred’ time to do so. It is all very well to be busy with ‘life’ on one level, in order to
bring food upon your table and to pay your bills. Yet, without taking care of the soul on a deeper level …
you do not give it the ‘space’ to Empower…
AND EMPOWERMENT IS WHAT YOU ARE WALKING INTO!
As you FEEL this happening to you … as you FEEL this Power entering into you … you will ‘GET’ that which
we are speaking of.
How many ways can we express this?
The times that you have been waiting to begin … have begun. Can you not FEEL it deep within?
Can you not FEEL the stirring of ‘the you’ that is not of the physical flesh … yet, ‘the you’ that is Light?
Can you accept that although you do not know what it is that is awakening … it is without question,
doing so … and preparing you for what is to come?
WE ARE DOING OUR BEST TO PREPARE YOU. YET, IT HAS TO COME FROM YOU.
You need to prepare yourselves. So that, as more and more is revealed in a very short space of time …
you can step up to the mark. You will be ready to do that which you came here to do.
Please KNOW within your Being, Dearest Souls, that you would not be here if you were not strong
enough to ‘Take over’. Look please, at those words … ‘TAKE OVER’.
For there will be, in the time to come … a ‘Change over’ … from the darker energy that has ruled for so
long … into that which you are … Light … And you ARE LIGHT … And you … each Awakened soul, will take
over the situations that are presented and see yourselves, and all those ‘allocated to you’ … through into
the New World.
Stay connected to Source Energy in the Highest level possible … at all times. Call upon your Angels. Call
upon your Loved ones passed. Call upon ALL Beings of Light from other Dimensions and Planets to be
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with you in Energy and to assist in guiding you through.
THIS IS IT, DEAREST SOULS. This is when all that you have been waiting for … BEGINS.
YOU NEED TO KNOW THAT ALL EYES ARE ON YOU!
This Game is about to change DRAMATICALLY and LIVING LIGHTS FROM EVERYWHERE have no intention
of missing it!
KNOW WE ARE HERE TO SERVE YOU.
KNOW WE ARE READY … AS YOU ARE.
This CHANGE … would not/could not … take place unless you were ready. Your heart can hear the calling
… A calling that cannot be ignored.
Say to yourselves, over and over … I AM LOVE … I AM LOVE … I AM LOVE.
This builds confidence and strength within.
You mention the word ‘strength’ a great deal.
Because … IT IS A GREAT DEAL!
For that which lies ahead shall require such strength of soul. Such strength of character. Such strength
of inner KNOWING … Such strength to have the will to pull yourselves out of the depths of despair that
may well be reached by what is revealed … and to bring not only yourself, yet, many, many other lost
souls, out of that desperation and anchor in the LIGHT that you are.
NEVER FAIL TO REMEMBER THAT YOU ARE LIGHT BEINGS and this NEW WORLD into which you are so very
close to opening its gates, NOW… is a DONE DEAL.
NEVER FORGET THIS, Dearest Souls. Even in your darkest hours …
REMEMBER … IT IS WRITTEN THAT YOU ARE HERE TO BRING MOTHER EARTH INTO HER RESPECTED HIGHER
PLACE … WHERE SHE CAN ONCE AGAIN BREATHE FREELY IN HER OWN STRENGTH … for she has been
stifled and strangled for so long … on purpose … by those who wish her to be drained of the LOVE THAT
SHE IS.
Yet … HER PURPOSE … is to remain as strong as she was able until such time when she can BE HER TRUE
SELF … and offer her inhabitants the LOVE FROM HER that is of such Heightened Purity, that it will take
one’s BEING into an ecstatic place of self … long, long forgotten.
Oh Dearest souls … again, we ask that you take a moment to breathe deeply and FEEL our Love and
Energy that we send to you.
YOU ARE THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG … REMEMBER THIS. For there will indeed be times when you
doubt this … and/or … question the reasoning behind being here at all.
THE LIGHT HAS WON. KNOW THIS … YOU HAVE ALREADY WON.
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That which lies ahead is so far unheard of … in ways that will ‘Knock you flat off your feet’. Yet, that
which also lies ahead for you is of the most wondrous discovery of self … that your voice of reason each
waking day shall say ‘BRING IT ON’!
We do not desire to scare the LIVING day-LIGHTS out of you. We simply wish to prepare you … and we are
doing our best to present the coming days in ways that will give you courage.
WE TRUST DEEPLY THAT YOU FEEL YOUR COURAGE ARISING WITHIN YOU.
SUCH BEAUTY AWAITS YOU … WHEN ALL THAT IS TO OCCUR HAS SETTLED.
KNOW THIS … FOR IT IS TRUTH.
You haven’t said ‘Hold on to your hats’!
Because we TRUST by now, they are already fastened tightly!
WE LOVE YOU. WE LOVE YOU. WE LOVE YOU.
And as I FEEL your Love, I click my ruby slippers and say ‘There’s no place like home. There’s no place like home.
There’s no place like home.’ In Love and thanks.

The audio for this channelling read by Joe Pena and myself can be found here.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=51Vc2YvI_MY&t=3s

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 5

11 February 2018
Well, my friends, judging from links sent in about what is ‘going down’ in the USA and arrests that are going to be
made etc. … it seems that the energy of urgency that you brought through last week, is indeed necessary. Within
me, deep within … is the KNOWING NOW THAT THE GAME IS ON and I am able to understand what you mean
by KNOWING OUR LIGHT AND STANDING STRONG WITHIN IT. We are sure going to need it … and this is just the
beginning!
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Souls of Earth … Souls of Light ... Souls of Love … YOU ARE READY!
The Energy that surrounds you … the Energy that you are … is in full throttle, to encounter the bizarre
accounts that shall be disclosed to you. We do not wish to repeat that which we gave out in our last
communication. However, we DO desire that you GROUND YOURSELVES … for the shocking news in its
many varied forms that is to be revealed.
May I ask where you come in, within all of this? Other than these messages of assistance. Are you to be actively
involved?
Oh yes, indeed! For that which is to be spoken out, will not only be concerning the control and
management from the political aspect, yet, there will undoubtedly be outrageous findings regarding
‘Those from other Planets’ and the contact that has already been underway for a great length of time.
Consider the thought that ‘That who we are’, has just been a mystery for eons of time. Do you think this
would be so? Indeed, No. Yet, agreements were made by us and those like us … without the involvement
of any discussions from those of your Planet, that we would not conform to the desires and intentions
laid down by the ones who ‘rule the roost’ upon Earth. Their intentions have not been fitting for the
Greater Good. They have not been fitting for any kind of Good.
This is not to say that we ‘backed off’. We simply have remained ‘in the background watching and
observing … every move.’
Do you know of all the ‘horrors’ as you put it … that are to be told?
Yes, we do. And yet, it is not for us to reveal them to you. It is for those upon your Planet to bring these
matters forth and for action to be taken accordingly.
As eruptions and disruptions enter full swing … there will come a time when it is necessary and correct
for us to make many more OBVIOUS appearances than we are now.
There will be such confusion as to what is taking place on Earth … and so we do not wish to overload
that confusion for those who would be blown away by the fact that … we are more of a reality than most
things that you think are real!
Meaning?
Meaning that the lies that you have being ‘living under and within’ may appear to you to be real … yet, in
fact it is not how it is at all. We choose not to elaborate too deeply on this. We ask you to read between
the lines … deep down in your Truth. For as we have said … it is not our position to say certain criteria.
This is part of the Plan and we have no reason to change it.
Dearest Souls, what we CAN reveal is that … our service to mankind is to take on a much more
significant role whereby, our connections to those of you on Earth who are ready to receive them … will
be much more prevalent.
More and more sightings will be encountered. You had readers who asked about the orange Lights seen
in the skies on a regular basis. These are friends. Yet, we choose to say these are friends of an ‘Energy
form’ as opposed to a physical one.
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And their purpose?
To be noticed. They are not just ‘Balls of Light’ to impress. For they too, carry within them a form of
information, along with the Heightened Energy that they are able to emit from Being present.
So who controls them?
Themselves. Dearest Blossom, one does not need a physical body form as you imagine yourselves to
be, in order to be of intelligence. These Lights are of their own intelligence and are instructed by/of
themselves to enter into the Earth’s atmosphere in certain geographical places and times. They are
certainly not random. Each one is prepared and answered for.
What kind of information? You speak of this in regard to ‘Pillars of Light’ also (when they come).
Information that connects with your Being. Information that you already KNOW. Information you were
fully aware of before you entered Earth and are now sitting comfortably, in a position for it to be reawakened within you, by the Energy these orange Lights, and many other forms, of what you will call
‘phenomena’, shall bring forth.
When we speak of ‘Those from other Planets’ entering into your biosphere (?) … we do not mean just
little green men ... as some of those asleep would term it. We mean phenomena of all kinds that will
astound in a way that settles the soul during the turmoil that is underway.
REMEMBER THAT WITH ALL THAT IS ABOUT TO CRASH AND BURN … THERE SHALL BE THE OPPOSITE
TAKING PLACE IN YOUR SOUL!
REMEMBER THIS … IN ORDER TO KEEP CALM AND SEE YOU THROUGH … IT ALL!
For as that which one considered to be the back bone of society crumbles away … it allows Freedom to
take its place.
And with the greatest of respect, Dearest Soul’s… within the prison you have been masqueraded within
… you have no idea what TRUE FREEDOM FEELS LIKE.
Interesting. Many souls write in, regarding one thing or another … whatever particular ‘thing’ takes their fancy
to look into … and I have no idea what to think about it. I don’t get a feeling one way or another. However ...
and I am sure I have said this before … whatever lies we have been told, whatever the prison we have been
held in … and whatever Truths we have been held back from … the ABSOLUTE FACT IS … LOVE … now that I am
understanding more and more of it … simply cannot be removed from us. For it is who we are. If the moon is
fake … if ALL of this that we live within IS a hologram, for instance … that doesn’t stop me feeling LOVE for ALL
that stirs within me when I look at the moon and stars. Fake or not! Whatever is to be discovered/uncovered
doesn’t stop me/cannot stop me from BEING/FEELING LOVE. A lyric from a song keeps running through my
head ‘No, no, they can’t take that away from me!’
Would we say, BRAVO BLOSSOM! For THIS is what we are imparting to you. THIS WHICH IS OF GREAT
IMPORTANCE … GREAT VALUE.
THIS IS WHY WE HAVE BEEN PUTTING THIS SONG IN YOUR HEAD!
THE LOVE THAT YOU ARE … CANNOT BE TAKEN AWAY FROM YOU … IN ANY WAY … EVER!
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In your Beings … ask for strength. Ask for courage. Ask to be shown where to go and what to do.
Ask to be shown how YOU can be of most value in your role down here … and we promise you … we
promise you … that the answers will come.
So many oblivious souls shall enter into ‘shock’ and feel the sky is falling! It is then that YOU … each one
of you awakened, prepared, souls … shall find them and take them under wing. Comforting and showing
the way.
You will FEEL and KNOW connection and communication between other worlds that are drawing
ever closer into position in order to assist … in ways that will fill your Being with Love and Hope and
Encouragement.
As you break free from the bonds that have ‘ruled your minds’ … spaces will be opened up, in order for
such communications to take place with great ease.
No longer shall there be the restrictions surrounding you. Surrounding your Energy barrier.
What do you mean by this ‘Energy barrier?’.
The easiest way to explain is that there has been/is … in place … an Energy field that blocks you from
‘reaching Higher sources’. It comes in many forms. You are aware of fluoride blocking your pineal gland
which … when unblocked, shall allow you to encounter other worlds within the very thought of it.
1. How does this get unblocked? And 2. How then, am I unable to communicate with you?
As the system crumbles … it shall be like the phoenix rising from the fires. As you gain knowledge and
strength of self … the ways will be shown to ‘unravel’ the bindings put in place ‘in order to keep you at
bay’. Once these ‘restrictions’ are unleashed … this then is when you TRULY FEEL THE KNOWING we have
spoken of.
There are Energy blocks in place all around you … blocked to keep you subdued … blocks to keep you
subservient … blocks to keep you unhealthily despondent … they come in forms of food, drink, drugs
and many more. The chemtrails ‘dropped’ into your atmosphere ‘keep you contained’ … keep you from
breaking free … keep you dampened down. All these things are designed to keep you uninterested in life
itself!
I have felt that many times!
And yet, what is it … that brings your interest back, Blossom?
Making myself ‘Get back in The Game’. KNOWING that LOVE IS THE WINNER … KNOWING THAT LOVE MAKES ME
A HAPPY BUNNY … when I come from ONLY that place of Love, and don’t allow myself to be swamped by the
negative energies that bombard us. Nice to know this is all going to go away … that’s for sure!
As to you being able to communicate with us … on the level that you do … need we remind you of the 17
or so years that you experienced much discomfort in mind and body in the form of what was termed as
‘fits’?
Yes, a reminder is needed. For it seems now, as if they were experienced in another life time by another me!
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(They stopped just like that, the day my communication with White Cloud began.)
The valiant Energy known to all as White Cloud, once explained that these HAD to take place in order for
you to bring him through in the way that you do … and also, to be able to bring other Energies through
also. Re-arranging of your Energies and some inner physicality’s also were necessary. These adjustments
enabled you to ‘reach us’ … without invoking harm to your physical Being in any way.
I am sure what actually took place during these ‘fits’ (Conk outs ... as I called them) is far too complicated for me
to understand and I don’t really need to know. Happy to serve. Happy to have gone through it. (I can say that
now 18 years have passed … I probably wouldn’t have said that at the time). If that was needed to allow me to
become a messenger in/for Light then it would have been agreed on another level … and more than happy that
it happened.
We feel it is time to finish up this session.
Please take in three deep breaths in this moment of NOW.
GENERATE LOVE ENERGY WITH EVERY BREATH YOU TAKE IN … AND AS YOU BREATHE OUT … SEND THAT
HEIGHTENED ENERGY OF LOVE FROM YOU … OUT INTO THE WORLD.
EVERY SOUL THAT YOUR EYES FEAST UPON … OFFER LOVE FROM YOUR HEART.
EVERY THOUGHT THAT COMES … MAY IT BE OF/FROM/ IN /AS / THROUGH LOVE.
THE TIME HAS COME, SOULS OF EARTH.
STEP UP TO THE PLATE.
STEP UP AT LEAST FIVE MORE RUNGS OF YOUR LADDER … FROM WHERE YOU THINK YOU ARE PLACED …
AND THEN STEP UP ANOTHER TWENTY MORE AND TWENTY MORE AGAIN.
RECOGNISE YOURSELVES IN THE HIGHER PLACE … THE PLACE IN WHICH YOU BELONG.
AND CONTINUE TO CLIMB … UP UP UP … INTO THE HOME THAT AWAITS YOU.
Batten down the hatches. Yet, look for the sunshine within the raging storm … for it is always with you.
In the deepest Love … we leave you this day …
FEEL IT … KNOW IT … as it is offered to you … in the understanding that BY FEELING AND KNOWING IT …
you walk hand in hand boldly into the LIGHT AND LOVE THAT YOU ARE.
Thanks Guys … thanks so much. So good to know … we are not alone!!
Not by a long shot, Dearest Blossom … ever!

The recorded audio for this channelling read by myself and Joe Pena is here
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MPhlXZT3rFo
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 6

18 February 2018
Earth calling wherever you are! I am ready for today’s chat, if you are? Someone inquired as to why Gaia (Mother
Earth) needs our help, as she surely is strong enough to make the shift without us? Yes, human’s need to help
each other through, yet, why does she need our help?
Greetings of the Highest Energy to you and all, dearest Blossom. We thank you for your inquiry and we
shall answer it thus.
You are ALL ONE ENERGY … EVERYTHING IS THE ONE ENERGY OF LOVE … This you know.
Well, we should do by now!
That which has and is taking place upon your Planet exposes different Energies depending on the subject
matter. If you KNEW the beauty … in which/from which … this Planet began, you would not recognise it
from that which you ‘see’ today. So much harm has been done, not just physically, yet, energetically also.
Mother Earth is a LIVING BEING … as are you. All that is life benefits from all that is life!
The core of your Planet … would we say ‘The Soul’ of your Planet, lies deep within it. It has a heartbeat
… it pulsates and radiates life. If this heartbeat of ‘hers’ was to cease, the Planet and all upon her would
die. It could not receive its food in order to survive.
Your oceans, your forests, your skies have been polluted almost beyond recognition Energy wise … and
yet, always … due to the utter POWER of Mother Earth, these elements ‘fight back’ and continue to BE
LOVE … sending it out to you.
Vast holes have been created in greediness for more wealth. Oh, how misguided so many souls have
become!
As when you are sick … you require healing. Mother Earth has been sick many times … her pain has been
enormous and yet, she continues to give out Love in her every breath. Just as we are asking you to do.
You have heard her groans and cries of pain … via strange sounds that cannot be accounted for.
Sometimes one could liken these sounds to the oldest greatest tree bending its branches with the strain
of all that it has to bear. Mother Earth … as Great and as Powerful as she is … like all things that ‘live’ …
feels heartache and pain through the enormous strains that have been put upon her. Her sensitivity to
the human soul is like no other and therefore, she carries the weight of every soul that suffers.
With the GREATEST of respect here … you are asking us and we are trying to … not take on board another’s pain,
yet, to be detached from it and heal it by sending Love. Is this not what Mother Earth would be doing?
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Oh yes … and yet … with the GREATEST respect … the Energy that SHE is requires through Love and
strength to FEEL it in order to transform it.
Why?
Because it is necessary … because you are her children. Why do you think she has the name ‘Mother’?
Each soul upon this Planet now … and each soul she has ‘born’ is considered her child.
Those of you who are mothers and fathers will know that one cannot NOT feel the pain of their offspring
when it occurs. Yet, in the same way … what Joy springs forth from the parents when the child, whether
young or now older, has something wondrous and Joyous take place for them.
It is the same for Gaia. She is in full awareness of the soul’s whose soul/sole intention is to heal her and
her response to that Love offered is all around you in her choice of decoration to the Planet.
So, indeed we would say that THIS SHIFT this GRAND TRANSFORMATION is TEAM WORK.
Mother Earth, all upon her and within her … all who are involved … which is ALL … are in this together …
for WE ARE ONE.
You speak often of ‘those within her’ … yet, you do not go into much detail. Would you care to?
Certainly. The souls that live within your Planet …live in another world. Yes, this would be the best
way to put it. For the Energetic Vibration in which they live is of a far Greater/Higher one than this that
resides ‘upon’ the Planet.
‘Within it’ rather than saying ‘down there’ … the Energy is of purity. There is no starvation, no wars, no
hatred etc. These Beings have reached a level of Love-Light that allows only that which is of GRACE to BE.
What is their purpose? What do they do all day?
BE. They BE in JOY. Yet, through this Joy they also are very much aware of that which is taking place
above their Planet and much Energy is sent to heal and assist.
Do they live in a world of time?
No. Yet there is a sun and a moon. They do not need to sleep as you do. They ‘rest’ for the pleasure of
exploring other worlds … or simply … switch down/off … almost altogether, when they feel the desire to
do so.
Can you explain that a little more?
They are able to slow their entire system down to a pulse that is ‘barely alive’. It is not dangerous … it is
… how would we say? … Rather like your animals that go into hibernation. They … switch off/shut down
… to a pace that keeps them simply ’ticking over’. It is the same for these Beings.
So, we wouldn’t be calling them humans then?
No. They are not human. Yet, they are able to ‘appear as such and often ‘visit’ the ‘outside’. Sometimes
as messengers. Sometimes to collect plants etc. for experimental purposes and to assess the ‘state of
affairs’ within these plants etc. And sometimes … just to have a ‘nose around’.
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What are they called as a race?
We know them as ‘The Talls’.
Really? Sounds like a kiddie’s programme rather than a superior race!
These Beings are almost ‘gigantic’ in stature, yet, when visiting ‘outside’ they are able to ‘disguise’ this.
How?
By Energetic transformation. When one learns the ‘art’ of materialising and dematerialising … it does not
mean that one needs to ‘rematerialize’ somewhere else in the same form that they dematerialised from.
Think back to your ‘mythological stories’. Where one turned into birds or dragons or any form they
desired. ‘Myths’ they are not, of course! Yet, all Myths became so in order for your power to diminish.
Sadly, yet, it is as it is … this belief system became the reality of the day and so now, much of … what is/
was … TRUTH are considered fairy stories etc. All these ‘Myths’ will in days ahead be proven to be Truths,
Such Glories. Such Wonders.
So, these Beings are obviously quite involved with this Shift into the Higher Vibration?
The word ‘quite’ is very much an underestimated usage in this case. Although ‘their’ world does not
involve the downfall of ‘The System’ … they are very much aware of the imbalance that is to occur.
We would put it this way … and it is your choice as to whether you consider this metaphorically or not …
This imbalance that is heading your way … is enough to take your Planet off course on its journey
through to the Higher Vibration. An overload of ‘grief through disbelief’ can tilt its trajectory due to the
‘weight’ upon it.
AGAIN … This is where your NECESSARY LIGHT IS NEEDED. To counteract this imbalance and KEEP HER ON
COURSE.
YOU ARE READY.
This FEELING within you … this STIRRING of your soul … like never before … is the preparation. The
‘letting you know’ that YOU ARE READY NOW … for all that is to befall you.
I’m not sure I am keen on the word ‘befall’.
Yet … we mean it in the sense of ‘Everything falling down’.
Some folk say ‘Bring it on’. Some folk say they are scared …as they really have no idea just HOW it is all going to
present itself.
Nothing is set in stone. We cannot tell you it will be this way or that way … for it depends very much on
how each soul chooses to react to that which is uncovered.
‘The Talls’ are preparing also for this shift. They are at the ‘All systems go’ stage … and the Light that they
are sending to you ‘On top’ … can be felt, should you choose to tune in to it.
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Let it be known, Dearest Souls … that whatever is to take place within each and every next breath you
take … our Love and the Love from so many unseen by you … is with you every step of the way.
That sort of feels like a full stop for today. Are we done?
We are never done … Yet we shall take a breath here until we connect next time.
So much CHANGE is upon you and within you.
Do not think of the ‘panic’ and the fear that many will feel. Think only, Dearest Souls, of Being so much
closer now to becoming the Light that you are … in Fullness … and the Blessings that brings.
In Love and thanks to you … We are all hanging in there as best we can!

The recorded audio for this channelling read by myself and Joe Pena is here
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FcOo-REJO_g&t=1s

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 7

3 March 2018
Hello! Last week we were unable to connect. This week I FEEL we are ready to go. The Energy with ‘us’ is very
strong right now. Shall we?
Let us firstly acknowledge the growth within each individual reading this. For the ‘level’ of
‘Enlightenment’ that is … upon/within … so many now, enables us to bring messages through on a Higher
Vibration than before. This is most encouraging and in its rightful place.
We know, without you having to ask, that you wish to speak of THE EVENT.
Yes. There seems to be a ‘buzz’ once again, some saying it is about to happen ‘soon’. I laugh of course, at even
writing that word! A few sources saying it is this month. Do we ‘go there’ again? Will you speak of it and then with
all respect … it will die down, as it always has? What would you say about this? My thoughts were, that if it is to
happen any time soon, you might have mentioned it in passing!!??
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We are more than happy to speak of it for it is indeed, ever closer/nearer.
Your Planet has reached a position … in which/by which … the recommendation for fulfilling Change has
been accepted, approved, ticked and put in the out-tray!
Without question there seems to be upheavals mixed with moments of clarity, within everyone’s daily lives.
Many are FEELING so strongly that something is about to happen. Yet, have we not been down this path before
… many, many times? Although, each time … this FEELING just gets stronger and stronger. Surely the cork has to
pop at some point?
We would say that the ‘pressure’ has built up to such a degree that the cork is beginning to ‘release’ in
order to break free. We CANNOT and WILL NOT give a date in time. All we can say is that a phenomenal
Event is to occur.
So, with the greatest respect … nothing new there then!
Only in that, the FEELING that so many are experiencing is the level in which ‘Everything is occurring’.
I get what you are saying, yet, could I ask you to ‘word’ it better, for readers to understand?
Within the Oneness of ALL … which naturally you are part of … the FEELING of ‘where things are at’ is
BEING expressed WITHIN YOU. Within your body, within your thoughts, within your experiences.
Transfer this then, into what is taking place on a global scale. Should we put it as … a ONE in
consciousness? Then add to that … … … this is rather difficult to put into actual wording … THE EVENT
that is coming … BEING ... within/a part of … that same consciousness. So that, WHAT YOU ARE FEELING/
EXPERIENCING is the level of readiness … for which /in which … THE EVENT can come about.
We are trying our best.
I know.
The cork about to pop … regarding WHEN The Event shall occur … is also WITHIN YOU! So, if YOU are
FEELING within your soulself that you are about to ‘pop your cork ‘ … this is because YOU are FEELING/
BEING PART OF/IN TUNE WITH … THE EVENT.
Do you see?
Yes, I do. So, this that so many are FEELING now … is because we are also ‘part of’ the Energy of the Event that is
on its way? This FEELING of expectancy … is because WE can FEEL it coming?
This is so, and yet … can you put a time frame on this expectant feeling?
No. It’s a bit like the tail end of a pregnancy ( so to speak ). In that, you KNOW that baby will arrive ‘soon’ and yet
in ‘ITS’ Divine timing. Yet, that KNOWING … that TRUTH is with you all the time … waiting, waiting, waiting. Is this
feeling just within the Awakened ones?
Yes. And, the level in which one has Awakened to … deciphers the level of expectancy one is FEELING.
The Higher the ENERGIES one has … allowed/built up to … the more in tune they are with the immense
Energies that are pouring … in/through … to your Planet.
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The ENERGY that this EVENT carries is beyond comparison to anything you have experienced or will
remember experiencing throughout your many lifetimes upon Earth. This is why EVERYTHING is so … as
we say … ‘Topsy Turvy’.
There is such POWER involved in this ‘Happening’. We would say that it could ‘black the Planet out’ for a
‘short time’ as the surge of ‘electric energy’ bolts through.
As we have said before there will be a ‘WASH OF LOVE OVER EVERYTHING … PENETRATING INTO
EVERYTHING AND EVERYONE.
You will wake into A NEW DAWN.
And this EVENT will be taking place within the Skies?
Initially … as the outward appearance … and yet, ultimately it shall be taking place within the heart.
I guess the thing is, even though we have this FEELING as if the cork is indeed about to pop … in ‘no time’ … this
FEELING could go on for a few more years?
Yet, it won’t!
WOW! That came through loud and clear.
These coming times are your destiny. These coming times are why you are here.
Hold on tightly to that which you KNOW to be TRUTH.
So, going back to the last few of your communications. You have said that these times ahead are going to prove
to be really ‘tricky’ and more or less that ‘The system’ will fall down … and that those awake will be needed to
guide unawakened soul’s through, for so many will be lost. How does this … tie ... up with /in with … THE EVENT?
In other words, what comes first the chicken or the egg?
Already your system is falling. We would put it in a way … that a few books are jumping off the library
shelfs … intermittently. More and more will do so … until almost every book has ‘abandoned ship’ and
the entire structure collapses and crumbles.
Coupled with THE EVENT ‘showing up’ … as part of THE DIVINE PLAN … THE DIVINE ADVENTURE …
All of which you cannot give a time frame to?
All of which you can FEEL IN THE CORE OF YOUR BEING.
You also spoke of our ‘gifts’ coming from deep within to help with this system collapse. What sort of gifts are you
talking about?
EXPRESSION OF TRUE SELF. TRUE, DEEPEST KNOWING OF WHO YOU ARE AND … FROM/WITHIN … THAT
KNOWING … THE BRIGHTEST LIGHT SHALL SHINE.
And offer what?
Healing. Instantaneous for self and others. Compassion, Forgiveness. These are gifts long forgotten
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by many. Do not just think of ‘gifts’ as Magical Happenings. REMEMBER too, the gifts of the soul in/as/
through/of Love.
Intuition shall be heightened beyond recognition of the old self.
Please explain ‘old self’.
The ‘You’ before The Change.
Are you saying THE CHANGE (that you have also, often spoken of) is THE EVENT?
YES. For,when we used the words ‘a wash’ … we meant that also, in the manner of a GREAT CLEANSING
shall take place … FOR ALL.
Remembering too , that although Vibrational levels shall rise enormously because of this occurrence …
one who is not awake … will awaken. Yet, not ‘suddenly’ become of a Vibrational level of say … one who
has been ‘involved’ in the Awakening of the Planet for many life times. Their level of Vibration will too,
be unrecognisable. Yet, within that ‘unrecognising’ there will be such familiarity!
This is why we are asking you ALL to ‘STEP UP YOUR GAME’ … within THE GAME.
Prepare! Prepare! Prepare Dearest Souls … for THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH.
I Truly do thank you for this. Yet, I am just going to keep on truckin’ in my everyday living … the best I can. THE
GAME CHANGER project is now out there … to be accepted or dropped. For many, I am sure, have their own
way of coming through this. Will I be asking you the same questions about this in a couple of years … when our
expectancy is a little higher? Or, will these messages ( If they are still taking place) be of a completely different
ilk? Not expecting you to answer that … just my thoughts being expressed.
One thing we CAN tell you …
THIS EVENT ... UNQUESTIONABLY ... WILL TAKE PLACE.
All that we ask is that you STEP INTO YOUR HIGHEST POWER in order to BE READY WHEN IT DOES.
My heart is pounding with anticipation. I am assuming THE EVENT’S Energy is doing the same right now. I do
wonder though, whether or not there are enough awakened souls to ‘get us through’.
Do you remember we said ‘YOU ARE READY’?
Yes I do. I FEEL we are. So many of us have been ready and waiting for so long. We are more than ready … for
something that we know not how it shall occur … yet, we KNOW we are here to be a huge part of it. Our hearts
our beating faster … along with Mother Earth’s.
ON YOUR MARKS … GET SET …
Here we go again ... Waiting for the bang! Thank you … I knew I wanted to speak of this today … I wasn’t sure
how it would go. It went! In service to Love all ways.
You are showing me an image of thousands of coloured balloons in the sky. You showed this to me once before
many, many moons ago.I think it was around the Oct 14th 2008 ‘journey’. I didnt’ know what it meant then … I
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don’t know what it means now! Hoping I shall find out real ‘soon’. The song ‘Celebrate good times … come on’ …
is running through my head.
And we wish you to focus on that! Blessings upon Each One. In Love.

The audio for this channeling read by myself and Joe Pena can be found here.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gLHslZ4pN0s&t=12s

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 8

10 March 2018
Hello my friends. Well, once again the internet is a’glow with talk of THE EVENT arriving shortly. Your last
channelling spread far and wide and folk are excited to receive the next enthralling episode! I shall leave it up to
you as to how this communication flows.
Greetings of/from the Highest order to One and All. We are very much aware of the excitement building
for this ‘EVENT’ and this can only be a good thing. To keep the vibration HIGH is one of the ULTIMATE
purposes of your time upon the Planet Earth and it bodes well for coming adventures.
I have a question if I may? Some say that many unawakened souls will be taken aboard ships when this Event
takes place … in order to heal and prepare etc. for the Higher Vibration upon Earth … and then to be returned.
Whereas, another source says that we will be moving through the veil (sort of thing) and going elsewhere. What
is your take on all this?
Firstly, we would announce that there is to be no transference into another ‘place’. With respect, what
would be the point? For the point of you Being upon the Planet at this time is to raise the Vibration OF
IT … in order to LIFT IT into a Higher realm/vibration. There would be no point in abandoning ship, when
you are here to ‘take Her with you’.
However, after THE EVENT there shall be … within/upon … the Earth, such a vast change in atmospherics
that it will certainly FEEL as if you have moved on, into a Higher Vibration.
The ‘wash’ that we spoke of … is of an immensely High Vibration … and once it has taken place,
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everything will feel as if it has changed.
Will it have done?
Indeed. Yet, within that change everything is the same … only felt and viewed differently. Once the dust
has settled down … things will appear to be different and yet, they are not. The soul-self will be very
different and therefore, ‘seeing’ things in a different Light.
We cannot specify exactly what reactions will occur. For each soul is Vibrating according to their
‘position’ and therefore, will experience ‘IT’ from their soul-self point of view.
Yet, in general … without doubt … without question … there will be not one soul who is unaware of this.
This will not be taking place on an inner exchange alone. For it will definitely be of an ‘outer’ physical
experience also.
Much of what we are to say we have mentioned before … over the years.
Sorry to but in, yet, that’s what makes me a little sceptical. Not about it ever happening, for I KNOW it will …
one day. More so, about the timing. With respect, we have been hyped up about this particular matter so many
times before.
Of this we are aware. Blossom. Yet, as you have said … ONE DAY it WILL take place and that ONE day is
fast approaching.
Keeping in mind this word ‘fast’ is much like the standard ‘soon’. I don’t mean to be a doubting Thomas … only,
this pathway has been trodden many times! Please continue.
There will be a display such as your eyes have never feasted upon before.
How long will it go on for?
Days.
Whah! I thought you were going to say a few hours at most.
The display will be intermittent as /of itself, in order to maintain stability for those experiencing it … in/
on its different levels. It is important to know that the ENERGY it brings will be received on different
levels … due to the different levels. Vibrational frequencies that one has been living within … within
themselves.
We have said that some will be unable to deal/cope with such an enormity of ‘wave structure’ and their
decision will be to leave the Planet and continue on viewing and being a part of it from ‘elsewhere’.
Will that be many or just a few?
We cannot say … for it is a momentary decision on the part of each individual as to whether to stay or
leave.
Surely, most will want to stay? We have been waiting long enough for it to happen. Why duck out at the magical
moment?
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Because not all have allowed themselves or, chosen to … become aware of such an EVENT taking place
and the ‘surprize to the uninitiated in this knowledge will literally ‘scare them to death’.
Struth … that’s a bit harsh!
Not at all. Their ‘passing’ will not be severe. It will be so gentle for it can be nothing else, due to the Love
available at the time.
Many have ‘signed up’ to do their work AFTER The Event and SO MANY, as you know Blossom, are READY
AND WAITING and have been doing so patiently, for so long … so that they can DO what they came here
to DO.
There is a vast majority of souls who feel helpless and hopeless at this time and have done for many a
year. Knowing they are here to DO SOMETHING … yet, not knowing what that something is.
AFTER THIS EVENT … IT WILL BECOME SO VERY CLEAR … ALL WILL COME TO LIGHT.
There will be so many lost souls … looking/seeking out … the ‘ONE’S’ who have prepared in advance for
this ‘Coming’. And they shall be found because of the Light that pulses from then. As we have said before
… LIKE A BEACON … letting souls know where they are. Not one soul shall be unaccounted.
You/We are all in this together.
There is a very random question that has just popped in my head. Here goes! Is ‘Jesus ‘ involved in this? I know
this EVENT is mentioned in the scriptures. (Couldn’t tell you where!)
We reply a big fat yes!
Unlike you to reply so! In what way is he involved?
In the sense of HIS ENERGY BEING PART OF IT.
Many many souls of THE HIGHEST ORDER/PLACEMENT will be there to see it through.
They are there to safeguard the experience by holding the Light … by anchoring it … as best they can.
NEVER BEFORE HAS THIS TAKEN PLACE.
Although it has been a main topic for eons … there is still the unknown within it.
There are so many questions I don’t know where to begin. Will there definitely be a black out?
Unknown! There is a huge possibility of this. Yet it … will not be/cannot be … of the ‘scary’ variety.
REMEMBER … EVERYONE … REMEMBER …
THIS IS THE HIGHEST EVENT CONDUCTED IN/AS/THROUGH/OF LOVE.
The FEELING that ‘hits’ you … the WAVE OF LOVE that ... hits you/washes over you ... is like nothing you
have come close to.
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Therefore, if the ‘power’ was to blow a fuse for a short while … even days possibly … there would not be
a feeling of dread. One will BE IN SUCH BLISS in the KNOWING that LOVE IS ALL and the CHANGE HAS
OCCURRED …that a small thing like that … if it happens … will be of no concern or consequence.
We cannot give time limits as you understand and yet … there will be no interest in your computers , so
it matters not if they work or not.
There will be no interest in stock markets or financial systems… there will be no interest in ANYTHING
other than the FEELING YOU ARE FEELING and walking around in a daze … acknowledging one another.
Reassurance from the ‘knowledgeable’ will be given and as the initial POWER OF THE EVENT subsides a
little … one will begin to ‘come round’.
NOTHING WILL EVER … SEEM/BE … THE SAME AGAIN.
Most importantly … one’s desires, one’s interests will have changed perspective.
Focus will be on LOVE and LOVING.
Things that were once such an important necessity in one’s day … shall feel to be so trivial … compared
to the future days ahead.
Within this POWER that ignites and transforms … there shall be awakened gifts that both amuse and
excite.
Thoughts will turn from that which consumes one now in order to literally survive and exist … to
thoughts of BETTERMENT FOR THE WHOLE.
A UNITY OF SOULS.
I just realised we didn’t talk about some going in ships to recoup?
What we would say about this, is that it is a possible plan … depending on what affects who and how
many.
There are many ‘possible plans’ in place. Yet, we would say … this is in the aftermath days … not DURING
THE HAPPENING.
What other possible plans are there?
Definitely the co-joining of worlds!
Beings from other ‘places’ will become common place to meet and greet over time.
Will there be ships in the skies during The Event?
No. After.
The power of this EVENT is too strong for any craft to be airborne.
Will it be EVERYWHERE? In the skies in every country?
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YES.
What about our airplanes? There are always many in the skies at any given time.
They will be disabled before take-off.
We would say that ‘Awareness signs’ will be in place leading up to THE EVENT.
These vary greatly. Yet, one will be of electrical ‘outs’. Electrics will be greatly affected as the lead up to
THE SHOW begins!
What other signs?
Inwardly, on a personal level, one’s heart will FEEL it coming. The ENERGY of it is so powerful … that one
cannot not KNOW something is about to take place.
Many will FEEL they are experiencing the beginnings of a heart attack. Not so … just the HIGHER
VIBRATION saying hello.
It will be of the upmost benefit to breathe deeply before during and after.
IF THERE IS ANYTHING OF MOST VALUE TO PASS ON IT WOULD BE TO TELL OTHERS TO BREATHE THROUGH
IT.
Will it be scary? The unknown can be!
For some, yes. For they will think the world is ending.
Far from it, Dearest souls. We would say, it is just beginning … once again.
Such wonders are to be witnessed.
It is so very exciting. Not only is your internet a glow/a buzz … your Universe is exuding such JOY at the
very prospect.
I know we are near the end of the session yet, one more thing. Is this EVENT anything to do with why so many
are feeling so desperate, so … What the .... ? Many tears, many ready to give up and go home. Surely we should
be feeling the opposite if it is drawing so near?
The final blows are being released. Remember, you are dissipating Energy for the whole … not just
yourself. We would liken it to a purging of the ruthless undertakings from lost and weakened souls.
Those who are sensitive to all Energies are working as an individual, yet doing it for THE ONE.
ALL WILL COME GOOD.
We are aware there is so much to speak of, yet, we remind souls of White Cloud’s metaphor wherein
… it is best to eat just a few squares of chocolate at a time, rather than the whole block, which leaves
one feeling exhausted and lethargic … blown out … wishing they had just taken in a little bit at a time …
leaving space to digest before taking in any more.
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On that note then, I shall take my leave. Really not knowing what to think about it all.
May we suggest that when you think about it … KNOW it is for/from the HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL and as it
is in DIVINE TIMING … it will BE at the perfect time.
ALL IS INDEED VERY WELL.
Thank you .In Love and Gratitude … in service. Blossom G xx

Here is the recording for this channelling read by myself and Joe Pena.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQQUoRrSVc0

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 9

18 March 2018
Good morning. I have been feeling very lightheaded this morning and yet, unsure whether or not this is just the
insane weather changes or, the Higher Energies coming in … or … did you want to actually ‘speak through me’
which you haven’t done in quite a while?
Indeed it is the latter and with much urgency.
(I wanted to remove the ‘with much urgency’ ... yet, that would not be right or indeed fitting!)
Oh Far out! Here we go then … I‘ll get the recording gear ready.
Here is what they had to say .
https://youtu.be/F_5NUVEAelg
The Transcript for this message.
Greetings to all souls who take the time to listen to this valuable recording. Valuable in the sense that we desire
to put the minds at rest, regarding all possible scenarios and, regarding The Event … that is spreading around
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your internet like wild fire … would we say.
Dearest souls … firstly be not a feared. Remove ALL notions of fear based mentality. For, when indeed this Event
… arrives/occurs … you will recognise instantly that there is no need whatsoever to feel afraid.
The Love, the Divine Love that will wash over you and enter into your Beings will remove any fears
instantaneously. Questions you have must be removed. For this Event is not about inquiring about this, that and
the other and the ‘what if’s and buts’.
THIS EVENT IS WHY YOU CAME TO THIS PLANET IN THIS TIME FRAME.
Many times before we have said you were chosen because you volunteered and you are the ‘Strongest of the
Strong’.
You came here to see this happening through to the other side. What will take place on the other side is yet
another question. We care to reiterate that the Highest Purest Energy of Love … Love that you have never
experienced within your physicality until this time that is approaching, shall take care of all concerns.
We have spoken of each having an envelope within their Beings and the time when they are activated, shall
allow the ‘KNOWINGS’ of what each soul has within their purpose, to assist those who are confused and dazed.
Breathing, breathing deeply now, during and after, will balance your imbalances. For, you shall feel different …
but in a way of Beauty and Peace. So what is there to fear about that, once you have let all questions disappear?
How long have so many desired for this to take place? Many have feelings in the past of wanting to be removed
from their position upon the Planet, for the darker Energies can take hold and bring one down, and yet, we
repeat, are you not the Strongest of the Strong? There is much reason to stay. Much reason to remain grounded
and fulfil your inner destinies.
Your biggest question is the when? When shall this take place?
Our answer … OUR answer to you, would be that when the time arrives there shall be preparational signals
… preparational signs of many kinds. We would say absurd rainbows in your skies … Electrical differences …
Weather changes that are out of sorts from the normal. All will feel out of sorts from the normal … including
your ‘Beings.’
Dearest souls … as excitement builds, we ask that you take charge of your emotions and let not all that you
hear, all that you encounter upon different aspects of this Event, that is given via your computer, let them not
confuse that which is Truth within your Being.
Ask yourselves how you are feeling?
The vessel, the lady of Blossom, that we are speaking through, is saying to us that she is indeed confused and
bewildered. For she is feeling heightened Energies without question and yet also, is concerned that this ‘hype’ as
she calls it and this excitement and necessity to naturally breathe in a deeper form, is happening because of …
eh … of … the … you call them ‘emails’. And perhaps their information there in, is making her wrapped up within
all that is being given out?
THE EVENT IS COMING. OH YES! IT IS COMING INDEED!
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We cannot put a marker on a defined date of your calendar. For you are aware there is no time in the space that
we reside within. Therefore, we ask that you take note of firstly, your build up within self … of change and Higher
Energies and expectancies … and then … the noticing of unimaginable changes in the outer perimeters … as in
skies, weather etc. that we have already mentioned.
Have you not waited for change on a scale beyond thought? Change … is happening now within you. Preparing
you, and it has been doing for many of your years. And ‘the time’, we quote the words ‘the time’ is coming, when
we would say, one receives more than just the ‘icing on the cake.’
Continue on expectantly … in/as/through/of … the Love that you are.
Visualise … imagine … but most of all … FEEL these Purer Energies entering through , to your Planet and in
through, to your Beings.
Visualise also, all Beings upon your Planet holding hands and breathing as ONE.
We come from a Higher place. Take charge of your senses. Claim your POWER.
Know that you are Love … And within this knowing … all is well. THAT is all you need to know. Be in Joy … for that
which is to come … comes from the Highest … Blessing each one in Love … in thanks … in service… and so it is.
( No audio needed here due to content. )

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 10

26 March 2018
Good morning. I feel a bit hesitant, wondering what this ‘chat’ shall bring. So, so, so much talk about THE EVENT.
Still many questions from people, yet, should we leave it as is now? If it’s going to happen it will … and it will … it’s
just the when! I am certainly feeling ‘topsy turvy’ and I am behaving so! Let me leave today’s discussion in your
capable hands, if I may?
Many thanks, Dearest Blossom. We are very much aware of the continual feed of information and
disinformation that is being presented. We can only suggest that you find your Truth by tuning into your
FEELINGS about something in particular that you may hear or read about. As we have said ... within ALL
things that are presented to you.
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The fact is … THE EVENT IS COMING. Another fact is … IT IS COMING SOON.
The fact is … ‘soon’ does not help! Please take this in the polite manner meant, yet, do you feel you understand
what it means to US upon Earth when you say ‘soon’? As opposed to what it means to YOU?
Yes … and we understand also, the joking Energy around that word that has developed. However, … … …
………
We are aware Blossom that you are quite hesitant to ‘go with the flow’ today?
Yep. You are right … I KNOW YOU TO BE OF TRUTH … yet, so hesitant to give out false hope.
Is that what you feel we are doing?
You wouldn’t! It is not of your nature. Yet, for us folk down here, we feel we have been led along so many times
with talk of such things and then it all goes away again. So, my dilemma is … not wanting that same scenario …
and yet, not wanting to ‘halt the procedure’ if indeed it is around the corner … and your messages, therefore,
poignant at this time. I have to say I do feel a responsibility’ in my role here, even though I know I am simply the
messenger.
We are grateful to you for expressing your concerns. It is different for us … for we KNOW that which lies
ahead …
And with the greatest of respect ( as always) … it was not long ago that you were talking a lot about systems
failing and great change and the world being topsy turvy etc … what’s happened to all of that kind of talk?
IT’S HAPPENING!
I know this is all about me today, and yet, I feel I do speak for many it seems who have the same thoughts.
I guess my confusion also, lies within my feelings. For indeed, there is ‘SOMETHING GOING ON’. Even those
unaware of a possible ‘Event’ occurring, are saying ‘somethings going on’. They can FEEL something strange. I am
aware of the way my heart is ‘upgrading’ …. I choose that word as opposed to having a possible heart attack …
and so many are having major melt downs … myself included. I understand this may be the energies cleaning us
out … yet, is it just energies? Or, is it because ‘I can feel it coming in the air’ as a famous songwriter once wrote?
Dearest Blossom … we ask that you step aside from your thoughts at this time and we shall do our very
best to ‘put things straight’.
Perfect!
Change is occurring. It has been doing so throughout every moment of one breath to the next. However,
the CHANGE that is coming is on a greater scale than the ‘every day’ movement into the following
moment.
THIS CHANGE HAS TO COME.
Some people are confusing it with what we would put … in their terms … as full blown Ascension .
This is not so. This CHANGE, this Energy that is to ROCK YOUR WORLD is the ultimate transference of
the beginning of the Higher Energy that needs to be present for a long while in each and everyone’s
company!
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In order for your Planet to Ascend into its ‘Home Vibration … there has to be an INTENSE UPGRADE of
Energy. For, with respect, the way your world is acting and reacting at this time in its evolving, does not
allow for full Ascension to be accomplished. Regardless of the fact of so many more ... on a vast scale of
change … awakening.
Therefore, the Change HAS to come … in order to keep in line with the plan of its Ascension.
To have a phenomenon such as THE EVENT … will allow that change to occur. To give your Planet and
those upon it, a boost … a fresh start , if you like .
We have said that ‘everything’ will FEEL and appear differently. And from there on in, one will continue
on living life, and yet, with a deeper understanding of THE TRUTH OF WHO THEY ARE.
Within the Higher Energy, much that is ‘not of it’ or chooses not to be, will fall away so quickly.
One cannot reside within the Higher Energy if they do not choose to comply. Choices for/of self will be
made.
Eventually, all that upsets the equilibrium of self and All, shall ‘not be there’. A vague memory of how
things once were … shall become the only ‘remembrance’ of ‘this side’ of THE EVENT. For the ‘other side’
that you are walking into … will feel and appear and be conducted in such a different manner from the
expectancies of each day that is occurring now.
LIFE WILL FEEL it is worth the living. LIFE will not be diminished in stature (?). As one’s full potential
arises within, excitement for LIFE ITSELF shall return ... And it will FEEL GOOD.
We are aware of the many questions posed. We will answer them all in one.
THIS EVENT IS FOR THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL. Therefore, the outcome can only BE ... FOR THE HIGHEST
GOOD OF ALL.
THEREFORE, KNOW … THAT IN THE DIVINE TIMING OF ITS ARRIVAL … ONE SHALL FEEL THE LOVE THAT IT
BRINGS AND INSTANTLY ALL FEAR WILL DISSIPATE.
Thank you. Someone questioned the fact, that if it is a wave of Love that is coming through … how then can it be,
as you stated, that some will be so surprized (to the uninitiated in this knowledge) that it will literally ‘scare them
to death’.?
Because, every soul is walking in their own space, their own Vibration, and shall react differently
according to their Being’s acceptance of ‘what is’. This ‘wave’ shall be so powerful that it will bring such
heightened feelings to the fore, that there shall be those who cannot accept the reality of it and ‘choose’
to take their leave.
Another query whilst I’ve got you! There are Highly respected channellers ‘out there’ who have not even
mentioned THE EVENT and its coming … That’s odd is it not?
We cannot speak for other Higher Energies that bring messages through to your world. Their choice of
expectation regarding the arising of the Planet Earth is brought through in the manner of their choice.
Which leaves me concerned, because … IF something bringing such massive change IS on its way … wouldn’t
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they be saying so? Wouldn’t all channellers be saying so?
NO.
Why not? This particular issue concerns me greatly.
Blossom … you are the messenger. You have chosen to bring through OUR messages … of/in … Truth and
Love to the best of your ability … coming from your position … of/in … Truth and Love.
We ask you to be unconcerned of that which another may or may not bring through. If you TRUST us
enough …
Dear heavens … I have been on that journey there and back a thousand times … and in the deepest place of my
heart … I can say I TRUST YOU … ( Just not your timing!!! )
… we were to say … ‘as we know you do … then ‘let go’ of your concerns about all of this .’
THE EVENT WILL HAPPEN.
YOU WILL KNOW OF ITS COMING because you will experience the Energy and the signs we have spoken
off taking you to a place of that KNOWING.
Yet, in your last spoken message, you said you would like to speak through me as a matter of urgency. That
made me feel uncomfortable.
WHY?
Because in our world … urgent means ‘to be dealt with NOW’ … which leads one’s thinking to assume The Event
is imminent. Oh, please don’t say it is … please don’t say it is … please don’t say it is …
Why not?
Because we don’t know what YOUR imminent is!!! Your imminent could be 10 years hence! I feel I should wind
this up, because I am not giving you a fair chance. I just keep bombarding you with negatives and although … I
know it my role to question as I do … I feel we could go round in circles. I feel I may be leaving you and many a
little unsatisfied with today’s communication. Yet, I am doing my best and that is all I can do .
And your best, Dearest blossom ... Is more than satisfactory to/for us.
Well, I thank you for that … so many years talking with you … so many topics, so many ups and downs … so
many ‘misunderstandings of/in time … yet, ultimately … I HAVE BECOME SO MUCH MORE OF THE TRUTH THAT I
AM … because of it. THANK YOU.
Our journey has only really just begun.
It’s a really long road then!
It never /ever ends. Such Love … Such Love to all … In Blessings we take our Leave this day .
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Audio for this channelling .
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U_U7yy0GELY

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 11

6 April 2018
Hello, my friends. I was busy throughout Easter and unable to find time to connect up with you. Not only was
I busy … I was greatly affected by Energies and in all Truth … it didn’t feel good! Could you talk about these
Energies? Positive and negative!
Welcome, Dearest Blossom and all who have chosen to read these words. We are keen to speak of such
things as we are aware of the dis-connection one can feel at times and we would like to offer ways to
assist in the feeling of re-connection.
Oh, good! Because for a few days, no matter how hard I tried all ‘tricks of the trade’ to get me out of my foul
mood, it just wasn’t happening … until it lifted gradually by itself ... only to be dropped back in ... then lifted ...
then dropped back in ... You get the picture?! Are the negative energies I felt so strongly, caused by chemtrails,
food etc? Or, is it myself … needing to ‘look at them’ and release them? I get so confused, because when in the
‘state of Being’ I was in … I truly could find no Joy in myself or my days ahead and then … nothing changes, other
than that ‘energy’ goes away … and I feel ‘Lighter’ about things. What is all that about?
It is about differences … within Energy. You see Blossom … there is clashing of Energies during these
‘Uplifting times!’ On the one hand, you have the LIGHT ENERGY of PURE DIVINE LOVE pouring into your
Earth’s stream … and on the other; you have the DARKER ENERGY fighting for its life to prevent the LIGHT
ENERGY entering in.
Yet, how then is it, that some of us feel the confusion and depression at the same time … and others may feel as
Light as a feather?
Because it depends on what may be taking place in one’s day to day … at the time … in order for one
Energy or the other to take advantage of that state of mind and enhance it … as if it engulfs you for a
time … LIGHT or DARK.
Couple this with that which is scattered throughout your Earth’s Energy Field in the ways of ‘dampening
down’ one’s mood …
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I have to interrupt there. You speak of this often. I wouldn’t call it dampening down. I would say it is more like
‘flattening completely’ ... when it hits! Can you describe how it works? Because it can really take hold at times.
It is complex yet, simple, Blossom. Taking into consideration that there IS ONLY ENERGY … and it
exists within a certain frequency … depending on what it is … where it is … it’s manifestation of … etc.
Therefore, it can be that there is a design … would we say … of a negative pattern that is able to ‘make
its way through’ to the Beings of the human race and weave its negativity … the design of that particular
frequency … into the heart space … bringing spirits down to its lower Vibration.
My question being then … knowing what many of us do … why are we unable to pull ourselves out of it? You say
we are the strongest of the strong and yet, in these times, it feels far from it. I can get so low and I know many
others are the same … that I feel like ‘I’m done here!’. Fed up of fighting, sort of thing. What’s the point etc etc … I
KNOW ALL THE ANSWERS. Yet, they don’t make sense when in that frame of mind.
The fact is Blossom … you DO know all the answers … The main factor BEING ‘LOVE CONQUERS ALL.’
Yet, there IS only Love … on it’s different vibratory trajectories … ( Is that you or me talking? LOL )
You are correct and yet the stronger one pulls themselves into the Higher Vibrations the easier it
becomes to FEEL Brighter.
Try getting there when you get real low! Maybe you don’t know of that feeling? It’s not nice. It’s that feeling as if
the darkness has beaten me … no more ‘will’ left, type of thing.
And yet … it passes does it not?
Yes.
Because the darkness HAS NOT won. It CANNOT beat you. All the while you are feeling so low … your
Light will not allow the flame to go out. It remains … the flame remains alight no matter how stormy the
winds may blow … No matter how much it is hanging on by a thread. It remains alight … because it is
YOU. It is YOUR LIGHT that cannot be put out.
Yet, some get so low as to remove themselves from the Planet.
This is so. This is a choice made and can only be ‘assessed’ by each individual. There is no judgment on
this. It is that some souls choose to leave because life on Earth becomes too hard to deal with.
With respect, my point entirely! Don’t get me wrong … I’m not planning on taking myself out … yet, I can see why
people do!
You are not planning on doing so … because your mission shall be accomplished and no matter what …
you made a promise to yourself to see it through.
Did those who ‘left early’ not also make that promise?
No. Some came in the knowing they would do their best and could ‘opt out’ if necessary . Each soul has
the opportunity to ‘opt out’ should they desire.
I used to think that to take your life would be frowned upon. Yet, I changed that way of thinking a long while
back!
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We are happy you have come to that decision and yet we would add that the majority of souls who do
so … choose to come back and give ‘life on Earth’ another ‘chance’.Let us return to the topic regarding
Energies. We know, you know the answer … each one of you … KNOWS the answer within.
Yet, what does it take?
MORE! MORE of YOU!
We have stated you are the strongest of the strong and you can FEEL … especially in these Heightened
Days of Awareness of many aspects of ‘Life’ itself … that the KNOWING of this KNOWLEDGE has to be
felt from deep inside the core of your Being. You have to dig deep, Dearest Souls, in order to ‘GET IT!’
To find that …YOU … that is the strongest of the strong. That is why YOU were chosen. We are aware of
the repetitive statements over the years. Yet, can you see why? More importantly … can you FEEL why?
These times … as you move into the Higher Grade of humanity … or, would we say … ‘Return’ to the
Higher Grade of Humanity … are … as we gauged would be … the most turbulent of times … as one
moves OUT of the Lower intensity of ‘living’ … IN to the Higher. We are aware of the CHANGE … TAKING
PLACE NOW.
And for you upon Earth it is proving turbulent, indeed!
FEEL OUR LIGHT LOVE WITH YOU. PLEASE … FEEL OUR LIGHT LOVE WITH YOU .
We desire to find new ways to tell you … to express to you … what is going on NOW. Yet, all we can do
is ask that you go within and FIND YOUR LIGHT … and LOVE IT. Talk to it … as your friend. Encourage
your Light as you would a child or friend to hang on in there. When a friend is low … you pep them
up and feed them with that which you know to be the best of them. Helping them to see the good in
themselves. Do the same for yourself. For your Light, when it gets dim … it may not react straight away
… it may feel a little too damaged at the time … Yet, it is listening and taking note and holding on for
‘dear life’ … And then … as the storm dies down and the warmth of the sun shines … upon/within it …
STRENGTH RETURNS … GOOD THOUGHTS RETURN and one feels the ‘hope’ to carry on. Stronger than
ever before … IN THAT KNOWING THAT THE LIGHT … THE LIGHT OF EACH ONE … WILL BRING THIS PLANET
INTO ITS BEAUTY OF SELF.
THE LIGHT OF EACH ONE … here to CHANGE the way things are … HAS TO … WILL … come into full
strength and shine forth.
This Light that IS EACH ONE … knows no bounds.
Dearest souls … as you walk into yourselves … strength returns …as you continue IN LOVE to march
onwards … YOU come into the UNDERSTANDING of THE POWER THIS LIGHT … HAS/IS.
THE LIGHT … THE LIGHT … THE LIGHT … IS YOU. WITHIN YOU … WITHIN EACH ONE.
The more you ALLOW yourself to KNOW it … to FEEL it WITHIN YOU … the MORE POWER accumulates
within the YOU that thinks it is so weak and meagre. The more one ‘marches on’ in this KNOWING … the
more reality of THIS POWER reveals itself … offering encouragement through ‘proof’ to carry on. And
THROUGH this movement within souls … momentum builds.
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AND ...
IT IS DOING … Desperation from the lower vibration is ceasing … because its strength is weakening …
until such times when it is no more of your Planet.
WOW! With all respect … that seems a long way away . Yet, let’s not get onto the time thing with you right now.
Will the EVENT … in its Divine timing, give this a boost in the right direction.
Indeed. This is what it is for. When this Event takes place … it will give your world such an enormous
‘shake up’ … and yet … as we have stated before … there shall be ‘run ups’ to this Event that will prepare
one’s Being for the occasion.
I, like most of us, have been confused and uncertain about all the talk of THE EVENT, including talk from you …
with all respect . Many of us are talking of ‘something strange going on’ … yet, in the knowing that this Event is
a wave of Love washing over us …. it certainly doesn’t feel anywhere near close. For I would imagine … as it is
getting closer, we would be feeling really ‘loved up ‘ … not ‘loved down!’. Yet, let’s not forget the expectancy (of
something in the air) so many are feeling! I guess at the end of the day … we just wait and see! Carrying on to the
best of our ability in any given moment. So much we are oblivious to … So much we don’t understand … and yet
KNOWING without question WE ARE LIGHT … and we continue on because of it.
Dearest Blossom … Dear All … do not just accept the YOU that you think you are …. ACCEPT the YOU
within ALL possibilities of the Universes and beyond.
Allow the WHOLENESS OF YOU to be accepted by this aspect of YOU living upon Earth right now in these
amazing times. No soul wants to miss it!
And according to you… not one soul will. Thanks guys. I didn’t mean this communication to be of a downward
energy. I found myself quite unexpectedly emotional whilst within it. Up and down on this merry go round we
turn … keeping on keeping on … because something inside us, tells us, it’s the right thing to do. Many thanks.
Over and out for now,
We ask that you do your upmost to remain steadfast in your KNOWING that
YOU … EACH ONE of YOU … ARE … making it happen.
YOU … ARE … bringing about THE CHANGE and it is happening because …
YOU ARE NOT GIVING UP …
YOU WILL KNOW THE TRUTH OF ALL OF THIS … IN DIVINE TIMING OF ALL.
Our Love radiates into your heart space … allow us in and feel the strength and guidance we offer. HOW
WE HONOUR EACH ONE. In love and thanks.

The audio recording of this channelling read by myself and Joe Pena can be found here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZo8Sfru-ig&t=2s
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 12

13 April 2018
Hello there once again. I am happy to say that at this point in time I am feeling a lot brighter. Here inside my
washing machine, I seem to be on the ‘delicates’ cycle … yet, so much better than the ‘spin’. How goes it with
you?
Indeed, we are aware that your Energy has lifted and this is nice to sense! Such intense changes and
‘removals’ are occurring at such speed in these current times for all, and causing disturbances to the
mind, body and soul.
What exactly do you mean by ‘removals’?
Removals of negative energies from self and the Planet … from within even the very soil in which you
plant seeds for food.
How is this being accomplished?
By extraction. By which, we mean almost literally. Imagine of a ‘visuality’ likened to a whirlwind …
picking up and ‘removing’ energy that is of lesser Light. This is assisted GREATLY by the LIGHT that is
building upon your Planet. We would put it in words to suit, that would be akin to the darker energies
‘removing themselves’ in some ‘states’.
‘States’ meaning places in countries or ‘the state’ of something?
Both. The darker energies cannot reside in Light that is outside of their resonance. To put it simply, it is
too uncomfortable. Therefore, they ‘choose’ to leave as the Light causes too much sensory disturbance.
It is known that a ‘clean up’ is underway and it is rapidly doing its job! Therefore, with the extensive
Light flowing in … raising the Vibration of the Planet and all upon it … there is also the fact that this
uplifting factor is able to demolish much of the darkness. Leaving what we would call ‘shadows’. These
‘shadows’ have no depth to them and are merely surface debris.
Dearest Souls … this is so very heartening to hear is it not? How strong now the POWER OF LIGHT is
taking hold.
I feel the need to ask, although I don’t know why, as it really isn’t my thing … when you say ‘removal’ do you also
mean of negative ‘souls’. For I have heard it said that arrests are taking place. Arrests of many high up in the
‘naughty category’. Yet, obviously this is not brought to light in mainstream media.
On this matter we would agree, that it is not really ‘your thing, or ours’ to comment upon. Yet, we would
confirm that there is much going on behind the scenes … collectable data etc. … that indeed, is more
than enough evidence to convict those who have caused and brought about such damage to the Planet
and indeed, the human race.
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We would go as far as to say that it is certainly not ‘just’ Earthly councils that shall be dealing with these
souls. For it is on a Universal scale that the effects of such individuals have travelled and it is for High
council within The Federation to delegate outcomes in order for order to be retrieved.
Again we make suggestion for those who are in knowledgeable strength within their Light, to take time
to meditate deeply with these lost souls in mind. For when they ‘recognise’ the extent of pain that has
been caused to others through their actions … there is no need for any form of punishment, for the
anguish that shall be presented within their Beings will be of the Highest ‘torture’ brought upon by
themselves. Feeling ALL that they have inflicted upon others and the Planet. They shall need so much
Love and Forgiveness and we would state also that when Truths … real ‘Truths’ of what has been hidden
are revealed … it will be only the most ‘solid rocks’ that shall find within themselves, the heart to forgive.
On a Lighter note … REAL progress has been made of late. Perhaps look at things that seem so ‘topsy
turvy’ as a positive sign that things are getting better!
That is indeed a ‘topsy turvy’ statement!
Dearest souls … Your world seems so, at this ‘stage’ of Evolution. Yet, what is ‘topsy turvy’? We interpret
it as ‘upside down’ … and if you were to look at things from where we are … things would certainly veer
more towards the good changes rather than what seems to be ‘out of proportion’ disarray.
And where exactly are you?
We are in a different Vibration.
How different?
Very. For where we choose to reside has no negative energy … none. We are showing you a vision
Blossom, of ‘through the clouds’. It is the nearest we can get. For in Truth, we are nowhere else … we are
around … just on a different Vibration. As we have spoken of before, very much like ‘the Elementals’ and
many other planetary forms … all ‘around’ yet, resonating within a different frequency. Long has it been
known, to liken it to ‘tuning into a radio’.
So, in order to be made visible to us … how do you tune in to our frequency, so as to be seen?
By doing that very thing … tuning into YOUR frequency. It is the same as we are doing now in order to be
able to communicate with you.
Is it difficult to do?
No. Not when you know how. The same as anything … It is not difficult when you know how.
I know you know, that so many would Love you to pop in ... and stay around for a while. Yet, I won’t go on about
it, as we have been down this road before, many many times. We have been down so many roads before!
And each one assisting in the understanding of reasoning behind your stay upon Earth. We understand
one’s … position/disposition. We try our utmost to bring comfort and encouragement to you. Those of
you who are wearing thin … losing hope. Yet, we ask that you renew your enthusiasm. We ask you to
keep on keeping on!
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Do not give up when you are so near the finishing line.
With the greatest of respect … White Cloud spoke those very words back in 2012. Six years ago and we haven’t
given up … not yet! Many have veered off track … many have found their way back.
And oh, so many have jumped on board since then, have they not?
Yes, they have . All the time new souls join the ride. Yet, for those of us who feel like we have been on board
for a thousand years or so … and probably have … this … ‘End Game’ is proving hard going. A bit like pregnancy
when the last quarter seems longer than the entire nine months.
And we could not have put that better ourselves, Blossom. The ‘Birthing’ of this new age is so close at
hand. Have you not been hearing in your mind ‘Don’t give up’ over and over?
Yes … and it is encouraging. So many, judging by emails sent in, are hanging on by a thread and in need of a
boost. Hey Ho … been down this road, also! I feel this is why THE EVENT situation took off as it did (this time).
We don’t want saving … we understand it is not about that. Yet, without doubt we are in desperate need of a
leg up! Bring on the cavalry and all that!! ( A reminder here of THE INVOCATION … http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Gqmukxqt2rU )
Dearest Blossom … Dearest souls. THE EVENT SHALL TAKE PLACE IN ITS DIVINE TIMING and when it does
… one will understand why it happened when it does and not before.
Yet, meanwhile … we are not laying idle. Have you not noticed that which we have spoken of, regarding
displays in your skies?
Yes, I have been sent in ‘strange oddities’ showing up here and there. Yet, as I say … much goes unnoticed
by many. I am in the fortunate position to be sent such things and not all of us have the time to sit on our
computers all day seeking such things out. Hello! Suddenly my heart is quickening …
Let it be known … these things that seem to you as small offerings are gauged in order to be kept under
the radar for now. Not causing too much disturbance, yet, enough to be recognised as ‘different’ … as
‘stepping up’. These ‘symptoms’ are the precursor to the BIG DISPLAY … THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH
..as we have spoken of in other communications.
There shall be a build-up … taking things much further than that which is presented now. And adjacent
to this shall be the build-up within yourselves … within your soul … within your Being.
We say to you … there shall be no questioning. There shall be no doubts …or ‘perhaps’ or ‘maybe’s’ . It
shall be felt throughout your Planet … by ALL … when THIS EVENT is about to present.
Yet, as we say, before it does so … phenomena shall be almost common place, rather than that which
you would say is ‘random’ at this time.
I have also been made aware of the phenomena (which seems to be popping in my head right now, so I feel you
want me to ask) … regarding the sky looking as if it is split down the middle. If it is was a painting, it looks like
one half is completely different from the other … as if the wrong ‘half of the picture’ has been put back in … for
want of a way of explaining it … What would you say about this?
We would say … that this is yet another ‘sign’ that THE EVENT is drawing ever closer.
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Yet, what actually is taking place?
Blossom …as you know, everything is Energy … and Energy is palpable and can be … manipulated/woven
into/presenting as … any form at all. To change your sky into a ‘half and half outlook’ is … we say with a
very large tongue in cheek effect … ‘as easy as photo shopping on your computers’.
And yet, I get from that … this is not photo shopped from our computers ... is it?
No.
Why are you showing me a dice being thrown?
Because dearest Blossom … we are reminding you … this is all part of THE GAME. The Game in which you
reside. Sometimes you throw a six and move up six paces … other times just a one. Either way … You are
in ‘THE GAME.’
Yep … that ‘Game’ where we landed on Earth with no instruction manual!
We would correct you there. The manual is inside of you. That is part of ‘The Game’ is it not? To discover
the manual inside. For once you have found it … page, by page, by page, brings you into alignment with
‘the rules’.
And ‘the rules’ being that … there are no rules?
Indeed … and yet, that is not to say that the manual does not present you with, ‘how to play the game’.
Sometimes, I really feel, all be it momentarily, that I ‘Get it’ and it seems so simple. It’s just a matter of … BEING/
COMING FROM ... LOVE … always. When you allow every breath to be …OF/FROM …Love, there are no ‘snakes’
to stumble upon … only ladders to climb. I assume the more we move into the Higher Vibrations , the longer we
are able to remain in this knowledge and make it work for us. So simple, yet somehow, when in the density of
Earth … so complex.
Complex, if you choose. Simple, if you choose.
Either way … there is no denying that YOU ARE LOVE.
There is no denying you are all BEING LOVE ... bringing Planet Earth into the Higher Place of existence
that was agreed upon.
Universal gatherings make ‘Your Planet’ the talk of the town. Focus on this fact … that within all this talk
… there is much excitement. For these changes that are upon you … are upon all that have agreed to see
this Divine plan through and Gratitude to each one is offered … to be received in the form of vast waves
of Love sweeping … over/through ... you. Giving you courage and KNOWING … that it is so close now ...
This time … This EVENTuality … You know this in your hearts and in your Beings.
Correct. Not knowing the ‘when’ can be frustrating .Yet, I am guessing that if we did … it would change the
course of history .
Correct. Such excitement at your door. Dearest most blessed souls … Be open to all ‘strangeness’ … and
let it Lighten your hearts … Your Beings.
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In Love … we remain with you. You can feel us … Each One of you can feel this Knowing of what is to take
place. This is why you continue on BEING THE LIGHTS … SHOWING THE WAY … and may we say … what a
GRAND JOB you are doing.
May I … on behalf of myself and many, thank you for your encouragement and support. It TRULY does help to
keep us going.
This is good to hear. Yet, it was an agreement made by all, that these messages come through to help
you remember … to recognise … WHO YOU ARE … LIGHT LOVE… through and through. And within this
recognition … allowing the Energy of this LIGHT LOVE to transform your Planet back into its former self.
In Love … we take our leave. Many thanks.

The audio for this channelling read by myself and Joe Pena can be found here.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZavtKa1Bck

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 13

20 April 2018
Hi, once again. Returning to the subject of The Event (Should I be so bold!) Folk are asking how long the ‘feeling’
of this WAVE OF LOVE will stay with us? Seconds? Hours? Days? Months? You get the picture.
Welcome to you. This is a question that cannot be answered in terms of time. For it shall be different for
each one. Firstly, we would comment that THE WAVE OF LOVE IS PART OF YOU. The Energy that The Event
shall bring forth is one of such magnitude … this is agreed throughout … and yet, it is coming to awaken
ALL THAT IS LOVE … WITHIN YOU. All that … IS … WITHIN YOU … IS LOVE.
At the moment the ‘wave’ presents itself … absolute Bliss shall be felt. Again, we say … different levels of
it … depending on each one’s present state of Being. This applies also, to the length of time that the very
HIGH VIBRATION shall remain within. Depending on the capabilities of the individual soul, that enables
one to remain within a certain state, for a certain length of time. It shall affect souls differently. So, it is
not easy for us to give a stated ‘time frame’. What we will say … is that … WHEN it approaches … you will
KNOW and you will ‘automatically’ begin to ‘Prepare your Being’. It will be something you simply know
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what to do.
The ‘preperational systems’ shall be put into place in advance and activated at the correct level when all
is in alignment to do so.
What would these preperational systems entail?
There shall be tell-tale signs, as we have already explained. I.E. Much more notable phenomena that has
everyone buzzing, as opposed to just those who are seeking it out. Yet, as the dawning of this new era
draws ever closer, there shall be much greater activity in your skies and from all around.
It shall not be JUST an external preparation. Let us make that quite clear. For internally, within those
who are ready to accept … there shall be presented to the soul-self, visuals of expectations and
possibilities.
What about those who are not ready to accept?
There shall be those who are not ready … yet, shall become aware and therefore, accept … an awakening
… due to the Energy build up that will be taking place. This Energy shall be almost tangible. Far greater,
would we say, than the turmoil within self, one is experiencing in these present days. We are not saying
‘far greater turmoil’! No! No! We are saying that the Energies shall be greater by far, and yet, turmoil will
have left and comfort shall be discovered within the self. As it flows in, many souls will feel the newness
and allow themselves to become themselves.
Those who do not choose to ‘accept’ what is taking place … shall still feel differently, one cannot not. Yet,
they will deny that which is presented.
Why on Earth would someone do that? Surely, we are all ‘veritably dribbling’ to live in a world that is of a Higher
Energy than this current state of affairs!
We understand your confusion, Blossom. And yet, each aspect of a soul’s journey upon your Earth plane
has choice. Some are not ready to take steps to further their education! They choose to remain ‘stuck’
for a while longer to experience their choices within certain Energies.
This doesn’t sound a very wise move.
Blossom … within every breath you intake there lies wisdom. Remember, this is a never ending journey
of the soul. It matters not, that which another chooses and should it completely go against the grain of
YOUR choices … then simply allow that to Be.
When your soul is in a place of recognition of ALL … then such choices of another’s journey will seem so
suitable to them.
So, back to the matter in hand. How long will the ‘wave’ last?
Initially, we would say two or three days. Yet, that confuses you, as we are not ‘in time’ and therefore,
your TRUSTING on our time scale does not exist!
Laugh! How can you put it in a different way then? Not really possible without involving time!
All things are possible. Let us remove time from the equation and say this …
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When IT arrives … there shall be an initial ‘wash over.’ It shall remain within each one, on different
levels, of different degrees of frequency according to each one’s position of self. This we have also
mentioned before. However, once this has taken place … each soul shall ‘come back round’ in their own
time. So, we cannot give you hours, days etc. Yet, we choose to say … anything up to a week of your time
before one feels the need to even think about normality.
And normality will not be normal ever again!
Our point to you is this.
THIS EVENT WILL TAKE PLACE AND IT IS DRAWING EVER CLOSER.
It is part of the Divine plan and destined to move your Planet into the positioning, for it to continue on
its guided path of Light, back into her Higher Vibration of self. WITH YOUR HELP.
After THE EVENT … life will not be the same. For one’s perspective … of/upon … LIFE ... will have changed.
You know now … that you are pure LOVE. Yet, within the density of your Planet’s Energies, it appears
to be very difficult to keep on top of this knowledge. Yet, AFTER THE EVENT the Energies ‘en masse’ will
have changed and transformed to such a degree, that much of that which one once knew, will indeed be
of the past … in the ‘old world’ … would we say.
Everything will be the same and yet, nothing will be the same. For YOU … will have changed … INSIDE
OF YOU will have risen to such a level, that YOU will experience everything differently. For you will be
coming from a different perspective.
This indeed, Dearest Souls … is when so many of you will feel comfortable in your skin. Comfortable with
residing upon the Planet … knowing what it is that you are to do. Knowing why you are here and finding
synchronicities coming to you that will astound.
Those who are already on track and yet, have felt so alone … shall no longer do so. For soul, after soul,
after soul shall seek you out and ask for your assistance.
Those of you who are already aware and ready to ‘teach’ and ‘remind’, shall be sought out by those who
once thought of you, as you would say … a bit ‘cuckoo’!
Laugh again! How your humour has developed.
Or maybe, we are using yours?
Maybe!
The Awakened ones shall be as magnets … beacons … yet, we are aware of repeating ourselves.
That’s ok. I have had many a knock at you for doing so in the past. Yet, realising now, that many more souls are
discovering your wisdom as we continue on and for those of us who have heard it all before … repetition is the
mother of all learning, is it not?
We are in the knowing that this is so.
Dearest souls, in moments of silence within … breathe deeply and FEEL the difference within you. FEEL
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the KNOWING that you are so close.
YOU CAN FEEL THIS DIFFERENCE WITHIN YOU. WE KNOW YOU CAN.
Out of interest … how do you know?
Due to the strengthening of the ENERGY upon Earth. The Heightened level of it … coming from souls …
emanating from within to without … and yet, there is also, on a completely different level … the ‘Home
visits’ that you make during times of sleep or meditation, that see you return there on a much more
recognisable level.
Okeydokey! Let’s get into that, shall we? Surely, when we do have these visits, which we are mostly, if not
altogether unaware of in our human form … we ‘arrive there’ in our LIGHT form. So, how would we be more
recognisable now, in comparison to before?
Because your LOVE LIGHT ‘returns’ NOW, in a more KNOWLEDGEABLE APPRECIATION OF SELF. Whereas
perhaps, ‘before’, one may arrive a little … depleted /dishevelled … and in definite need of a ‘top up’.
White Cloud has spoken before of needing to return to Higher realms now and then, in order to FEEL
his TRUE BEING in the Vibration that it belongs. For Being in lesser Light than the Truth of the self can
indeed, like a battery running low on a torch … deplete the strength in which it shines.
Yet, now … as each one is remembering their TRUE LIGHT … the Light that they are in the Highest aspect
of themselves … they are able to bring into their Being a Higher level of self … when BEING and residing
in the Energies of the Earth plane.
This is a great accomplishment. For it shows that the anchoring of Light that so many of you are
assisting in … just by being there … is taking hold and this is very encouraging indeed.
Do you see brothers and sisters … of/in Light … the difference? Can you grasp that which you are
accomplishing? Can you accept NOW that YOU … YOU … are making this change occur?
Within every moment of your time upon Mother Earth, you are changing it. Because, you are in
acceptance NOW, of what is taking place and recognising that YOU are a vast part of this that is taking
place.
May we remind you, the ocean would not be the ocean if there were not every single drop of water to
make it so.
The excitement builds and we ask you to do your utmost to keep that level of KNOWING at its Highest
point.
For you DO KNOW that this EVENT shall take place and as for its ‘timing’ … it really … with the greatest of
understanding and respect … is not the point!
The making it happen … the bringing it to you … is what it is all about.
THE ABSOLUTE KNOWING THAT YOU ARE HERE TO DO THAT shall allow you to continue forth. Bringing in
the Higher levels of Energy Light-Love and in doing so, allowing yourselves to be the perfect examples OF
this Love.
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As more and more souls take note of the ways of Joyful hearts that shine from within you … that KNOW
… then, more and more desire to become the same. More and more are looking for souls like YOU, to be
shown the right path … to be guided in the ways of LOVE and through this … due to this … because of this
… because of YOU … KNOWING THE LOVE THAT YOU ARE …
THIS EVENT shall be drawn towards you … as the Lights on your Planet shine ever Brighter … calling its
name … letting it know …
IT IS TIME.
Thanks chaps! Always a pleasure.
Always.

The audio can be found here.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bATTPc3C4GM

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 14

28 April 2018
Good morning. How quickly the week flies by these days! So many now, can physically/emotionally/mentally
FEEL the step up in Energy and it is good to KNOW that we are getting ever closer to wherever it is we are going!
In order to keep up the momentum and to keep excitement High, so that THE EVENT can arrive … I wondered if
you could talk to us about clearing the pineal gland? We got close once, then never really got onto the topic.
Greetings to Each One. Those who are choosing to focus on the Light Energy filtering through, are
certainly FEELING the difference within themselves. In ways that are soothing to the soul and comforting
to the mind. Is it not, that you even feel differently as you look into your skies … day or night?
Well, I can’t speak for others (Yet, apparently so many say I do!) Yet for me, that is a definite yes! It just ‘feels’
different.
This is what we mean Blossom, when we say that everything shall be the same and yet, different. You
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are ‘beginning’ … for it is just the ‘beginning … of noticeable change’ … to ‘see through the veils of cloud’
would we say. The more Heightened your Awareness becomes; the more these ‘type’ of changes shall
present themselves. You will notice it all around you … NATURE AT ITS BEST.
We are happy to speak of ‘clearance’ … regarding this particular ‘gateway’ placed strategically with
inside your head. As many of you are Aware, it is similar to that which you … recognise/label … a walnut.
And we have chosen this analogy in particular, because of there now being a crusted shell that has built
up around it.
I did read once that Fluoride is a main cause of this.
There are many chemicals that appear as the culprit. Yet, let us focus on the ‘cleansing of’.
Firstly, recall that YOU are in control of self. Therefore, that which you decide to display in your mind
becomes your ‘BEING’.
YOU ‘make yourself’ who you are within the confines of the physicality. We speak in these terms, yet
understand, we are not speaking of the ESSENCE of YOU … we are speaking of YOU creating YOUR OWN
WORLD from within your mind’s eye!
And we would extend that further by saying that this pineal gland IS your mind’s eye …that when
opened up … can take you to anywhere you wish to go.
This, throughout time, has been worked upon to make sure it is disabled to a certain extent, so that it
cannot reveal to you ALL THAT IS.
Worked upon how?
By clamping it up. By tightening it. By shrinking it … over many eons of time. We would liken it to
amphibians no longer requiring certain body parts as they found themselves on land and therefore, fins
etc. became obsolete over time.
Because of the lack of use of this gland it almost became redundant. Not through lack of interest …
through lack of knowledge of its very existence. For those in power … those in ‘the know’ throughout
history, have not wanted ‘its secrets’ to be FREE. For indeed then, ‘their’ power over you would be gone.
It is only through Awakenings of souls, that this magical portal is once again … in Divine timing … being
recognised … FOR WHAT IT IS … AND WHAT IT CAN DO.
So, we would make the suggestion of ‘freeing it up’ by using the most powerful tool you have.
VISUALISATION.
You can concoct a myriad of ways to break down the barriers … to knock down the walls … to crack open
the shell that is preventing you accessing your full potential.
AND … we would suggest you doing this on a daily basis.
VISUALISE … for instance … little ... angels/workmen ... chipping away at it. Do the whole ‘episode’ as you
watch the shell crumble and sweep up any debris.
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VISUALISE … the warmest clearest water (LOVE) being poured over it from a watering can … do it daily.
Perhaps envisage your healing hands caressing it in the KNOWING it is softening.
Yet, most of all we would suggest on top of such visuals … to SEND IT LOVE.
To VISUALISE the Golden White Light ... of /from ... Divine source … that is YOU … shining from within it …
and due to the very nature of this Light … there is the KNOWING that as it ‘Radiates Through’… then it is
possible … for all things are … for it to melt away any ‘concrete prisons’ that have disguised it, over time.
VISUALISE … many ways to set it free. Keep it clean … on a daily basis.
Part of the cleaning the teeth routine!
However you choose it be done. It is beneficial to then, when sitting in meditation, to imagine switching
a switch … as one would a light. And very slowly, watch it begin to turn clockwise … gaining in
momentum until you are aware of it transforming into a spinning Light … focus on that for a time and
then allow your ... ‘imagination/imagery’ ... to take it from there.
When you understand it is ‘A portal’ … your own personal gateway to ‘elsewhere’ … then you will come to
‘learn’ through experience and ‘practise’, a certain amount of that which it is capable of. We say ‘certain
amount’ … for it is wise to start small. Allow yourself to ‘go out there’ with the Divine Intention of BEING
where your soul is comfortable in exploring. You will understand as you work with it, what we mean.
This is such a valuable part of you … Treasure it … Nurture it and it shall serve you well.
May I go back to the point you made of it not getting used, so therefore, it diminished? Can you elaborate on
that a little? For surely, those that knew of it and used it, must have been able to ‘keep it to themselves’ if it was
unsafe to ‘let it be known’ it was in use?
And they did so. Yet, as we say … ways were devised to prevent it from BEING used to its full potential.
What ways?
Tampering with genetics, for example. And we would say … in these times you are living in and for quite
a while back … that the vaccinations that are given to so call ‘prevent illness or disease’ is … a great
disguise to interfere with the ‘normal’ functioning of the Divine workings of the body.
I hate to say it … yet, some ‘innocents’ are being injected minutes after birth, by their innocent parents ‘believing’
it is the right thing to do.
Be comforted in the knowing this will change. When Truths come out … this ‘distortion’ is one of so many
that will be ‘banished from the kingdom!’
Yet, so much damage done to so many.
Dearest Blossom … with respect … could you not say this about so much that has taken place upon your
Planet and is STILL taking place?
THIS IS WHY YOU ARE HERE!
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EACH ONE OF YOU!
TO BRING ABOUT THIS CHANGE … FOR THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL!
The more you are recognising your Light NOW and walking into yourselves … the TRUTH of yourselves
… the stronger and more magnificent you recognise yourself to be. YOU CAN FEEL IT NOW … you can
recognise it now … and this is JUST THE BEGINNING.
Multiply this FEELING, this KNOWING … in confidence of self … and then … just imagine THE CHANGE YOU
ARE MAKING … JUST … BY BEING/SHINING YOUR LIGHT!
This new world CANNOT/WILL NOT have such things as vaccinations, for example … for there shall be no
illness … no manmade dis-ease.
When Truths are uncovered, so many will be shocked and appalled at that which has been created to
make one subservient. To ‘keep one at bay’.
And yet, I do get confused at times. As YOU say, that no one has control over us … no one can control our soul.
And this is so. We would make the suggestion that perhaps the ‘effects’ of such ‘goings on’ work fully
when there is no knowledge that it is taking place. This has been going on for eons of time. Yes, there are
many that are still ‘walking in the dark’. Yet, so many now … so many WARRIORS OF LIGHT have ‘seen the
light at the end of the tunnel’ and therefore, Awakening to facts!
THE LIGHT … THE MIND WITHIN THE LIGHT … THAT IS YOU … CAN OVERCOME EVERYTHING.
LIGHT REMOVES DARKNESS.
LIGHT REMOVES FEAR.
LIGHT ALLOWS ONE TO RECLAIM THEIR POWER.
LIGHT CONTROLS EVERYTHING.
So, we would say, it is KNOWLEDGE, Dearest Souls, KNOWLEDGE of what has been ‘done to you’ … that
can allow you to TAKE BACK CONTROL.
THE KNOWLEDGE ITSELF … THAT LIGHT IS THE GREAT CONTROLLER AND NOTHING CAN TAKE MASTERY
OVER THAT.
When you KNOW THIS … when you FEEL this … when you become in fullness … THIS LIGHT THAT YOU
ARE … with all ‘barrages’ and obstacles removed because of this understanding … then you will come to
realise, that no-one can get inside your head. No-one can reach into your Light and take it away.
YOU ARE THE MOST POWERFUL UNIT OF LIGHT … expressing yourself as a human Being … because THAT
IS YOUR FOCUS … in this moment of NOW.
You decided and were chosen to be part of This Game.
THIS GAME!
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I feel you want me to say … ‘Games are for fun’ …
Should you choose ... them /it ... to be so.
Bring back your Fun. Do you see?
To bring Fun into your lives is an immediate ‘Earth lifter!’
I know many would say … ‘Come down and try it! YOU try finding fun amidst all this insane chaos’.
And we would reply … If you focus on the chaos … you will drown in chaos. If you focus on finding some
fun … you will find it! Make the finding of it … fun!
For me, I just have a few minutes in my grandsons company and I ‘remember’ fun and freedom.
Should one make the decision to HAVE FUN TODAY … then one can definitely tick off ‘I served in raising
the Earths Planetary Vibration today.’
Unfortunately and yet, what is … is, the darker side of the moon has allowed shadows to cast not only
OVER the Planet, yet WITHIN the very Energy of it.
One has got lost within the drudgery of survival.
YET, IT IS TIME TO BREAK FREE. IT HAS ALWAYS BEEN TIME TO BREAK FREE!
As more and more souls Awaken into their Truth… as they come to recognise the ‘sham’ that is
presented as Truth and BEGIN TO DISCOVER THE ULTIMATE LIGHT OF LOVE THAT IS … the Power that will
surge throughout your Planet because of this … will allow so many more to break out of the mould and
be set free.
What Divinity lies within that!
VISUALISE, VISUALISE, VISUALISE yourselves shining out your Light from within.
YET, NOW … RECOGNISE AND FEEL … AS YOU VISUALISE … THE DIFFERENCE IN YOU.
Because ... in/by ... doing so … YOU … MAKE THE DIFFERENCE.
I assume you are talking here of the difference in ‘level of Vibration’ and KNOWING that our Light IS the DIVINE
POWER? It does not come from ego … recognising this Light within. That is an understanding I have come to.
And that is yet another ‘trick’ invented to ‘downsize the soul’.
What do you mean?
In that … it became a societal acceptance NOT TO build the self up … for that was known as …
egotistical/one with a big head. So again, over time … one felt it right … one was raised in the incorrect
knowledge … that to admit to the self that one could shine … was not the done thing and so, one stopped
doing so.
NOW this is CHANGING along with the Vibration of the Planet.
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TO IMAGINE YOURSELF UNWORTHY DOES NOT SERVE THE SOUL OR INDEED, THE WHOLE.
To undermine who you are … would we say … is an insult to self and if we may be so bold as to say … an
insult to creation!
Whoa … nicely put!
Truthfully put, Blossom. When one recognises who they are … the essence of themselves … how could
you possibly think that you are an unworthy Being?
YOU CANNOT BE UNWORTHY.
YOU ARE THE STRONGEST POWERFUL LIGHT OF LOVE … DESERVING OF THE HIGHEST OF ALL THAT IS.
LOVE LIGHT IN ITS GLORY IS WORTHY OF ALL THAT IS GOODNESS … to consider oneself unworthy is futile
and undeserving!
I know we are near the end of the session yet, you mentioning ‘big headed’, reminded me of a question
someone asked about the Giant statues that have been found all over the world, sometimes leaning back
against a mountain etc. They look like they have been carved by a very talented hand. However it has now been
proved (or so they say) that they were petrified. Some have been cut open and blood vessels, bones, ribs, blood
arteries, tendons etc., are clearly visible. They are seemingly very old and are all over the place. Just thought I’d
throw that in!
Dearest souls, indeed we would willingly say that these ‘remains’ stem from Giants that once lived upon
your Planet. Like yourselves … they were visitors. They did not reside there for long as conditions were
not suitable for their wellbeing. The atmosphere was not compatible and it became apparent quite
quickly that they could not survive within it.
They must have been petrified that they might become petrified!
Ho Ho Ho … we believe you would say?
Nope. We leave that to Santa! In writing these days it would be LOL … Just for your future usage.
We will keep that in mind.
I HAVE to go for gold here and ask WHEN they visited?
We would say, before the dinosaur era of your time.
Do they still exist?
Yes. These Giants eventually found a Planet that was more suited to their needs … not only in
atmospherics, yet, size!
And of course, I need to finish with asking you the whereabouts of this Planet?
Outside of your solar system. Little point in trying to explain further, with all respect.
Thank you. A most profitable encounter today. Not saying they are not always! It makes me happy to know that
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more and more souls are ‘clicking on’ to your messages. It is my Divine Intention to get you and White Cloud out
there to reach, Awaken and Enlighten as many souls as possible. Slowly … one by one … day by day … YOU are
doing so … for which I am so grateful. It is indeed an honour to serve in this way, Being the vessel in which you
use to make this happen. I am Blessed.
We honour Each One for Being on the Earth plane at this time … making the choices that Awaken and
Enlighten so many.
Thanks so much. A pleasure always.

The audio recording for this video can be found here.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZ_HPU-6duo

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 15

6 May 2018
Good morning once again. Where to start?
Let us begin with greeting you from the heart and allowing this communication to flow, perhaps without
agenda?
And yet, so many are still keen to hear about The Event. One soul said it was like a TV drama … ever awaiting the
next episode!
It is ever unfolding and we choose to assist by offering ways to Enlighten your Beings, in order to keep
the momentum and spirits High.
Such strength in the Energies … flowing in/through … to your Planet. You can feel this strength within
your Being, also. For that which flows into your Planet … flows into your Being. We would say it is One
and the same.
However, this day we would desire to speak of matters of a different kind. Yes, you are aware of
Energies, within and without. Yet, we ask you to now LISTEN.
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LISTEN TO YOUR INNER KNOWING.
For there lie the answers to the posed questions. Listen to your heart and only YOUR heart and allow its
rhythm to ‘teach’ you. Allow it to stretch your imagination … for it is in doing so, that Greater recourses
are discovered.
There has always been talk of going within and listening to the self. Is it the ‘feeling’ we are listening to? For
contrary to popular belief, there ‘aint no voices inside my head!
It goes beyond that, Blossom.
Beyond feeling? What? How?
Because we are asking Each One to take their KNOWING further. Take it more deeply into the grid of
understanding ALL.
Eh … like … Sure! A few pointers would be good.
By taking your beliefs into a different space.
One tries to relax into the self … to find the space where all is quiet and find that ‘no-thing’ within the
mind’s quandaries.
To connect up with Source … Divine Energy … is as simple as plugging in your technical equipment …
from which you see immediate results. The Light comes on and you can ‘see’ that you are … wired into/
tapped into … the circuit … for want of better words.
To VISUALISE doing this from your Being … connecting into that HIGHER POWER will do the trick …
initially. Yet, we then ask you to GO BEYOND THAT. Once ‘plugged in’ … ACCEPT … TRUST … and ALLOW
the flow to take place. Do not search … do not listen for a voice …simply allow the knowledge that you
are ‘connected’ … to do ‘its thing.’
What is ‘its thing’? I know we are told to go within, instead of upwards or outwards. Yet, I personally find that
quite difficult to visualise and I am ‘apparently’ good at visualisation. So, not at all promising for those who are
not. How do we get there … within?
By letting go of Earthly binds.
With respect my friends, many who read your messages are well into meditation and are aware of such
methods … and yet, I feel there is something more you are trying to ‘get through’.
You are correct.
When you say, for instance … ‘Go into your heart space. Take your focus to your heart space’ … well, I can do
that. I just ‘think’ into the place where my actual physical heart is. Yet, are we supposed to visualise it as the
organ it is? Or, as I tend to do … visualise it as a Golden Heart shaped Light? And then … how are we supposed
to ‘Get in it’? Yes, we can visualise opening a door etc. etc. Yet, how do we REALLY, REALLY, REALLY get into that
KNOWING space inside of ourselves, yet, outside of the Earthly physical restrictions ?
This is what we are trying to assist you with, Blossom.
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Oops! I jumped the gun there. I apologise.
Unnecessary to do so, Blossom. We work together.
Without the pumping of your heart, without the pulsating of it, as the rhythm of life flows through it …
the physical body cannot continue to function. Should the heart stop beating … then all else within the
body ceases to be.
Therefore, we would say it is the ‘Central System’ … the ‘Central Station’ from which ALL IS. If something
out of the ordinary is taking place … the heart beats faster. If there is excitement. If there is Joy. If there
is the experience of great sadness … it can be FELT in this ‘space’ where the heart is … because OF it
Being the main port, if you like … because all else stems from there. Therefore, all FEELING amasses
within the ‘Central Station’.
Yet, I heard, and it felt ‘right’, that the majority of ‘our spirit’ resides in the gut?
Upon this, we would agree. Yet, it does not mean that ALL FEELING has to come from this area/arena.
And let’s be honest … to express of the heart exploding with Love, is far more romantic than the gut doing so!
So, what actually does it mean … the ‘majority’ Being in the gut? For, if thinking about it … my spirit feels more in
my head sometimes. (Other than heart.)
Your thoughts are in your head. Your soul sense (sensitivity) is in your gut.
The soul, Being a Light within the gut? Just exactly how is the soul represented physically within us?
Energy.
I thought you wanted to speak of matters of a different kind … not being rude … just saying!
It is not that we cannot bring Energy into this discussion. For ENERGY … IS … all there is. Very little
chance of it NOT being involved.
So, if we could see ourselves, the spirit, the soul inside of us … what would it look like?
ENERGY! LIGHT ENERGY! And THIS is where we ask you to take yourselves.
WITHIN THE LIGHT.
THE LIGHT IS WITHIN YOU … EVERYWHERE.
YOU ARE LIGHT IN ITS TRUE FORM … residing within flesh, bones and a million other workings of the
body. It is miraculous, without question. Yet, it is a vessel. Without YOU within it … it cannot hold form.
You require this vessel … to experience life on Earth.
YET, WE KNOW YOU ARE OPENING UP TO THE FACT THAT THE EXPERIENCES YOU ARE HAVING ARE
NOTHING COMPARED TO WHAT YOU ARE CAPABLE OF. NOTHING!
Please re read that sentence … for it is of TRUTH and it is important that you understand its meaning.
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The undercurrent of negativity that flows within and without yourselves and the Planet, is designed to
hold you back from THE POWER OF LIGHT THAT YOU ARE.
These times NOW, are bringing about THE CHANGE. THE CHANGE within YOU that KNOWS the
possibilities of what can be.
Well, to a certain degree. I know we ‘could’ teleport… receive instant healing … grow limbs even … is this what
you mean?
Indeed. Yet, so much more … MAGIC!
YOU ARE CREATORS … OF/FOR … THE CREATOR.
Within THAT KNOWING … there is the recognition of all possibilities being possible.
It is our desire to bring you ever closer to this FEELING. This acceptance of what your TRUE SELF … TRULY
IS.
We can KNOW this. We can believe you and KNOW this, yet … there seems to be many bits of the jigsaw lost
under the carpet! What is it that we are missing? Because, although I KNOW this to be TRUE … I am nowhere
near experiencing it.
Yet, you are! All of you are becoming closer to it. You can FEEL how much you have changed within
yourself. You can acknowledge the Higher Power within you NOW. It is different from even this time of
year that is behind you.
Assuming you mean this time last year! Yes we are changing/have changed. Yet, I still don’t feel anywhere near
close to putting my finger on a wound of another and watching it heal instantly.
Have you tried?
LOL … Remember I taught you that acronym (get me!) last week? In answer to your question, No, I haven’t.
Why not?
I see where this is going! Because, I KNOW it wouldn’t work! Receiving your point loud and clear!
Let us continue on to make the point even louder and clearer, if we may? Is it because of the belief in
yourself that it would not work or the belief in general?
In myself! In general, I completely KNOW it can be done.
So why do you, or indeed anyone, feel unworthy of completing such a task?
I don’t necessarily feel unworthy … I just don’t feel capable! Perhaps I would put it that I am not Enlightened
enough yet.
Yet, another strong point in this conversation. What … would it/will it/does it/should it/could it … take,
for you to feel Enlightened to the degree of KNOWING that you ARE capable of this?
Giving it a go and it working! Another little LOL for you. I don’t know! This is MY point. This is where we are
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trying to get to, is it not? Trying to get to that Inner Knowing that we DO have the Power to heal with one touch.
Yet, you say you KNOW it is possible. How do you know?
An Inner Knowing! (You guys are so clever!)
Then WHY … ON EARTH … do you restrict this Inner Knowing to work only for those who KNOW IT! When
YOU KNOW IT?
I don’t know what the actual ‘Inner Knowing’ is! That’s the missing piece, I am talking about!
The piece is not missing. It is not lost. It is staring at you in the face and yet, you are looking under rocks
and stones trying to find it.
Ok. Staring me in the face … still can’t pinpoint it.
There … in front of you Blossom … right in front of you.
WHAH! Where? Where?
Do you see what we are saying? It is not missing. It is not lost.
YOU HAVE IT … YOU HAVE IT … ALREADY.
KNOW THIS … KNOW THIS TRUTH and fit the piece into place. Do you know of that feeling when a last
piece of a puzzle is put into place? That feeling of completion? Visualise your puzzle and place the last
piece in.
Do I need to visualise the picture of my puzzle?
No. For … by/in … doing so, you would be restricting your knowledge to that image. Perhaps, just see it
as a picture of nothing but Golden Light.
No wonder it took me so long to do!
Again we offer the wisdom of VISUALISATION. For in completing the puzzle, there shall be an
acknowledgement within you, that you have found that missing piece and placed it in position. Done!
Now what?
Now you practise your KNOWING of Self - Mastery. A Master spends lifetimes perfecting the self-knowing
of Truth. One cannot become a Master without the experiencing over and over of something, in order to
understand it and ‘Master it’. Yet, Mastery cannot ‘come’ without … faith in/of … self-Godliness.
THIS IS THE KEY.
ONE HAS TO KNOW … THE GUT FEELING … THAT ONE IS OF GOD.
You know some folk will immediately unsubscribe now! (Another LOL )
Blossom, may we say after working with you for a great length of time … we find the LOL to be an
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unnecessary additive … for your humour has already Enlightened us.
Point taken on board and understood!
For those who are uncomfortable with the word God … as you once were, Blossom …
Oh, very much so!
We offer plenty of LOL’s to their Beings. For when they BECOME comfortable with this word … they,
themselves, will Laugh at the fact they were once uncomfortable with it.
YOU ARE ALL AN EXPRESSION OF GOD.
CAPABLE OF ALL THAT GOD IS CAPABLE OF … WHICH IS ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING.
You do not serve your soul by telling yourself you are ‘less than’.
I believe you recently said that it was a bit of an insult to self, to do so?
Only to get our point across. And we feel we have done so today … and happily ready to continue in/on
another session.
Holy Moly … we have done a rare thing and gone about half an hour over time. Not that I mind. It is just unusual.
We ask that one reads this particular message over and over … allowing the ‘Energy’ of the words to ‘sink
in’ and BECOME your reality.
There is indeed, much to absorb and we are excited to see THE CHANGE within Each One … as they place
the piece of the jigsaw into position.
In loving thanks guys! Time for a cuppa I feel. And you are saying, I could boil the water with just a thought.
Are we? Or, are you?
It matters not. All things are possible. Yet, I might leave that for an experiment down the line!

Here is the audio recording for this message read by myself and Joe Pena
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z9Hr9mDwKwg
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 16

14 May 2018
Hello, hello! I am looking forward to today’s chat. It will be the last one for almost a month, as I am away to
Blighty to shine my Lighty! Many folk were keen to know more about visualisation in order to be able to ‘make
things happen’ and bring THE EVENT closer. One soul has sat in meditation circles for decades and even
attended visualisation classes, and is still not able to see/visualise except for a black/blank screen. He wondered
what advice you may give? Another wrote in (perhaps answering the previous gentleman’s question) by saying
‘One very special ingredient in these exercises was desire… strong intent matched with the pure emotion of desire,
desire focused in the purity of the heart, to feel it and open fully to that want ( for want of a better word.) It’s when one
desires something badly enough, the emotion and desire becomes the engine and power (or driving force) behind the
visualization technique to fully activate it. Would you care to comment?
Welcome Blossom and to Each One we offer our sincere thoughts towards assisting you in this matter.
Indeed, the gentleman offering suggestions of ‘the desire’ would be ‘spot on’, as you would say. We would
add to that the ‘FEELING’ of the desire, would then bring it about.
Yet, if one cannot … see/imagine/visualise … at all, what can they do?
With the greatest of respect to that soul, we would ask this. If one was to look at a cake with many
candles on … stare at it for a while … and then close their eyes and ‘look at the cake again’ … They would
see the cake.
Look at a chair … stare at it … see it … close the eyes and … see it again. Everyone is capable of doing
this. This IS visualising. You are visualising something that YOU KNOW the shape of. You know the shape
of everything that is within your awareness. Practice closing your eyes and thinking of things … Easily
done. You do not necessarily have to ‘see’ the picture. You can ‘think’ the picture. Yet, if you are ‘thinking
of the picture … you are visualising it … just by the fact you are thinking about it.
Try to think of an object and not ‘see’ it … It cannot be.
Ok. That is good advice and coupled with the desire and FEELING … things so far, are going well. However, this
is on a sort of ‘practical’ level. Where it all goes a little awry, is being able to ‘take the soul into that visualisation’.
That is the tricky part … for the thoughts on doing so, are coming from the head space.
Let us add to the mix … the Intention.
The Intention of the desire … through the feeling … to say … ‘Go within the heart space’. We suggest that
the Intention of ANYTHING should come from the KNOWING that every action taken is for the Highest
good of all. And then we would add to that … THE BREATH.
So, for example … if we were to ask you to ‘Go within’ …
Breathe deeply for a while … to do so for five minutes is far better than for three breaths. Listen to the
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sound of the breath and ‘think of nothing else’. In fact … ‘IMAGINE’ the very air (perhaps like sparkly
dust) being inhaled … in /throughout … your body and then IMAGINE all the stale sparkly dust from
inside being blown out as you exhale. Concentrate on this for much longer than you feel you should.
Set the Intention and the desire.
Can I interrupt here? What is the difference between an Intention and a desire?
The FEELING. The ‘Intention’ is, in this instant, ‘ To go within’. The ‘desire’ in this instance is to FEEL the
absolute KNOWING of ‘WANTING’ to do so. And within THIS wanting … allow the FEELING to arise.
The feeling of ‘what’?
THE FEELING OF LOVE. THE FEELING OF BEING … IN LOVE/WITHIN LOVE. For when we say ‘Go within’ … we
mean ‘GO INTO LOVE’ … THE ENERGY OF IT.
So,
Your Intention is … to go within.
Your desire is … to FEEL what it is like to BE THERE … WITHIN.
WITHIN WHERE? WITHIN THE ENERGY OF LOVE.
All the while continuing listening to the sound of your breath until it ‘works for itself automatically’
within that deeper Vibration of itself.
And then … here is the best bit ... remove the need to ... see/imagine/visualise … anything at all!
Just BE there.
Not so easy to do because the mind is still ‘thinking’ what should be happening?’
The mind shouldn’t have come with you!
How do you leave it behind?
Breathing and listening to the breathing. THIS takes YOU there, and leaves the mind behind.
I have had the pleasure of being in this space many times … I LOVE IT. This ‘Going within’ then … is BEING …
nowhere … just in an empty space, correct?
Indeed.
And yet my ‘mind’ is aware that I am in that empty space.
Yet, you have reached the ‘space’ where it is not interfering … where YOU are allowing yourself simply to
Be.
I see. Or hopefully, I don’t!
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This ‘space’ of nothing - ness … this ‘getting there, within’, is where everything takes place. This silence of
mind is where everything you desire for Yourself and All … Your planet … Everything … is created .
Yet, I thought you needed to visualise what you wanted?
Your DESIRE has already done that. Your FEELING has already done that.
You cannot desire something, without the thought of that desire. You ‘think’ the desire … because your
feeling’s tell your thought … that is what you want. The foundation of that desire has been set. The
KNOWING of that desire has been set. To then ‘Go within’ … with the Intention of bringing about that
desire … allows it to ‘do its thing’ on its own creative level. By ‘not interfering’ with thoughts and mind …
allows it to BE created
This is all very interesting. I am a great follower of manifesting and ‘The law of attraction’. An Energy called
‘Abraham’ speaks of holding the ‘visualisation + feeling’ of that which you want for seventeen seconds and Bingo
… the wheels are put in motion. So, I am a little confused.
Let us unconfuse. The desire … the Intention to … is thought about … for this amount of time. We have
no issue with these 17 seconds. And it is imperative that one FEELS the reality of this Intention. Then, to
‘Go within’, as we have suggested … holding that desire, yet, letting it go.
This is not unconfusing me!! Yet, I do seem to know what you mean.
And let the law of attracting it, manifest within that nowhere space. Where … as we say … it can be
created … out of the thought, feeling, desired form you gave to it before entering the nowhere space,
where everything is created.
Ok. Getting that. Yet, for those who simply cannot visualise, how can they then manifest? How can they hold a
vision for 17 seconds, if they can’t visualise? I mean this gentleman has been to visualisation classes … you can’t
say he hasn’t tried.
We speak to all those who ‘think’ (with the greatest of respect) they have this issue. Yet, let us give
another example, if we may?
Say, for instance, this gentleman wanted to go on holiday. He looks at the brochure. He closes his eyes.
He ‘sees’ that which he wants to manifest. He holds that VISION in his mind and then ‘imagines’ being
there. The sun, sea etc. and continues to hold that vision ... now allowing the feeling in. Everyone has
felt the warmth of the sun. So one recalls that feeling … one is imagining the sun … and then FEELING
its warmth. One could be in the North Pole and still feel this warmth within the Being, through talking
oneself … in to it /through it.
My thoughts are going to last week’s channelling, when you said to ‘Visualise. Visualise. Visualise. Are you not
now saying the opposite?
No. We are saying to do so and then adding on the necessity to take it that step further by ‘Going within’
… within that visualisation … and then letting it go … before getting there, as we have said earlier.
It is all making sense to me, on some level … I think! I can’t even remember where we started!
Dearest Souls, we would like to mention here THE EVENT. For in past mentioning’s over the years, you
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have always felt Blossom, that we brought the subject up … only to let it die down again. In this instance,
we desire to say, that these suggestions we are making, WILL bring you ever closer to it taking place.
As opposed to it coming ever closer to us?
It is One and the same.
To have the ... Intention/desire/Visualisation/Knowing … of this occurrence … continuing /flowing …
through your Being, is what we would ask of you. Hold the thought … the FEELING OF IT TAKING PLACE in
a sacred place in your heart. Hold it in there tightly … KNOWING on a deeper level, that whilst your life
appears to be taking place on the surface … such a large part of your life is preparing for This EVENT to
take place … on a deeper level. Preparing and making ready.
Just throwing this in … How can we visualise it … hold that vision … if we don’t know what THE EVENT actually
is? What exactly would be useful to visualise in this case?
What do you visualise when you hold it in your thoughts, Blossom?
Well, let me see … The minute I think the words THE EVENT … I automatically take a deep breath. For me, then …
I see in my mind’s eye, a pink sky and ‘something’ yet, I don’t know what …‘entering through’. All I can do then, is
go into this … feeling/visual … of either falling to my knees or lying on the ground in absolute wonder. That’s as
far as I get.
That is as far as you need to get.
Shouldn’t I be imagining what comes after? Yet, I can’t seem to do that. That’s just a blank.
A blank canvas awaiting the artist.
Dearest Blossom … we feel it is time to remove our connective correspondence Energy for today. We are
aware of course, of your impending trip. We very much look forward to your return, whereupon we shall
once again take up these conversations … which we are happy to say, seem to be enjoyed by so many.
So it seems, indeed. I never thought that a conversation I have in my head, would be spread far and wide. Yet,
this helps me to accept and know that this is so, because you are of TRUTH … and it is my deepest honour to
continue.
In Loving thanks.
We consider the fact that so many enjoy these conversations, to be an honour to do so, also. The plan is
coming together, in the name of service.
Enjoy your trip.
It is my intention and desire to do so!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aErzsHiDAcg
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 17

16 June 2018
Hello my friends. My body clock is totally out of sorts, along with many of my thoughts it seems! However, so
keen to get back chatting with you. So, here I am, trying for the second time since my return, to connect. I feel I
have shed my skin and ready for the new me to emerge. Yet, at this juncture I just seem to feel rather vulnerable
and insecure. Is this normal for this time in ‘The Game’?
Welcome to you, our dearest friend and ally! This is indeed, a summoning of the Higher self to co-exist
with the part of self that has been treading the Earthly soil and is now very much in tune to receive the
Energies of such, into the physicality. This is a process, which in turn, will carry with it responsibilities.
By which, we mean, that once the the Higher self … or would we say, part of it therein, settles within
the body’s housing … the self will experience the feeling of the need to ‘Bring about change’ on a much
deeper, profound level. Not just for self, yet, for the desire to Awaken others who appear to be so very
much in ‘The land of Nod’ as you would say.
This vulnerability is coupled with patience. Knowing that the days ahead are to enhance the Energies of
your Planet, by adjusting the protons that are disguised as one thing, yet, are actually another.
Not really knowing, without Googling, what protons are exactly … And … not having a clue what they could
possibly be disguised as and why …. I would like to challenge that last sentence, if I may?
Look up ‘protons’ if you would?
Ok …. a stable subatomic particle occurring in all atomic nuclei, with a positive electric charge equal in
magnitude to that of an electron.
Perhaps let’s try that in Swahili? Truly, none the wiser! Where to from here, Captain?
Let us imagine that … who you are, is merely who you ‘think’ you are. Yet it isn’t actually who you TRULY
are. For who you TRULY are in essence, is THE ENERGY that is called LOVE. Yet, you continue your days
… BEING who you ‘think’ you should be. Some may go to work … be parents … business colleagues …
teachers … you name anything, and someone will ‘think’ that that is who they are.
This Higher part of the self that is now being ‘ALLOWED’ to filter into the human system will help
that system recognise more of its TRUE self. Its TRUE potential. So that, rather than ‘think’ itself as
‘something’ … it will come to know itself … a little more … as its TRUTH OF SELF. The feeling of BEING
LOVE and all that entails, as opposed to ‘pretending’ to be a ‘this, that or the other.’
And this connects with the proton sentence, how exactly?
Because the positive electric charge that one ‘thinks’ it is … will be magnified in the KNOWING of its
equal ability to be much more than it ‘thinks’ it is.
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I have no idea if this is making any sense at all! Yet, pray continue.
That YOU … that has not yet housed itself with in the body upon Earth, is filtering through bits of itself,
in order to fashion and put in place that which is to come forth and ‘Serve The Whole’ on a Grander scale.
This is happening NOW for all souls who have journeyed thus far in the KNOWING that ‘any minute now’
… a break through … or a feeling of breaking point … is about to Blossom!
This latest section of yourselves has proven to be taxing on all levels, has it not? For we are aware of the
metaphoric ‘washing machine cycle’. Yet, now … that turbulence is settling … as the Higher Energies …
not just into your Planet, yet,into yourselves … flow through … and slowly integrate with the aspect of
your BEIng that ‘arrived first’ to assess the layout … so to speak.
Until this point in your Planet’s growth … it would have been impossible for the Higher qualities to
‘enter’ … for they would have been too ‘High’ to exist and not at all compatible with the levels of Energy /
Frequency/Vibrations that had/have been residing upon her.
Yet now … as with all that is flowing in the right direction … plans on planetary change are certainly
more than underway and flourishing.
That which is to ignite your souls in these future days shall leave you speechless and certainly of
a disposition that makes one’s recall of the more unpleasant natures of this ‘change’ fade into
insignificance.
We would say YOU HAVE CROSSED THE FINISHING LINE.
Well, that Truly is something. For it was back in 2012 that White Cloud said we were so close to the finishing line.
So … a major breakthrough in that in ‘your’ time, it takes six of ‘our’ years to take a couple of steps!! Now we are
getting somewhere! I jest of course. Yet … certainly, that IS good to know and now that we have crossed it …
where do we go from here?
You sit back and take it all in. You look back at all your training … all your efforts that made that
happen. You accept the Glory of your soul’s Joy for what it is and allow Blessings to flow into your Life.
Crossing the finishing line moves you into the next phase.
Don’t tell me … another race?
It is far from a race … this you understand. Yet, into the next level of THE GAME.
As the Energies in this new position are gradually absorbed and ‘understood’ … you will become aware
of the difference in self … in order to be equipped to ‘play’ within this Higher level. You will discover
skills which were not awarded you in the lower level. These skills give you fresh ideas on how to make
your way forward and using them to the Highest of your capabilities and strengths will, in turn … renew
thoughts that one had long given up on.
What kind of thoughts do you mean?
Thoughts of Victory.
Thoughts of walking into the promised New Land with Swords of Light leading the way.
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Thoughts of KNOWING that there was never any doubt that you would be the victors and accomplish
that which you set sail upon your Planet to achieve.
REMEMBRANCE OF TRUE SELVES will allow courage and enthusiasm to nurture your tired Beings and
BRING you into alignment once again, so that POWER shall be acknowledged by your Inner Truth.
This POWER … as we have spoken of many times … once recognised … knows no bounds.
Doubts are shed regarding capabilities of endurance.
For you know … EACH ONE OF YOU … KNOWS … that you have crossed that finishing line … walking
every step of the way with hope in your hearts. And now that you have arrived in the Higher Source of
participation … you cannot help but feel renewed. Yet, the newness of who you have now become is so
familiar.
Meaning … in a Light Hearted vein … yet, with such depth behind our words, that … you are so much
closer to home, because you remember now, how YOU used to FEEL.
How you used to FEEL before you began The Game.
How you used to BEHAVE, before you entered into the Planetary Vibrations.
How you used to LOVE without any interruption of fear.
You are returning home, Dearest souls. You are journeying on a pathway that feels so ‘correct’. Lifetimes
after lifetimes have you travelled this same journey … and yet, now … only now … in these predicted
Glorious Awakening times … are you able to KNOW FOR SURE that you are retracing your tracks.
Your foot prints left markers in the sand … for the very reason, that on your return, you would recognise
them. Knowing now, how close you are to becoming more of the recognisable ‘you’. The ‘you’ that ‘IS
YOU.’
I know what you are saying … I have glimpses of ‘that me’. And yet, at other times I feel as though I threw a six,
landed on a snake and find myself back to where I almost began!!
And yet, is it not so, that at other times you only threw a two and yet, landed on the ladder which took
you to a height to which you had not reached before?
Yep … It’s all in ‘The Game’ as you say. Yet, just to clarify … is it the finishing line of the Snakes and Ladders we
have reached ? Now what game are we in? Please, please don’t say Monopoly. I HATE Monopoly.
You are perhaps in the game of Chess … where moves forward are planned and strategic. Metaphorically
speaking of course.
Of course. Personally … I’d be up for a game of Patience. One move, allowing the next one to flow … and when
stumped … you pack up and have a cup of tea! Starting over when in the mood. Ah … the simple things in life!
Dearest Blossom, We thank you for today’s connection. THE GAME IS ON … The next step of it.
Observe all that you learned from the last one. Put into play these learnings and watch how quickly you
excel.
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Look at also, as we said … for the ‘new tricks’ that ‘become’ you. They will surely bring JOY into play and
you will find that on ‘this level’ … THE GAME is so much more in your favour.
Until next time … your move!
Thanks so much. I am so happy this connection worked. Jetlag and sleeplessness doesn’t always bode well for
such encounters. Cheer Ho for now and of course… much Love and Gratitude!

The audio for this channelling
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MemXaa06VyY

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 18

22 June 2018
On reading this channelling for the first time after bringing it through, I could not help but feel/know I have had
this kind of conversation with them before … and yet, when channelling it, I did not remember I had. So, there
must be a reason why much of it has come through again. Maybe, I haven’t been through this before with them
in this way? Checking it out I couldn’t find a simmilar one.Maybe, I am ready for the nuthouse?
Here we are, once again. There are many questions people ask that, for me, are just too off the scale to
comprehend. My mind doesn’t creep into places/spaces that some other’s seem to do. I seem to accept much,
simply ‘As Is’. Yet, I can see the frustration for those who have these very inquisitive minds, and yet, I feel it is just
not for ‘us’ to go there. So, apologies to those who were hoping I would! However, one thing that … is/has been /
will be … on everybody’s minds is this topic of THE EVENT. Some renowned channellers never mention it, some
speak of it happening this year, some say it won’t be taking place for many, many years. No wonder everyone is
so confused and disappointed. Can you see this from our perspective? It can be very disheartening to read such
varied and diverse information from those sources that people trust … including yourselves, with all respect.
Ok? So … straight from the horse’s mouth so to speak … What/when/ How/ why/ is this EVENT all about? Can we
not get it straight once and for all and then leave it be, until such a time when we REALLY need to KNOW it is
ACTUALLY GOING TO TAKE PLACE. Thank you.
Welcome to you, Dearest Blossom and to those souls who KNOW us to be of Truth and Love-Light. All
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that we have entrusted to you via words in these communications have been to the best of our ability
and Knowing. One must, as they are evolving into a Lighter degree of themselves … understand that
there is much that simply cannot be conveyed due to knowledge of what is to be … not being ready to
divulge.
Why not?
Because there are certain courses of Events that need to take place before the next course of events can
even be put in place. Although, the Divine plan is in hand … due to free will and alignment of planetary
concourse, (? ) there is much that determines different outcomes. Much of which can be unexpected
and therefore, one has to re-route in order to get all things back onto the correct trajectory, in order for
things to continue as … they should / are … planned.
Therefore, we cannot ‘give away’ too much. This is not the only reason. If we were to say too much as to
the when and wherefores’, there are those of your density that would immediately put counteractions
into place … trying their upmost to prevent such ‘Heavenly encounters’ from taking place. Therefore,
regarding this particular issue, much must be kept under wraps.
Yet, this does not really answer as to why there is so much conflict between the information that is brought
forth. Yes, I am aware of deliberate false info, yet, as I say, many ‘stable’ messengers have different information
coming through. So many are so tired … and have just had enough!
We are aware of this and yet we KNOW Each One will continue on in their Light - mind and body.
Everything is changing at rapid speed now. May we divert the subject for a moment, to say that we are
also aware of many souls that are experiencing off beat regulation within their heart Energy. Some are
feeling it directly aimed … at/through … the heart and some experiencing disfunctioning around the
said area. We are not saying to ignore this, for it is real and alarming to many. Yet, we are saying in ways
of comfort, that many experiencing such, are ‘coming through the other side’ without further concern.
This is in conjunction with the Higher Energetic Vibration that is merging with your Planet and yourself.
As your body is adjusting to these Higher Energies, one will ‘naturally’ experience irregular happenings,
due to the upgrade of organs within the body. The heart, of course, being a MAJOR vitality and therefore,
‘its changes’ as it moves it’s frequency into a higher position will affect some, more than others, in its
doing so. This is also happening with much within the physicality and we seek to reassure you that these
‘occurrences’ are only temporary. Yet, we reiterate that we are not of your medical profession and of
course, if one is of deep concern, then a visit to your worldly practioners in this field will perhaps put the
mind at rest.
Should it be that matters of the heart need to be ‘adjusted’ physically by such practioners, then this
would be because the Vibration change for some, exerted movement a little too high for that which it
was ready for … Yet, know, all this will gradually settle down.
Extreme tiredness is ‘falling’ upon many. For lifetimes, has one prepared for that which is coming. For
eons have souls of Light ‘fought’ their way through the darkness and come through valiantly.
The soul is weary … and coupled with distractions that are emanating from chemicals all around and
within so much that one is in daily contact with … the NEED for SOMETHING to reassure and give
encouragement to continue is very much at the forefront of the minds of so many.
Yes indeed! One can sometimes wonder if THE EVENT is just a carrot to keep us going? Yet, it can have the
opposite effect when, once again (as I/we predicted it would ) talk and expectation of THE EVENT taking place,
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die down, and one is left feeling deflated and forlorn. So … back to the original question … how can there be/why
is there … so much difference regarding our future days? I feel you will say something re timelines and parallel
universes etc. Am I right, or am I right?
You are wrong!
LOL!
For we would prefer to give an original analogy.
Oh! Please do!
Dearest souls … the reason behind these differential outcomes of your future days is because
perspectives of that which lie ahead can alter within possibilities and … there are endless possibilities.
So, it may be that one giver of information feels a greater lean toward a particular outcome and another
feels a slant toward another kind of outcome.
Yet … YOU speak of THE EVENT taking place at some point … and that is a HUGE happening, whenever that
maybe. (That differs greatly too. ) Surely, IF THAT IS TO BE SO … how can it be that another messenger doesn’t
even mention it … as if it simply is not on the cards? It makes one wonder what IS the TRUTH and WHEN it will
take place and WHY we should carry on believing in such a thing.
Blossom … do you personally believe THE EVENT will take place?
Huh! You got me there! My Truth is … I want so much to believe it … to know it. I can imagine it ( although I
can’t seem to grasp what takes place after it ) Then there are times when I question as to whether or not it will
take place at all. It has been said these changes will take place in our life time. Well, some of the folk reading
your words are in their late eighties … they are ‘not feeling it’ and yet have waited for sixty years or more!! Very
disheartening for them.
So, we ask you again … do you personally believe THE EVENT will take place?
The only answer I can give you is … I’d like to! For a start … YOU have said it will and I am your messenger, so
little point in me not trusting you.
Yet, you have the right to your own thoughts. As White Cloud along with ourselves, have always stated …
if we say something that does not resonate as YOUR TRUTH, then discard it. For it is YOUR TRUTH that is
TRUTH to/for you.
Thing is, I am not saying it is or it isn’t my Truth. I am saying I don’t know!
Let us say to you now IN OUR TRUTH … we can only … bring through/offer to you … that which is OUR
TRUTH. We do not have the ‘right’ nor the ‘distinction’ to comment on another’s opinions and thoughts
regarding this matter.
WE OFFER YOU OUR TRUTH. And in the nicest way, we say ‘Take it or leave it’.
This is our point, Blossom. We offer you that which WE ARE AWARE OF. One does not have to abide by it
… there is no naughty corner if what we say does not resonate for any individual.
Each soul walks their own path … each soul is walking home … taking different journeys to get them
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there … through choices made. There is not just the one pathway … For as many souls that travel …
there are as many paths.
IN OUR TRUTH, KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING … THE EVENT WILL TAKE PLACE.
Thank you for this. Yet, as I have said many times before, some agree with me some don’t … it would be so
uplifting and encouraging to have a little lead up to it … like NOW! No notice necessary! JUST DO SOMETHING!
Yes, I know that by saying this, emails will flood in explaining that we are not here to be rescued. We are here to
do it ourselves. THIS I KNOW! Yet, did YOU/WE know when we arrived to ‘accomplish’ this transformation, just
HOW DIFFICULT it was going to get? Seriously … were we all aware of how low the dimmest lights would stoop?
We couldn’t know, for life is ever expanding in its diversity and maybe, just maybe … a BOOSTER from you guys,
would counteract a few ‘supposed boosters’ that are being injected into our systems! I sound like I am ranting. I
am Truly doing fine and yet, there are so many that simply are not and would welcome a ‘warm up act’ to get us
motivated and recharged … in order to see this thing through.
A long while ago Blossom, you asked us to hold council to see if this would be possible.
Did I get an answer?
We said we would do so.
And did you?
We did.
I forget the outcome?
After lengthy discussions we felt it wise to give display throughout the years on a smaller scale than
you were … expecting/seeking … for reasons of safety to those upon your Planet. For we assume many
awakened souls are aware that should such a thing occur … even as a warm up act … on a bigger scale
than we are presenting now … it could cause much turmoil and disruption.
I don’t follow politics, as you know … yet, isn’t that exactly what is happening on the political front anyway? Much
turmoil and disruption? Why not throw an enormous Light ship into the mix and see where we all end up? It is
time guys … is it not? Is it not time just to go for it? Many say WE AS A WHOLE are not ready. Well, why not just
do it and find out? We are picking up the pieces of this mess all the time. If we were to experience a SHIP OF
LIGHT for all to see … we could continue to pick up the pieces, yet, with renewed hope in our hearts and the
desire to serve in ways of helping others to understand, as so many of us are ‘waiting around twiddling thumbs’,
to do so’. My! My! Best step down off my little soap box!
Blessed Souls of Light upon the Earth plane … We are always keen to have such conversations, for
they ‘Enlighten’ us also, as to your Earthly dilemmas. We are not ‘from’ this side of the experience and
therefore, heartfelt offerings from you, are always welcome to assist us in understanding the situation
from your perspective.
Goodness! Don’t get me started!
Due to Energy, we feel it is time for us to take our leave for this communication. We very much ‘take to
heart’ that which you have spoken of on behalf of many, Blossom. It is neither ignored nor dismissed.
Yet, taken deeply into account regarding ongoing procedures.
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Well, thank you for acknowledging that. Ok chaps … must get on … living life to the best of my ability and
KEEPING ON KEEPING ON … because that’s what will get us to wherever it is we are going. Much Love … Much
Gratitude, for this conversation and for considering me worthy and indeed honourable enough for this to take
place!
A pleasure to serve … in the interest of the Highest good of all that is.
Here is the audio for this channelling recorded by Blossom and Joe Pena.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_HdLKOUJ_Fw

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 19

30 June 2018
And … here we are again. Welcome, my friends. Many have written in sharing their thoughts about The Event.
Similarities arising and certainly most are ‘FEELING’ that it is to take place sooner rather than later. So much is
coming out into the open now and revelations of stuff that nightmares are made of, are being exposed. This,
you said, would begin to happen. A lady asked about ‘Protecting ourselves’. Could you speak of this? As some
feel the need to do so and others not.
Welcome to you, also, Dearest Blossom and to those who have become keen and avid readers of
our communications. We are happy to speak of this and yet, remembering this ... as with other
communications … is ‘our’ view point and what suits one, does not necessarily suit all.
I have certainly learned that from emails sent in over the years!
Firstly … we are speaking here, are we not of protecting oneself from negative energies and influences?
In that … some FEEL it necessary to put a protective barrier up to prevent such negativity entering into
one’s own personal Energy space. Our thoughts on this matter are quite strongly veering towards doing
so. It certainly can do no harm, and certainly can prevent it!
Some feel though, that they ‘KNOW’ they are protected by Being the Light they are and that a protective barrier
is always around them to prevent such energies bombarding their space.
And this is fine if this suits THEM. However, as we said, our thoughts are to BE AWARE. It is not that we
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are saying to put protective walls up 24/7 … there is no need and yet, perhaps when entering into a
particular space one can feel the energies of a limited Light and one’s instinct is to ‘protect’ the soul.
One must keep in mind that there are many souls of lesser Light that are eager to drain the batteries of
one who has much. Not only that … their envy, their ploy, is to disrupt and cause anxiety etc. This is their
main agenda and it is what they KNOW. They do not feel comfortable in such Lightness and therefore, do
there upmost to cause unrest within that Lighted Energy.
Are we talking here of ‘spirit’ energies?
We are talking of many interruptions that have the same agenda. This could vary from ‘dislodged’ spirit
entities … to humans that are lost … to electronics … and even would we say … just ‘Energy’ playing
around. There is much of varied energetic components that have not yet realised their full potential
in the Light and therefore, they feel at ease with the limitations that they know and ‘at this time’, feel
comfortable with.
A break took place at this point of the channelling. Due to the six months renovations next door, the sawing,
the drilling, along with the new builder’s dog barking, starting my dog off and the rest of the neighbourhood’s,
coupled with the continual rain fall, full of depressing chemicals etc. etc. … I finally blew the lid off my boiling pot!
I ranted and raved out loud (to myself) … BIG TIME. Quite funny really, considering what we were talking about!
So, here I am a few hours later, giving it another go … And guess what … no kidding … the beeping bobcat has
just arrived! So Blossom Goodchild … can you rise above all this? YES. I CAN! Where were we … talking about
protection against negativity, I believe. Dear God, one has to laugh at the irony!
We are happy that you found it within you to resume … An interesting ‘turn about’ so suddenly from our
perspective, when you, as you term it, ‘lost it’. Interesting in the colour change of Energy Yet, we ‘felt’
your frustration.
Yet, it needs to be mentioned that of course, I always say a prayer of protection before I start any ‘work’ of this
kind.
Let us then resume … Lady of Light.
LOL = Lady of Light. I love it, that nearly slipped me by. Mind you, I wasn’t so Light a few hours ago!
There are indeed, those who prefer, to KNOW that they are of great Light and therefore, nothing can
harm them or intrude within/upon that Light. If this is their Truth … if this works for them … then this is
suitable for them. If however, one becomes aware of an Energy that is not so ‘engaging’, as we say … it is
more than an efficient step to make, to become aware of placing a shield around you. What have you to
lose?
Nothing. I am with you there, all the way. I have received emails in the past regarding souls who feel they are
possessed or have a curse upon them and literally get flung across the room by such negative ‘play’. That is way
out of my league … and sadly theirs. So, could you make some suggestion as to the best ways to protect our
souls?
Certainly. We mentioned the shield. ALL OF THIS IT ABOUT VISUALISATION. Your greatest tool, as White
Cloud has said many times, in order for it to sink in.
Visualise a Golden Shield Of Light all around you and think of any negative energy trying to penetrate
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that shield, simply as stones rebounding off of it. In the KNOWING that NOTHING can get through.
What else can you visualise?
I imagine sometimes, a crystal tube coming down over my body … Light can shine from it, yet darkness cannot
enter in.
Or, perhaps press an imaginary button somewhere on your Being and watch an Energy field of many
rainbow colours radiate around you. It is about your intention behind any visualisation that serves most.
You see, Blossom, there are some whose Light shines a lot more brightly than others … and ‘miserable’
souls want some of what those Bright Lights have.
Yet, if those Bright Lights are that Bright, surely they just KNOW that they are protected, because of the strength
of their Light ‘repelling’ the darkness?
Not necessarily. For some Bright Lights may shine out from the heart with the Lightest of intent … And
yet … not aware of THE FACT that there are those who wish to destroy this. Perhaps, some are a little
ignorant of this … where as others … have the Bright Light AND the awareness … if that makes sense?
It does to me! Well, thank you for that.
This is not to say … that from within that protective barrier … one cannot shine their Light TO that lost
darkened energy that is trying to attempt sabotage. For, the very reason they are trying to sabotage it,
is because they do not understand it … and what it means to have it. So, to shine one’s Light into any
darkened space is beneficial, whether one is eventually made aware of the difference they have made,
or not.
Again. Thank you. Sort of on the same subject … more and more Truths are being revealed these days … much
‘slime is oozing out the wood work’… and it is difficult not to be affected by what we are learning. Yet, one tries!
This Planet of ours has TRULY been ‘living’ within the darkest of times. And I feel we are only just scratching the
surface.
You are correct. And this is why, dearest Blossom, we continue on as we do … repeating the same
information over and over … so that YOU GET IT. So that YOU UNDERSTAND … that YOUR LIGHT … THE
LIGHT FROM ALL OF YOU … is so very much needed to CHANGE all these darkened days into the sunniest
of moments.
It cannot be rectified overnight. So much damage has been done … so much needs to be healed.
Yet, once again we ask you to remember why you are here. Why you CHOSE to come … Because you
KNEW you had the strength and the wherewithal within you to overcome such difficulties … to move
through them … and more so than ever …. Shine that Light of yours into/onto the souls, the places, the
space, the situations, the circumstances … the mess … that now confronts you.
So very hard to do when those confrontations involve souls (of the church) torturing and sacrificing young
children.
Which is why souls like yourself and souls reading these messages are here, Blossom. Exactly why! To see
this ‘mess’ for what it is … what it has grown into … and to BRING ABOUT THE WORLD THAT CANNOT AND
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WILL NOT ACCEPT SUCH ABHORRENCE.
This is the kind of thing we have been speaking of to you and preparing you for. Preparing you to rise
above it in your strength and your Light. For we say to you, Blossom … preparation is indeed required in
order to rise above all that is to be uncovered.
Draw strength unto yourself. Take the time, make the time … to take a trip back home … and regenerate
your systems. Recharge your Energies. When you do so, no words are needed to ‘Brighten your day’, to
‘Lighten your disposition’. For when you are ‘there’ … all that you are, is understood. All that you have to
do … is understood.
We ask you not to neglect such matters. For they are of High importance in these very delicate days.
Such rapid progress is taking place.
Progress, you say?
Yes, Progress. Today, for we felt it necessary, we have focused on the more serious side of what is taking
place. This is to make you aware of what is required from you. Yet, know too … such progress … has
been/ is being … made on the Lighter side of life.
For, take into account … we have spoken about such Truths being revealed … and many ARE being …
which means you are getting further down the pathway that brings you to a better world. For the more
that is uncovered … the more one knows that the Light is indeed winning and the darkness no longer
has its place,
Warriors of Light … Dearest souls of Earth … Close your eyes for a moment and breathe deeply … and
within that depth of self … FEEL YOUR TRUTH … FEEL YOUR STRENGTH … FEEL OUR LOVE.
We understand how easy it must be at times, to lose all Trust in the Divine Plan. For, from where you are
placed within it … you see it so very differently from the place in which it Truly is positioned.
KNOW … KNOW … KNOW IN YOUR HEARTS ... IN THESE COMING DAYS … SUCH CHANGE IS TO COME
ABOUT … WITH YOUR HELP!
THAT IS WHY YOU ARE HERE.
THIS IS WHY YOU COME.
You see, over and over we repeat these words … and yet, the more recognition of your TRUE Being that is
felt … the more these same words FEEL differently. For they are received … from/with … a deeper TRUTH
of TRUTH.
We desire that the feeling allows you to know that we speak in ways to stir your soul. To give you
encouragement and to guide you onwards.
Oh, my friends, you have a wonderful knack of being able to do so! Thanks so much. Once again, I feel stronger
due to your wisdom. For me, it indeed, stirs my soul into ‘making more of an effort’ and not allowing myself to
get beaten down by it all. Many, many thanks. In so much Love and Gratitude,
It is our pleasure … and we are immersed in Joy that you retried!
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Me too, as I send much love to the next door builder with the saw … the builder with the hammer, the builder
with the drill and the dog who clearly has no bone!
As we send much love to you … more than you actually can feel. Yet, as you ‘grow back in your Light’ …
this too shall change!

The audio can be found here.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YZei2SAegk4&t=3s

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 20

21 July 2018
Hello, up there! Well, although not fully recovered from my illness, I am certainly on the mend and very much
ready to have a chat with you. So, I am interested to see whether or not my energies are conducive to doing so.
Are they?
Let us begin by saying ‘Welcome back into the land of the living’ as you say in your world. Ailments of
varied kinds are ‘hitting’ the physical body at a rate of knots and many are finding it difficult to get back
on track. Energies pouring in are, of course, Enlightening the Planet! Yet, they are also stirring up the
lesser Energies that must go … and these Energies are grasping onto anything they can, as they know
their days are numbered. Be vigilant, Dearest Ones. Be thoughtful towards your well-being and remain
guarded. The Light is your protector from all that does not serve in these matters and therefore, allow
this Light … your Light … to shine Brighter than ever before, as you move on through to these great
changes that are occurring upon your Earth plane.
It seems indeed, much is happening. There is talk of much being disclosed before the year is out and certainly
our ‘skies’ are behaving in ways that have not been seen before. All of which you have spoken of. Where to from
here … regarding what ‘we’ can do in order to serve the Highest Good during these times?
For ever and always the Highest service, as you know … is to KNOW LOVE.
To KNOW THAT YOU ARE LOVE and to COME FROM LOVE in all that you think, say and do. So many desire
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to find their purpose …
THIS ... IS YOUR PURPOSE ...
TO LOVE.
To BE a clear example of LOVE. So that others are drawn to you and are awoken from their deepest sleep
BECAUSE of the Love that you emit.
Dearest souls, these coming times … these times that you are in … NOW … are the beginning of a new
chapter. In fact we would go as far as to say … a new book. That which is crawling out of the woodwork
will shock you to the core. This we have said many times. Yet, it is necessary for us to repeat, so that as
all is disclosed, you can say ‘Ah yes. We were made aware that this would be happening’ … and you will
be in your strength because you have prepared for it.
It would be handy if we could have some hints about what these things would be?
Yet, you know, Dearest Blossom, this is not our position to tell of such things. Yet, it IS our position, and
this is why we come … to prepare you.
For the worst?
For what may appear to be the worst as it is initially revealed, initially uncovered. Yet, the outcome
when ‘all is said and done’ is certainly for the betterment of mankind. Without question.
We ask you to be aware … and this too, we have said many times before in the past … there will be those
who are trying to cover their steps. Those who will be so afraid of what will happen to them once ‘all
things are let out’ … that many ‘untruths’ will be presented.
THIS is when you will recognise your INNER KNOWING. For, it will be that, and only that, to which you
can turn to for a time. There shall be a lot of confusion and one will be unsure of who or what to believe.
So we say …
KNOW THYSELF.
TRUST THYSELF.
Go within and listen to what you are saying … to you!
Your world is about to turn upside down … and we will state here, that we do not mean as within a pole
shift … for some would think they are reading between the lines and this is what we are meaning. No
… we mean it in the sense of MOST of what you have been brought up upon /within will turn out to be
nothing more than propaganda and lies. Dearest Souls, you have been living within the shadow of the
dark lost souls whose agenda was definitely not one of service … to the soul/to The Whole. They took
away your freedom in many ways. Yet, to you, because of the little ‘prisons’ you have been caged within
… you cannot see this … because the masquerade … was/is/has been … so cleverly designed. To the point
that even the most highly intelligent souls … were also/are also/have also … been fooled.
Yet, you always say we have free will?
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Free will within your soul. This is different from the ‘freedom’ we are expressing here. Your soul will
always be free. Yet, it is so, that you have also had certain ‘parts’ of you shut down, so that you have not
been able to ‘fly’ … so to speak.
There is a revolution/resolution to come that is to change all this. Yet, all in Divine timing. There are
many layers that must be unwrapped before the prize is presented and received.
As these days and changes unfold before your very eyes … you will feel as if the pieces of the jigsaw are
rapidly falling into place. Although, much will ‘blow your mind’ … on another level, it will all begin to
make sense, as you see and feel how the changes and the end result may possibly come about.
Keep your wits about you. There are some who shall pretend to be standing up for the Light and yet, in
Truth they are not. They will merely be doing so in order to escape from their fate.
Which is?
Not a happy ending! Yet, it is not for any judgment to be put upon these souls. They played their role in
this game, the same as you are playing yours. This may be hard for some to swallow, considering that
which they have done and the way in which they have behaved. There are indeed, no words to describe
this. Yet, can you then say that you are awakened enough to sit with these souls in your mind and
shower them with LOVE? It will indeed, take a wise, Enlightened Being to do so and yet, this is what we
are asking of you. This kind of Forgiveness … of all /to all/for all … is what will take you into the New
World at a pace that you wish to see.
FORGIVENESS IS THE KEY. A MOST IMPORTANT KEY.
Yet, we stress … this will not be the easiest of tasks to accomplish. This will be when you must ‘tune in’ to
the Higher part of your Being and connect strongly with it. For you may surprize yourself at the thoughts
that are stirred up within you, when you hear of the Truths that you have been ‘hidden under’. Thoughts
that you no longer believed were part of you may arise from the depths within.
Yet, we say … this will be what we would term ‘The final purging’ ... before the New Dawn.
Far out! One’s mind can conjure up … well, I don’t know what, really! Because we do not know what is to come
and you cannot tell us.
This is why we ask you to prepare. To build your ‘spiritual strength’. To ask for guidance. To Bless every
part of your BEING in Light. This is your requirement. This is the way that you shall lead so many into
the Light. For there shall be so much unsettled dust after the storm, that many shall not be able to see
which way they are to walk. Yet you … you … the Enlightened ones … the ones that have been waiting
for so long to do what you came to do … shall be there to hold their hands and lead them through. Lead
them over the bridge … and then ... come back for more. Then take more hands and take them across.
Across to the other side where there lies Peace.
And from this place … the New World is formed.
Can I clarify something? Your book is called ‘The Bridge’ and is about this very thing. Yet, am I understanding
correctly, in that … we aren’t actually going anywhere? I don’t want readers to get confused … because there are
some channels that say we are going to ‘another place’.
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No. In ‘our truth’ … when we say ‘Over the bridge’ … we mean that once all is cleared, you will be moving
into a Higher Dimension, yet, of the same Earth. For it is SHE that you came to assist to move into this
Higher Dimension.
Ok. Yet, if it’s of the same place … and we are just moving into a Higher Dimension … this is difficult to put into
words … where are the Enlightened ones bringing the unenlightened ones from and taking them too … if we are
still on the same Earth plane?
We will use the analogy of your Elemental Kingdom. They are … on/of … your Earth plane, yet, they exist
… on/in … another Dimension. So therefore, mostly go unseen, undetected. Yet, without question they
are there … within your same space.
This will be the same scenario regarding ‘The Bridge’. The same space, yet … moving through into a
Higher Dimension. This is already in place and occurring. Some of you may feel they have one foot in
each. Words are inadequate. Yet, when it is ‘taking place’ … this transition … you will know it and feel it
and recognise it to be that which it is … the very reason that you are here.
I would imagine though, this is very much further down the track?
Again … we cannot and do not wish to put a … time frame/limit … on such delicate matters. It cannot be
about time. For there is none. It will take place when the phase to do so is in alignment with that which
has to take place before its occurrence. Do not look upon ‘all of this’ in a time frame, Dearest Ones. Look
upon all this as building blocks. As each one is placed upon another, one is closer to getting to the heart
of matter. One step at a time … with no time … yet, many steps.
I am not sure whether this is going to encourage or discourage, to be honest.
Oh, Dearest souls of planet Earth … Be of great courage! For each step that is walked and presented, is
one that leads you further along your pathway home. Earlier, we said that you will KNOW all that takes
place is ‘what you have been expecting’ … or words to that effect and so … as the veils are lifted upon so
much … you will feel the TRUTH within ... and THIS IS THE BEST THING THAT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU!
The strength that is revealed to you … the Light that is opened up … to you/through you … will give you
hope … because you will KNOW you are on your way.
You have waited so long … you have waited for ever … you shall wait no more.
There shall be no stone left unturned … and under each one, shall be that which needs to come to Light.
BE OF LOVE. BE IN LIGHT. The tables are about to turn.
Thanks so much. It is indeed good to be back in touch after three weeks of ailing. Clearing all the muck out. So
many of us are clearing all the muck out! So, I say ‘Cheer Ho’ for now … having gained much strength from all
that you have brought through today. I know I speak for many when I say ‘WE LOVE YOU . THANK YOU!’

Here is the audio recorded by myself and Joe Pena for this channelling.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VS0vh9dFqYw
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 21

28 July 2018
Hello there! Straight to it today! You have spoken recently and in the past about ‘Listening to our Truth within’
when coming across information that may or may not be fake news etc. In my last newsletter I sent out a link
regarding news that would/could open a large can of worms. I personally have no attachment to politics. It is
like a foreign language to me and I cannot retain any information that I have tried to take in. Therefore, I was
not saying I knew this particular piece to be of Truth or not. Just a possibility of ‘Maybe this is what you had been
talking about’. WELL! The response I received proved without doubt, to me that A) One person’s Truth is very
different from another’s. And B) In general we are certainly not ready to forgive and send Love to those we are
not so happy with! So please, dear friends ‘in the know’ … HOW DO WE KNOW that which is Truth and that which
is not?
As always, we begin with welcoming you, Dearest Blossom and all those who enjoy our conversations
with you. This is indeed, a matter that confuses. At this stage in The Game, there is neither a recognition
of Truth from one source to another, or acknowledgment of Truth from one source to another.
That which is put out in your social media, is such a mixed bag of ‘tricks’ that we understand your
vulnerability. That is why we ask you to go within.
Yes, but for me ’Going within’ doesn’t get me anywhere. For, I don’t seem to recognise or feel if something is fake
or not. That’s the thing! Some feel a piece of information is fake and just propaganda and others feel the same
piece is of Divine Enlightenment. How ‘On Earth’ are we to decipher ‘Truth’ from within, when there is so much
diversity of WHAT IS TRUTH from one soul to another?
At the correct moment Blossom, ALL shall know THE TRUTH. THE ONE TRUTH.
I didn’t know there was ONE TRUTH … other than the TRUTH that there is only Love. Are you talking about THE
ONE TRUTH regarding all the lies and secrecy etc.?
And so very much more.
How will that one Truth be any differently recognised from that which is being spread now?
Trust us! It will easily be so.
I do Trust you and accept there is much you are unable to say. How easy it would be if you could just tell us what
the ‘BLEEP’ is going on!
You know we cannot do that. For your safety and for reasons that would change the course of matters
from HOW they are TRULY meant to be revealed and uncovered.
So, what would you suggest? For, although I am not into /understanding all that goes on politically, by any
means … WHAT will make it SO OBVIOUS, in order for us to KNOW that which is TRUTH?
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To start with, there will be nothing Obvious. There will be, as is now … different opinions about different
leaders. Those for. Those against. Yet, we reiterate, all is not as it seems. Do not be fooled by ongoing
presentations that appear to be that which they are not.
My point entirely,Guys! HOW DO WE KNOW ... WHAT IS AND WHAT ISN’T?
We feel this conversation could go around in circles. So, may we take the helm to take this where it
needs to go?
AYE AYE CAPTAIN!
There are good and not so good reasons for your ‘internet’. There is knowledge available that is of great
Truth and of great interest. There is also much interference by those who feel they must interfere and
debunk anything that is of Light. Therefore, it is very difficult for even the most enlightened, intelligent
of souls to decipher which is which.
There are some souls who do not have your internet or own a TV or a computer. There are some souls
that CHOOSE not to be sucked in by ANY OF IT. They CHOOSE instead, to enjoy their garden, to meditate,
or just, in general, remove themselves from all that can influence their thoughts and in so doing so,
they concentrate on THAT WHICH IS LOVE AND ONLY THAT WHICH IS LOVE. Keeping their Vibration High
and away from any unnecessary negativity. They do not allow their Vibration to be brought down by
something that may confuse, and/or … may or may not be True.
Yes, I get that.Yet, without the internet … your messages could not reach anyone … for instance.
Oh yes, they could, for they would receive them personally. Once they understood that this is possible,
and that there is not one soul who cannot do so. They just believe there are a chosen few and it is that
belief that prevents it.
Fact is … we DO have the internet and unless there is a complete breakdown of this communication, there is NO
WAY people are going to come off it. There are some who have the correct balance. Yet, with respect, I think
very few. Besides, is it not going to be via TV and internet that we will get to hear about … these great revelations
that you speak of?
Yes. Very much so … And when that time comes about … YOU WILL KNOW … FOR SURE … that which we
have been speaking of.
WHEN THE TRUTH DOES COME OUT … it will be ‘In your face’, so to speak … there will not/cannot be
denial.
Yet, you said we have to be discerning for there will be many trying to cover their tracks etc.
This is so. All this will be in the initial stages … in the lead up to the GRAND REVEAL.
Far out, Brussel sprout! What a bizarre world/time this is! Sometimes, I feel I am holding on by a thread to ‘My
Knowing’ that ‘Everything will be alright’. At times my piece of elastic has been stretched to its limit and feels as if
it is about to ‘ping’. Sometimes, I think how ‘pleasant’ it must be to be asleep and know nothing of all this.
And other times Dearest Blossom?
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Completely the opposite. I am honoured and proud to be part of ‘This Change’ and feel in my strength and ready
to go! Yet, as I say, some days, even though you say this is when we must be in our strength, I just don’t even
have the oomph to try! ‘Blossom Goodchild NOT reporting for duty, Sir!’ … kind of thing!
And this, Beautiful Soul …
Whah! Instant tears with the energy that came through in those words. Thank you!
Is why we continue to come through with these messages. To REINFORCE THE FACT that it is LOVE and
ONLY LOVE that you must act upon.
YOU ARE LOVE.
YOU ARE LIGHT.
It just … doesn’t/can’t … always FEEL that way due to the circumstances in which you reside.
YET, WE PROMISE YOU …
WHEN THIS IS THROUGH ... WHEN THIS IS OVER AND DONE …
THE KNOWING … THE JOY … THE LOVE …THAT EMANATES THROUGHOUT YOUR BEING WILL BE UNLIKE
ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING YOU HAVE EVER KNOWN.
WE REITERATE …
YOU KNEW IT WOULDN’T BE EASY BEFORE YOU CAME.
YOU KNEW THIS! YOU KNEW THIS!
YET, YOU, EACH ONE … SO DESPERATELY DESIRED TO BE CHOSEN TO BE ONE OF THE PRIVILEGED FEW THAT
COULD BE PRESENT ON EARTH AT THIS TIME … TO BE RIGHT IN THE THICK OF IT.
YOU WANTED THIS MORE THAN ANYTHING.
And here I am … moaning about it when the going gets tough!
That is why we are here to remind you.
Why can’t we just simply remember?
YOU CAN … NOW!
If you ‘came in’ to this and many past lifetimes, remembering why you were here and what you came to
do … ‘The Game, The Experience, The Experiment’ … could not/would not … have played out in the way
that it has … in the way that it needed to.
LOVE WILL PREVAIL … Throughout every game, experience, experiment. FOR THERE IS …
ONLY LOVE!! So, what do you mean by ‘We can remember … now?’ I know you are always asking us to … yet, I
just haven’t been able. Hint number one would be?
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TRUST AND KNOW YOUR POWER.
Hint 2?
TAKE AWAY DOUBT.
Hint 3?
TAKE AWAY THE THOUGHT OF POSSIBILITIES AND REPLACE THEM WITH THE KNOWING OF SUCH THINGS
TO BE TRUTH.
Hint 4?
TAKE THE TIME TO ‘TUNE OUT’ FROM YOUR EARTHLY VIBRATION AND ‘TUNE IN’ TO YOUR HIGHEST
VIBRATION.
Hint 5?
WHEN YOU CONTINUE TO DO THIS … YOU COME TO KNOW YOURSELF. YOUR TRUESELF. YOUR HIGHEST
POSITION OF SELF.
Hint 6?
ONCE THIS IS KNOWN … YOU LEARN TO TRUST YOURSELF AND FROM THIS TRUST … YOU BECOME ALL
POWERFUL.
Hint 7?
WHEN YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE AND TRUST THIS KNOWING … YOU WILL HAVE REMEMBERED WHO YOU
ARE.
Hint 8? (I know we are going to 10.)
AND THEREFORE, REMEMBERED WHY YOU CAME!
Hint 9?
AND WHEN YOU REMEMBER THIS, DEAREST ONES … THE LOVE THAT YOU ARE SHINES IN ITS FULL
CAPACITY.
Hint 10?
YOU MOVE YOURSELF, ALONG WITH MOTHER EARTH AND THOSE UPON AND WITHIN HER … INTO HER
NATURAL GLORIOUS POSITION … ONCE AGAIN. HER LIGHTED HOME.
Here endeth today’s lesson! Many, many thanks my friends.
Know too … that all you need do is ask for strength and unto you it is given.
Indeedy! Much Love and Gratitude.
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The audio can be found here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0igaDRec3tY

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 22

4 August 2018
Welcome to you this fine morning. Somebody wrote in asking if you would talk to us about ‘Free will’. For you
say, no one can take it away from us. Yet, many would beg to differ. He wrote ‘How can anybody claim that we are
down here making choices of our own “Free will” when we are clearly in no position to do so? No - any “choice” that
humans are making here in his place is being made without access to “all the facts” and out of a distorted and heavily
manipulated state of consciousness, indeed in many cases, “choices” are being made under duress. Would you care
to speak about this please?
Welcome to you and indeed, it is a fine morning from the beautiful country in which you reside. Not all
can say the same weather wise and yet, perhaps that discussion is for another communication.
There is so much involved with … so much, that sometimes it is not always so easy to condense such vast
topics into a conversation such as ours.
This matter of ‘Free will’ is a curious one. For we have stated only recently, that one cannot take away
‘Free will’ of your soul. However, there is much manipulation through controversy and mind influence
that suggests one … does not/is not … able to be FREE to do exactly what they want.
Well, on our Planet … one would say this is very much the case. For there is much control taking place in many,
many areas of our lives. Which definitely takes away our choices, therefore, our ‘Free will’ surely?
Yet, you CAN CHOOSE how you CHOOSE to CHOOSE!
Eh?
In that … there is an acceptance of certain probabilities … at this stage in ‘The Game’ … regarding things
… out of/ beyond your … control. The way governments and their agendas are run … and not excluding
those that reach far above that of the government protocol. However … and we reiterate … at this stage
in ‘The Game’ … you do have the ‘Free will’ to CHOOSE the way in which you decide to … think about/
behave towards … such matters that are occurring.
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NO-ONE can take away your KNOWING of ‘EVERYTHING IS GOING TO BE ALRIGHT’ … no matter what is
presented outwardly. And should one so CHOOSE to hang on to that KNOWING above all else, no matter
how things appear … then ‘EVERYTHING ‘WILL’ BE ALRIGHT.’ You have the ‘Free will’ to make these
decisions.
You have on your Planet what is known as THE LAW OF ATTRACTION. It is a law unto itself. That which
you think, you attract.
The Energy in which you CHOOSE to Vibrate regarding your thoughts and desires, is the ultimate key as
to whether or not such desires come to you sooner rather than later. This too, is your ‘Free will’.
One can moan and complain until they are blue in the face. This too, is ‘Free will’.
One can adopt a change within their thought patterns of negativity and change their lives around,
literally, due to their focus on that which they desire and Vibrating on the knowing that it is theirs. You
have the FREE WILL to BE YOURSELF.
Yet, do we? Are there not those who are able to control our minds through microwaves etc?
Yes. This is so.
Then this would prevent ‘Free will’ would it not?
Yes. It would. Yet, we would state that ‘The Self’ … the ‘True Self’ … can be aware of this and break
through that mind manipulation. This matter is intense and complicated. There are also certain drugs
that are used to manipulate one’s thought pattern and one could say that they too, take away ‘Free
choice/will.’
Even from this knowing, we would still say that the soul … the will of the soul … has the power to break
through that which one feels they cannot control.
The Power of the soul is more than you CHOOSE to imagine.
The Power that is within you is more than you can imagine.
Yet, isn’t that because a lot of our imagination/skills/tools were … taken away/shut down? Where is the ‘Free will’
in that?
It is within your soul. It remains in your soul. Your ‘tools’ to access this Power have merely been ‘put to
sleep’ … and yet NOW in these Glorious days … THEY ARE AWAKENING. YOU ARE AWAKENING. Each one …
in their own choice of time.
Ok. So, let me question that ... ‘In their own choice of time’. Surely, if one knew about this possibility … we would
all wake up immediately in order to access this power?
Not so, Blossom. There are those who have settled so deeply into their slumber that they have ‘chosen’
to ‘keep things as they are’… so as not to disturb the Peace. You have to understand that there are souls
who do not want to face up to the reality of what is actually going on. It is too much for them to have to
deal with and therefore, their choice, to remain closed down.
Is that laziness? Why is that?
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Free will!
Yet, why would they choose this? For surely each one of us ‘deep down’ knows we are of spirit, not flesh … and …
of the LOVE that we TRULY are. However deep down it rests for some.
Yes … and yet, EVOLUTION of the soulself has the … right to/the ‘Free will’ to … take everything at one’s
own pace. Just because one soul may desire to ‘Blossom’ more quickly than another … does not mean
that either is right or wrong. All souls CHOOSE their path in this experience/experiment.
As your friend and ours … the Beloved White Cloud, has spoken off … Some may take a bus that takes
you on the scenic route around the country side … Some may take a bus that takes you up the busy
highway … Some choose straight through, no stops … Others like to stop for a while and take in different
opportunities. Either way … the bus … at some point arrives at the same destination.
Each soul’s evolution is marked out for them … by themselves!
FREEDOM OF CHOICE!
Their choice, their ‘Free will’ to play this Game any way they CHOOSE. Any lifetime they CHOOSE. As
many lifetimes as they CHOOSE. On a soul level, there … is always/will always … be ‘Free will’ to CHOOSE
ALL THAT ONE DESIRES TO EXPERIENCE … for ever and ever and ever!
Ok. This is delving down the rabbit hole and deep into the warren yet, some say/believe … that we live in a
computerised matrix. The movie ‘The Matrix’ is a fine ‘trigger’ to awaken to those possibilities. IF that is the case
… where is the ‘Free will? ‘
The choice to take the blue or the red pill! IF … that is the case that you are living in such a programme.
I would be hung, drawn and quartered if I let the opportunity pass by to ask … Are we?
And we, Dearest Blossom, are not here to say ‘Yea or Nay’ to that answer. As indeed, we are not here to
say ‘Yea or Nay’ to whether or not this is a flat earth or a round one … or whether or not a Light ship of
massive proportion is soon to arrive in your skies. We are not here to disclose these things.
Do you know the answers?
Yes. Yet, also consider the possibilities that ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE. Therefore, it ‘could be’ … that
there is neither a ‘Yea or Nay’ answer to such questions … because the answer may be different
depending on that which each one desires to concentrate on.
So complicated! One question leads to a billion more … none of which gives a straight answer. No offence to
you. I have a job to do here … as do you. And we both are IN LOVE and TRUST to do this to the best of our
capabilities, coming from our individual positions. I get that. One day I will know answers to things that you are
unable to divulge right now. When I am in a Higher Vibration to understand more.
May we say this?
You have the ‘Free will’ to say whatever you like!
THAT WHICH YOU ARE … ON A SOUL LEVEL … IS ALL KNOWING.
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THAT WHICH YOU THINK YOU ARE ON A PHYSICAL LEVEL … IS NOT WHO YOU ARE ON A SOUL LEVEL.
TAKE THE WISE MOVES TO ACCESS YOUR SOUL LEVEL … AND YOU WILL FIND THAT THIS EXPERIMENT YOU
THINK YOU ARE RESIDING WITHIN … IS JUST A GAME.
THIS IS WHY WE HAVE SAID TO YOU MANY TIMES … NOTHING MATTERS.
Are we ‘residing in it’?
If you CHOOSE to believe you are, yes. If you CHOOSE to believe you are not … no!
FREE CHOICE!
WE IMPLORE YOU … WE ASK HUMBLY OF YOU, TO ‘KNOW THYSELF’.
THIS IS THE KEY TO OPEN THE DOOR TO YOUR FREEDOM. TAKE IT!
Yep … get all that … and I (and many others) know the key is within our grasp. We just can’t seem to get it to fit in
the lock! If we could, believe me, I would be flinging that door open so fast, it would drop off its hinges!
We would ask you to consider to be gentle with yourself. Is it not that any soul prefers to ‘come round’
from their slumber in a slow, Peaceful, gentle fashion? Rather than being awoken by an alarm clock set
to loud rock and roll!
Nothing wrong with a bit of rock and roll. Yet, I understand what you are saying and if ‘I’ get the point, then
everyone else will, also.
The stirring arising within your Beings in these most extraordinary days are preperational signals to …
Be alert. Be aware. Be guarded. Be guided.
For as each day comes to rest and a new dawn presents … you are ever closer to the Gifts that are to
unfold before your very eyes. Gifts that will swell your heart to bursting point … for the WAVE OF LOVE
that is to flow … over/through … your Divine Gaia is so very close now.
Hold on to this knowledge. For as Truths untold get told … you may lose sight of the wonders ahead that
will take you into a Higher position. The one that you came here to bring about.
This Change ... this wondrous … change/chain of events … will show you the Lighted pathway through to
your destiny/destination.
We Love you so very much …
Ditto! Many, many thanks my friends. Until next time.
Until next time … indeed.

The audio for this channelling read by myself and Joe Pena can be found here .
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vdW23aDL9DU
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 23

11 August 2018
Blossom here, connecting with you chaps … somewhere! Hello!
Hello to you ‘out there’ somewhere. Which is very appropriate, for each one is ‘somewhere’, in their
own space of themselves, creating their own pathway on their journey home. And may we say … such
progress has been made in your recent times that so very soon now, ‘Event’s’ shall take place that will
leave you in wonder. Astounding presence’s will fluctuate in and around your Planet … until such times
when such wonders will be able to remain in a more … would we say … ‘concrete form’.
Concrete?
We use that loosely. Colloquially.
So, what ‘presence’s’ are we speaking of here?
We speak of our vessels. They shall be presenting themselves on a much more obvious level. Many more
sightings shall be captured on camera and therefore, be able to convince many of those sceptics, that
are so quick to jump in and say they are of Earthly substances.
Yes, it is quite annoying how our media is so quick to ‘take the mickey’. I just smile within, because I KNOW that
one day they won’t be so smug and will retract all their scepticism.
This is very much the case and preparations are underway for ‘longer, greater, clearer visual sightings’ to
take place. This you shall become aware of very soon in your skies.
Speaking of skies, this segues nicely into asking about the weather. You mentioned in our last conversation we
should speak of it another time. Is now that time?
Certainly. It cannot be unnoticed by anyone. Unless they have the loss of their sight, that … what is
taking place/has been taking place … in your skies/atmosphere has changed greatly from days of old. If
you were to compare your photographic images of sunny, cloudy or rainy days it would be more than
apparent that in these present days … cloud formations are not what they used to be.
Very much so. I assume this is due to chemtrails?
Indeed. Yet, not just chemtrails. There are certain chemicals, and gasses that are purposefully ‘leaked’
into your stratosphere, which are designed to and in turn, do … create havoc with your weather.
Unprecedented heatwaves ... snow fall and other anomalies that should not be occurring in particular
countries are causing such discomfort to humans, not to mention the animals and the land upon which
they depend upon to graze.
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THIS IS NOT A NATURAL PHENOMENON.
THIS IS NOTHING TO DO WITH WHAT SOME CHOOSE TO CALL GLOBAL WARMING.
THIS BIZARRE WEATHER IS PURPOSEFULLY DESIGNED.
It is part of a plan to destroy crops and necessary sustenance … so that some may have lack of food and
water.
Whilst this is present in some countries for many a year … there is an intention to create the same
‘famine’ in other parts of your world also … in order for souls to panic and go into their fear based
programming.
On top of which … the cloud formations are far from natural. Natural clouds do not form straight lines …
they do not form tunnel like appearance.
Gone are the days of your fluffy white clouds billowing by in the gentle breeze.
How right you are. Although, I had heard that chemtrailing had stopped.
From our knowledge base and with respect, we would say you have heard incorrectly.
Oh Poop! Please continue.
All that is taking place with your extreme weather conditions are, as we say, part of a plan … and the
plan is not … of /for … one’s Highest good.
So what can WE do about it? Is there anything YOU can do about it?
From your point of view … the best, most valuable notion/motion you can take is to do as we always ask
of you. Each one as you read these words, know what we are about to say.
SHINE YOUR LIGHT EVEN MORE STRONGLY. Look up at the clouds and instead of allowing them to drain
you and make you sick … as designed … use your FREE WILL to CHOOSE to imagine them full of rainbow
colours. Colours of the Highest Healing capabilities. Do you see Dearest Ones?
THAT WHICH YOU THINK … YOU CREATE.
Yet, you have to KNOW THIS IS OF TRUTH. It will not have the desired effect if you ‘try to pretend’. You
have to KNOW from 100% of your Being … your KNOWINGNESS … that this is TRUTH and then, it shall be.
I totally see where you are coming from with this. Yet, could you go more deeply into it, so we can really get the
understanding of it? For that is quite a big ask for many.
With the greatest of respect, it is no more a bigger ask than to imagine a particular item of clothing that
you would like to come into your Energy. The Universe does not distinguish between anything. Large
or small. It simply adheres to your desires and as long as those desires are Vibrating on the correct
frequency to bring them to you … anything can, especially in these days, arrive at your doorstep in a
flash. Many of you are experiencing this in these Higher Frequency Energies.
So, we would liken that to the KNOWING that, that which you see in your skies, strange clouds etc. … DO
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NOT COME FROM CHEMICALS TO DESTROY AND MAME … yet, from Beauty and Grace and if they present
as dark grey … take your mind’s eye inside of them, to discover all the colours of the rainbow that will
lift your spirits.
Even though we know that’s not true? I know you needed me to put that to make your point.
What is TRUE Blossom? That which comes from your heart.
YOU, EACH ONE OF YOU HAVE/HAS THE POWER TO CREATE ANYTHING YOU WANT. THROUGH YOUR
IMAGINATION … THAT IS HOW YOUR PLANET EARTH WAS CREATED IN THE FIRST PLACE. IMAGINATION …
IMAGE/NATION.
YOU HAVE THE POWER TO CHANGE THINGS INTO HOW YOU DESIRE THEM TO BE.
THIS IS WHY YOU CAME … TO CHANGE THINGS. THIS WE HAVE INFUSED INTO OUR MESSAGES OVER AND
OVER AGAIN AND SHALL CONTINUE TO DO SO.
YOU CAN CHANGE ANYTHING VIA YOUR THOUGHT. YOUR IMAGINATION OF WHAT YOU CHOOSE
SOMETHING TO BE … OTHER THAN HOW YOU HAVE BEEN TAUGHT OR TOLD OR INDOCTRINATED.
Again, I get the gist of this. Yet, somethings just are! And you cannot change them.
Why not?
Ok. For example … of the top of my head, so forgive me if it’s not the best example … we have to pay our rent or
electricity bills etc. … We can’t change that … even though we want to.
You can’t change that (at the present state of The Game) yet, you CAN change your attitude towards
doing so. Instead of living in fear of such things or begrudging such things, you can be grateful for the
roof over your head and the Light and warmth and all wonders that electricity can provide.
DO you see, Dearest Ones? You have been programmed over many eons of time to ‘think’ differently.
To think … if we may use this word … wrongly/negatively. You have been saturated with ‘downward’
thoughts. You have forgotten how the LAWS OF THE UNIVERSE work … FOR YOU!
GRATITUDE! GRATITUDE! GRATITUDE!
There is not one soul upon the Planet that cannot look around and be Grateful for something. Even if
one considers themselves to be in the most dire of situations/ circumstances. And as you know, Blossom
… the more one finds things to be Grateful for … the more the Universe will keep those things coming.
It is when one gets tied up/lost in the ‘programme’ that things do not work out how one would like them
to be. They allow themselves to sink into the mire and accept that the mire is ‘how it is’. So, they settle
for that. For they do not ‘believe’ they can escape from within its grasp.
This is where so much of your ‘lifestyle’ has fallen onto stony ground. Yet, more and more now …
Enlightenment is calling one’s soul to CHANGE this. In one’s heart and depth of Being there is the
yearning, the desperate longing to return to LOVE in its Purest Highest form. There is a knowing stirring
in the soulself that is telling you that ‘This is not how it is meant to be’. That this is life under the control
of a sector that desire destruction of life in order to gain more power for themselves. They are beginning
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to wake up to the ‘ideas’ that one can reclaim their Power and take back control of who they are … in
essence … in Truth.
CHANGE IS UPON YOU.
CHANGE IS UPON YOUR PLANET. GREAT CHANGE!
You can feel with in your Energy at this moment Blossom, of what we are about to say …
Yes, and I am a bit hesitant … for obvious reasons. Yet, I know you will not give a date or time so I am ok with
that. Please ... go right ahead!
THIS IS WHY THE EVENT THAT WE SPEAK OF IS GOING TO BE TAKING PLACE.
TO BRING TO LIGHT THE SPARK OF TRUTH THAT IS HIDDEN IN THE DARKNESS.
IT IS TIME TO CHANGE.
IT IS TIME TO CHANGE THE VIBRATION OF YOUR PLANET.
This WAVE OF LOVE that is to embrace each one … will awaken so many from their slumber … and for
those who are already in full swing … they will experience this Wave … from/of/on … a level that their
Soul’s Light Energy is able to receive. Such Glory! Such a wondrous time this shall be!
ALL SHALL CELEBRATE. NOT ONE SHALL ‘MISS IT’. ALL SHALL KNOW IT.
ALL SHALL BE OF IT.
My heart’s beating faster with the Energy you are bringing through. So many of us are waiting. So many of us are
preparing. So many of us are ready! Bring it on! For then, when it has taken place … so many of us can ‘Get to
work’! How wonderful!
We do not jest when we say … It is on the cards.
I know. I can feel it right now. Yet, due to all we have spoken about regarding time and no time and time frames
etc. … I am not holding my breath, just yet!
Within your Soul … Your Being … ask for strength and Peace within.
FOR WHEN THE EVENT COMES ABOUT … AND IT WILL … YOU WILL BE ABLE TO ABSORB IT IN THE
HARMONY OF ITS LIGHT, COLOUR AND MUSIC.
Music?
Oh yes, Blossom. It shall be accompanied by music from the Heavens.
WOW! I feel there is nothing more to say right now. Just for us to ponder on today’s wisdom offered and pick up
again next time. Many thanks to you.
We are always in LOVE, coming from it … Being of it. Gratitude to you also, dearest Blossom, for being
ever willing to receive us.
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Who wouldn’t! The pleasure is mine and everyone’s to share. In Love and service … Blossom G!

The audio for this channelling read by myself and Joe Pena .
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9wMLBkly6Y0

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 24

25 August 2018
Good morning to you.
Good morning to you!
A lady wrote in feeling most concerned about the younger generation. On the one hand there are so many that
are here to lead the way and they shine so brightly, yet, on the other there is serious bullying and fighting …
filmed for hits on the media, that lead the ‘bullied’ to suicide. Can you talk to us about that please?
It would have been more appropriate for you to say on one side of the coin … and then on the other …
for it is much more to do with polarities … in all matters upon your Earth, not just at this time, yet, this
has always been the case.
We would ask you to consider that ‘the worse’ things appear to be … always know that this means the
exact opposite is also occurring. I.e. There is the opposite counterbalancing. Yet, is it not so that your
‘mainstream media’ is not allowed to display the joyous nature of so many of the young ones upon your
Planet?
Many of you now understand that you are shown the ‘depressing’ state of affairs in order to keep you
depressed. It is not on the agenda of those in control to ‘feed you’ with Light-hearted content … for,
Heaven forbid, you were to ‘take in’ news that would uplift! How rare it is for this to take place, again we
state, in your main stream?
I get what you are saying yet, does it need to be so extreme that the victims should take their lives? There are
many ‘cutters’ also, these days. Is it that these younger souls simply cannot take the Vibration of the ‘lesser
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Light’?
There are many reasons … as in all questions that are asked. It could be that the soul cannot take the
‘sheer nastiness’ and upset to their soul. Yet, should they choose to remove themselves … this would
have been part of their plan … possibly … to show to others what is needed within ‘their souls’ to begin
to understand who they are.
If this is the case… the soul who ‘returned home’ would have agreed to ‘put up’ with such atrocities in
order to be of service. Only a very Enlightened soul indeed, would ‘offer’ to sacrifice in such a way. On
returning home, they would recover quickly for they will have accomplished their mission, so to speak.
We ask you to recall that which we have spoken of in past conversations … ‘All is not as it seems.’
Agreements are made before ‘arriving’ that are done so through so much Love for each other, that one
could not possibly imagine that such pain and emotional hurt could come out of … Love ... and it is often
that agreements are unable to be finalised by bonded souls, as they know that upon Earth it would be
too much to bare to inflict such sorrow onto one they Love. Yet, others agree to do so for the Highest
Good of another, to assist their learning and soul’s growth, by ‘inflicting’ upon them that which they
agreed to do.
Yes. I am aware of this. Yet, it does seem an odd way to go about things. Though let’s face it, it is an ‘odd planet’
that we reside upon! Another asked about the animals and how they are tortured so much. What happens to
their souls?
We would say in the case of animals that are made to suffer for profit to mankind, that they are of a
‘Collective Energy’ rather than individual souls. Again we would say … part of the plan.
Who’s plan? Surely not the Divine?
Blossom … when the Divine Plan was devised … it was not a matter of planning and plotting every single
move by every single soul. It is more so of a journey to bring your Planet back to the Light of its original
design. So, certain factors were put into place in order for this to move forward and come about.
Your world by design is one of opposites. Yet, shall we say … ‘that experiment’ has had its day and
realisation of its ‘workings’ soon presented in such a way that one would ‘play out The Game’ until such a
point when all experiences of this particular polarity and free will presentation would cease/die out.
This is why the CHANGE we speak of is coming. The plan to return Earth into its Glorious position has
been underway for a great space of ‘your time’.
It was agreed that at a certain juncture, assistance would be given in order for LIGHT to infuse your
Planet in such a way that would ‘Change the rules of The Game’.
I don’t think you have mentioned that before … Change the rules of The Game?
Yes, Dearest Blossom. Once this …Wave/Infusion … of Love Light is absorbed into your atmosphere, your
soil, your Beings, your … Everything … plants, trees, insects, animals, waters … Everything … there shall
be an initial CHANGE IN ENERGY. A greatly noticeable CHANGE IN ENERGY … and then after that … as this
Energy settles into position … EVERYTHING WILL FEEL NEW.
The rules? Let’s not forget them?
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There will not be … room/a space … for the atrocities that take place now in your world to interact with
such Light. The Light that is coming … is of such strength, such magnitude, that any agenda of darkness
will be weakened to such a degree that it has no choice but to surrender.
As you say that my friends, I can feel the Energy coming through, my heart is racing and tears are welling
up. This to me means ‘Truth’. The excitement my soul feels right now in the KNOWING of this TRUTH ... In
the KNOWING that this is why we came to see this through … The KNOWING that this is why we made this
agreement to bring these messages through … To get us ready … For us to prepare … Because it is getting so
close now … I can feel it more than ever before … Now in this moment.
THIS IS SO … LIGHT SOULS OF EARTH … HUMANS BEING … YOUR VICTORY IS IMMINENT.
Once this New Energy is upon you, it will not ‘feel’ Loving to inflict pain upon another Living Energy. It is
so very difficult to put into words. Yet, the True soul self will KNOW itself … in the flesh … of the flesh …
and therefore, only the most Loving thoughts, words and actions will be desired to ‘act out’.
A world where kindness to one another ‘rules’ …
A world where thoughts are of one another’s well Being …
A world of sharing …
A world of Laughter …
A world of Peace!
Can you comprehend that, Dearest Souls?
A WORLD OF PEACE!
It is so designed. It is in the Plan.
Forgiveness shall be in play.
I apologise for interrupting the beautiful flow here. Yet, this New World … surely it will be far ahead in the future
… for I feel that many many will struggle with ‘forgiving’ the souls that have caused so much of the downfall of
our Planet?
Naturally, Blossom ... it will not be so that the wave comes …
By this do you mean ‘The Event’?
Yes we do. It has been labelled in many different forms now … It matters not its name … what matters is
its affect.
… It will not be so that the wave comes … and within minutes you are awakened to everything being
perfect in function and Energy.
There will be a great deal to contend with … in a vast variety of ways. Confused souls being a major
issue. This is, as we have said, where the Light workers of your Planet will come into their own. Leading
the way. Explaining what has taken place. Bringing on board those asking for understanding.
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Due to the wave … will there still be those who do not want to ‘come on board’? Will there be those of a
rebellious nature? As ridiculous as that sounds.
There will be those too! For some may feel they are losing who they are … as the change in them takes
place.
For some ‘their cacoon’ may feel safer to remain in … longer than others.
Some will immediately transform, spread their wings and fly.
The nature of this ENERGY OF PURE HIGHEST LOVE that is so very close now… will wash over your Planet
… like a breath of fresh air. There is nothing to fear … as the saying goes … only fear itself.
You said there would be musical accompaniment? Who’s the band?
Dearest Blossom, there will be no instrumentalists. In fact … no instruments. The music … the sound …
Of Love Itself … will be the orchestra and the conductor.
Oh Lordy Lordy! So full of emotion here! Can you imagine? I mean can you imagine that?
We have, Dearest Blossom … and that is why/how it is able to come to you.
When we say ‘we’ … we mean as a collective. You would be flattened to horizontal … if you were fully
aware of the Councils and gatherings that have taken place in order to ENSURE that nothing goes wrong
… That no interference can occur.
My mind springs back to Oct 14th, 2008 naturally … when you aborted the plan due to such interference.
This is so.
We ask all those who read the words in this /of this message to take them to your heart. We ask you to
take some deep breaths and put yourself in a peaceful state of Being … and then we ask you to reread
this message from the inner depths of your soul … for there you will find its TRUTH.
Lovely way to complete today’s chat. Woah! Impactful! Love it. Love you. Love Love!
In Gratitude in Loving service. I AM.

Audio for this channelling is here. Read by myself and Joe Pena.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lD8HRF0DzQc
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 25

1 September 2018
Hello once again and welcome to my head!! I have a few questions from readers that I am hoping will blend
nicely together. So, let us begin, if all is in alignment with /for you?
The warmest of Greetings and Joy sent to all, as this communication is accepted into each heart and
allowed to resonate with the Truth of their Being.
Thank you. Nice start! A beautiful soul wrote in asking me to follow up in my newsletter expressing the ‘feeling’ I
feel when your Energy takes me into overwhelm and tears instantly flow. He felt that many are unable to ‘reach’
that state and therefore, may need a helping hand. On the premise that if we ALL FEEL IN THAT STATE as often
as possible, it will bring THE EVENT about sooner rather than later. I do not feel that way all the time, yet, these
days, I have to say I am in a beautiful space … a lot! Would you be able to assist us in getting to feel this way on a
regular basis?
Dearest Blossom, Dearest Souls … May we suggest that by simply taking four of five deep breaths and
smiling as you do so … even though you may not be feeling like smiling … will change your disposition
immediately. If one were to do this throughout the day when thinking about it, for it takes but a few
minutes, they will more readily be able to bring themselves into alignment with the FEELING of that
which you speak.
The more this is practised the quicker the state shall be reached, so that in the end, just one deep breath
and a smile will take you there.
Where?
To the state of Peace. To the state of Joy. To the place within the self that KNOWS everything is in order
and flowing with the Grace of the Divine.
And to assist … what exactly does that /should that feel like?
Bliss.
What does/how should Bliss feel?
It feels like an appropriate recognising of the moment one is in. The understanding of the soulself. One
doesn’t need to ‘know’ in fullness who one is … for one knows one is purely and utterly LOVE itself. The
ins and outs of one’s personality and why one is here … does not necessarily need to be known, when in
Bliss.
BLISS IS A SOUL EXPESSION OF DIVINITY BEING ‘FELT’ IN PHYSICAL FORM.
The heart area is filled with ‘expansion’ so that it is then filled with more expansion in order to expand
this feeling!
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There are no words to explain or fully express, for indeed, it is a FEELING.
Every soul has the capability to feel this. If there is a soul reading this who believes they can’t … then
they won’t, because they believe they can’t!
I feel your humorous lilt as you say that.
ASK AND IT IS GIVEN UNTO YOU.
Your natural state is Bliss. It is Home to you. Yet, the Energies of the Planet had dropped into subzero,
would we say … therefore, not allowing the warmth of this Truth to come to Light.
Yet, NOW, Dearest One’s, as the Energies have reached this peak … this FEELING OF HOME is readily
available and imploring you to open its door, walk in and settle down into your familiar residence.
Thank you. Beautiful! I would like to move on now to many people’s concerns about not knowing how to
speak to people about what is going on in these times and also, what to say that ‘will be heard’, rather than
being dismissed as ‘whacko’ talk. Many are feeling frustrated and out on a limb, as so many are still refusing
to become aware. Also, what to say to people ‘after the Event’ for, you have said all Light workers will become
‘speakers’ to guide the many that are bewildered and lost.
We understand that which is being addressed. First of all … we would use an Earthly expression … ‘You
can lead a horse to water, yet, you can’t make it drink.’ This is how it is for many. They simply are not
ready/prepared to drink of the waters … and with the greatest of respect, it is not for another to try
and make them do so. Instead, when coming up against a ‘stubborn mule’, simply recognise the barrier
that is instantly put up and shine that LOVE LIGHT that is in YOUR heart … directly through the barrier
… into THEIR heart. They will feel it no matter what, or, no matter that they refuse to acknowledge it.
Yet, without question … it will reach/touch their soul. That … for now, is all you need do when … coming
upon/faced with … such issues.
We understand it is a frustrating place to be for you. From our position we do not find this so. For we
gently and comically say … ‘Enjoy the Peace and quiet and the rest while you can’ … because when the
time is upon you … your jaw will be aching from the giving out of words to console so many … time after
time, after time.
Yet, as we say, we jest. For one will never tire of such offerings.
As for the concern of the words required to assist. Let go of such nonsense!
I know again you are smiling. My! My! You are in such Light-hearted banter today. I just needed to clarify that, in
case one took it as a reprimand. Yet, when one Truly knows you, as so many do these days … they would know
this could not be the case. For you are here souly/solely to assist.
We thank you for that clarification, Dearest Blossom! The words that will flow off your tongue will be of
an Energy to accommodate the soul you are talking to. For there will be many levels of understanding/
not understanding, once The Wave has covered your Planet. Some, due to another’s assistance from the
heart, will then become a ‘Teacher’ themselves.
I feel you are not happy with the word ‘Teacher’?
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Correct. A more appropriate word would be ‘Sharer’. Due to the ‘renewed connection’ after THE EVENT …
one will KNOW and TRUST their abilities to assist. Assistance will come in so many ways … and in ways
that will suit the ‘Sharer’. Again, we have difficulty in expressing in words.
For example … One whose passion may be of artistry/painting … many artists/painters will be drawn
to them and through art expression … the understanding, the dawning, the recognition of what … has
taken place/is occurring … will transpire. Although, with respect, those of artistic incline, tend to be ‘in
the flow’ beforehand.
This is not to say an architect’s is not! For instance …. In the new understanding of LIFE … there will be
plans required to be drawn up to make more suitable abodes for different purposes. Too long to go into
here. Yet, ones’ heart is understanding in one thought, that which we mean.
Those who are passionate about a particular skill will find they are able to use it to assist the New World
to come into fruition.
It will be a time for one’s burning passions and desires to come out of the closet! One will readily accept
that they must NOW follow their dreams in the KNOWING that all else in their lives will be taken care of.
There will be a flow of Energy between one another that one has long forgotten.
Tithing will once again come into play … or /as well/also … the simple act of ‘Giving’ from the heart will
set THE LAW OF ATTRACTION in motion in a Global fashion, so that what one gives out, one receives a
thousand fold … through/in/as/of … Love.
One will not be living in fear of paying the bills and keeping little mouths fed and a roof over their head.
Or, saving frantically for that once in a life time ‘break’.
Life will not be like this, Dearest Ones … Not any more … Not after The Event.
When this Event comes and I know it will … I just don’t know when … (even though last week you said it was
imminent ) In my mind it could be before Christmas, it could be after I am long gone … I have no attachment to
it. I just know it is coming. So, what will happen after we have initially picked ourselves up off the floor and said
‘What the …?’
We would say there will be many, many tears shed. Not of sorrow … of Enlightenment. As if one has
awoken from a deep sleep. There will be much hugging. There will be much bewilderment and for quite a
time, which we cannot offer of how long, for we do not know … ‘Life’ as you know it, will certainly not be
as you knew it!
Every day functioning will not resume until souls have come to terms with the newer Energy. Some will
never go back to work … or not at least in the capacity that was once ‘accepted’ by them. For many ‘jobs’
will no longer resonate with the soul of the person that robotically repeated the action.
So, ok … this is tricky to get one’s head around. You say that our world is about to go Topsy Turvy. I was
understanding this would be as Truths are revealed regarding those on the Planet who have had their dimmer
switched on the lowest level for eons of time. Yet, from what you are saying, it’s going to be extremely Topsy
Turvy ‘after’ The Event also. So, basically, Earth will become known as Topsy Turvy Land … ideal for a kids TV
show!
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Correct Blossom. Although, the two … i.e. before and after THE EVENT … are very different in ENERGY and
will be felt so.
EXTREMELY DIFFERENT!
For once the Wave has crossed your path … THE SOUL SELF … please take that deeply into your heart …
THE SOUL SELF … will be at the forefront of all that you do. Not the ‘duped self’ … for want of a better
word. When you FEEL THAT SOUL SELF right up front, close and personal … YOU will be thinking, feeling
and expressing so differently from the way you shall be thinking and feeling and expressing ‘BEFORE’ THE
EVENT’ comes.
For many, patience is running thin/out. I have said it many times, yet, many have had enough of waiting. They
are at their wits end at what is presented.
If a baby is born prematurely … there can be a weakness and all sorts of unnecessary complications that
arise due to everything that needed to be in place … not being.
As we have expressed before … and every mother knows … the last trimester of a pregnancy can feel
like there is no end and one will be ‘that way’ for ever! Yet, then … Dearest Souls of Light … in one given
moment … the birth begins and out of something so excruciatingly painful, where one almost loses their
mind … the most beautiful EVENT arrives/is born.
Woah … I got tingles all over my body. So beautifully put Guys … Top marks!
We thank you.
In Gratitude … In Loving service … I AM.

Audio for this channelling
Narrated by myself and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tTiUl72U6Kc
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 26

14 September 2018
Welcome my friends. Here we are again, after attempting to communicate last week, only to find I felt, that …
the channel/my mind … was being hacked. I will see how today’s session goes as to whether or not to add what I
received. So, What Ho! How art thou?
We are indeed well, Blossom. We are never otherwise. We would like to speak of that which took place in
your last communication, for we feel it would be beneficial.
Perfect!
There are those that are clear channels/channellers and those whose intention is to offer disparate
information with the intention to confuse and upset the apple cart, so to speak.
We are more than happy that you are able to distinguish between ‘Our Energy’ and the very moment in
which an interfering source tries to intersect.
So, I was right then. Although, I felt I got the go ahead from White Cloud to continue.
You thought. Yet, when checking in later you realised you had perhaps misinterpreted the imagery
given.* Yet again, within the next paragraph, you saw correctly to discontinue and rightly so.
I will of course add the communication we are speaking of to the bottom of this one … otherwise no one will
know what we are talking about! So, was it the content that ‘caused’ this? Or my tiredness? Or both?
Both. When one is tiring of mind, it is far easier for a ‘hacker’ as you call it to ‘break in’ … even though
blessings and protection had been correctly placed.
This, in a way, is a good lesson for all. In that … the minute one feels the slightest bit uncomfortable
about … even a word … it is always best to check in. Those who choose to intervene to the detriment of
all, are certainly adept in ways of making them ‘seem/appear’ to be of the Light, by interspersing both
Truth and untruths. Hence, as we say … their goal is achieved by causing confusion amongst the ranks!
So, would we be wise to continue on the same topic? I have to admit, it did cross my mind that it may not be safe
to do so!
Blossom … it is not that … it is not safe/was not safe … for we would never do anything to cause you
concern within these messages.
Well, not for a long time … (leaving Oct 14th 2008 aside shall we!)
In ways of your physical and mental safety. The hackers were to confuse … not to ‘attack’.
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Ok. Well let’s see … where this goes/how far … this goes. I have to say … there is a small tension around my heart
area.
This is due to the Energy we are bringing through, which is of a Heightened Vibration. For, cannot you
also feel a light-headedness that is not usually present?
Indeed. I can. Is that also due to the same thing?
Yes and more. For we are … due to the raising of YOUR Vibratory trajectory …
You like that word…
… able now to be even closer in Energy … to your ‘mind’ and therefore, our connection is stronger which
cannot help but manifest in a physical sense, also. In time it shall settle.
In time over weeks or, during this session.
During this session.
Moving on!
We spoke of treasures within your Planet and hence, the reason why all eyes are on you.
(I suggest to readers to now go to the end and read the ‘aborted channelling’ posted below before continuing
reading here.)
You are /have always been exceptionally special Beings of Light. Existing within a Game that was
created to experience one end of the scale to the other, within a human experience … and this has most
certainly been carried out.
It is hard to fully believe we are special Beings of Light when one looks into our behaviour, compared to what we
hear of Light Beings of Great Light and intelligence and advanced Enlightenment on other Planets.
And yet … we would perhaps say that you are in disguise. We have often stated ‘All is not as it seems.’
You are experiencing Life on Planet Earth, yes … yet, you are also BEINGS OF LIGHT … of GREAT LIGHT
… that are, would we say … fulfilling an agreed upon contract to bring about this Great Change that we
speak of.
So, to go back to the treasures that all are waiting in anticipation to be uncovered … what is that all about?
It is about a GLORIOUS DIVINE uncovering of wonders. As we say … wonders that … had to be/are … in
safe keeping until such time when ALL is ready to accept and receive that ‘returned’ state of Being.
Ok. I am going to just go for it and see where this leads. After the aborted channelling, I had a strong sense of
a vast fleet of Light ships ‘bursting forth’ from under the pyramids in Egypt … and also, a strong vision of the
sphynx. I looked it up afterwards, as I felt I had an inkling of this from information somewhere else before.
Indeed there is speculation of something ‘underfoot!’ Interestingly when you sent through the words ‘Master
Craft’ in the below communication, I THOUGHT you were going to say ‘Master craftsman’. Yet the ‘man’ bit didn’t
happen. Am I on the right track?
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Blossom, you are indeed on the right train (track) of thought. Although, not quite. In that, the craft are
not actually ‘there’ in physical form … yet!
Were they ever?
Yes. The way to explain for easy understanding, is their ‘imprints’ were left behind long, long ago.
So, we would say … they WERE present. They were imprinted deep within the Earth … and then they
dematerialised … leaving a sleeping Energy … that shall remain asleep until the ‘unveiling’ is ready to
take place. At which time … they shall rematerialize/reconstruct … under the ground … and shall also be
‘manned’ … Ready for the off. When all systems get the Green Light.
So many questions. Did this happen before or after the building of the pyramids and the sphinx etc.?
It happened at the same time. It was part of the plan. There was collaboration between Star Systems in
order for this plan to come together. There are ‘history’ stories of the boulders being dragged from all
around to make these pyramids. These stories do not speak of Truths of these boulders … doing as the
ships … dematerialising and then reconstructing in Energy in the places they were required to be. There
was much ‘magic’ encountered in order for this to be accomplished and brought to fruition.
So, is that the main reason for the pyramids? To have these Treasures hidden underneath?
There are many reasons for these collective Star Points. They certainly were not randomly built, and
placed anywhere. They, as many are already aware … are perfectly placed … to line up to planetary
movements … which in turn … work with Energetical Forces … that infuse these structures with
unknown amounts of Vibrational Frequencies … that maintain ‘who’ they are and keep them ‘in working
order’.
‘Who’ they are???
Energies of WHO they are. In the same way your Planet Earth is known as ‘Mother Gaia’ … These solid
(yet, not) Portals are of the same ‘calling’ so to speak. They are ‘alive’.
Ok. Let’s have a little recap here shall we? In case I miss something!
1) So these pyramids are Portals?
Yes.
All of them?
No. Purposefully so! One of the secrets!
2) They are alive?
Yes. And this is difficult to describe. They can be alive … They can be dormant/statically disarmed.
Many of our Light ships ‘work’ the same. In that … they are a living organism. They are controlled by
thought. They respond to ‘Thought Energy’. It can be that the ‘driver’ of a ‘craft’ is a thought … ‘delivered’
… to the ‘Energy make up’ of it … and it responds directly to that thought.
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Yet ,without getting too involved in the ‘mechanisms’ of such things right now … ‘The Energy make up’
of a particular craft cannot respond to ‘any old thought that someone chooses to fling around!’ The
particles that are its ‘make up’ must correspond with the ‘sender’ of the ‘Thought’s wave length’ …
‘Thought pattern make up’ … in order for it to connect and respond to.
And getting back to the pyramids … are we talking the same ‘structure’ of form here? I sound like I know what I
am talking about! I don’t. Yet, I do!
We are. We would furthermore explain that both the … ships/crafts … and the structures … are coded.
They are programmed. Nothing within those mogalyths** … are of wasteful space.
Programmed for?
THE RISING OF THE PHOENIX.
Ok. Hold the phone a minute! I don’t delve into ‘Ascension’ much. One step at a time. Let’s get The Event over
and done with first! Yet … is THE RISING OF THE PHOENIX … Ascension?
YES.
WOW! What a mindblower! You are showing me fleets of ships everywhere, coming out of the Earth … meeting
up with those in the skies … and … I am seeing the Planet actually rise up also … as if this merging of ships ( an
other influences? ) causes this to happen! We have lit off!
This is the closest we can ‘show’ you in ways of understanding.
Yet, I do feel … this isn’t for a long while yet?
You are correct. This is in your future. Your future ‘you’s’ shall be part of this.
This … could not/cannot … possibly take place as this time for … in simple terms … it is not the time to
do so. Nothing energetically is ready for such a happening. Yet, all that is taking place upon your Planet
NOW is ‘building’ up towards this.
I know this is the end of today’s chat. I feel the nod from you. Well, blow me down with a feather. How
interesting! Thank you so much. Far out! Perhaps, we should start writing Sci-Fi books together … You could
make me a fortune! Loving your Energy. Loving your information. Loving you. In Gratitude … In Loving service …
I AM.
THE ABORTED CHANNELLING (FRIDAY 7TH SEPT )
Hello co-workers of Light. Not sure if my energy is conducive to a communication with you, as I am rather tired.
Yet … no time like the present and life is pretty busy at the moment. So, here I am … reporting for duty!
Many thanks to you Blossom, for taking us into consideration within your schedule, of which we
understand it is rather upbeat at this present time.
Always happy to ‘BE’ with you. A question many are considering is the possibility of meeting ‘Loved Ones’ that
have passed, once The Event has taken place. I am not sure, yet, I think some other channellers might have said
this would be? What do you have to say about it?
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We would gently and persuasively say that it would not be the case in the manner that many are hoping
for. In that … when The Event has ‘been and gone’ … one is not going to be in the same Dimension as
souls who have passed over to … what White Cloud lovingly calls …‘The Summer Land.’
The Wave of Love that sweeps over your Planet will indeed lift one’s spirits, yet, not into the Dimensions
where ‘spirits’, as you call them, reside.
However, we will clearly state that due to the upliftment, due to the Higher Energies, due to the feeling
of Love that will have been raised beyond that which you can imagine … … those who are , as you say
… on the other side … will be much more readily available, in the sense that their Vibration will now be
much more in alignment with those on the Earth plane.
One will not be able to physically touch them, yet, it will be almost as if one can feel them … as their
proximity will be right next door, for want of an easy way of description.
Many will be working closely with those that have passed over … and may we say there are many,
many on the other side of the veil who are ‘raring to go’ … to assist in assisting. To give strength and
encouragement to those who find themselves in the position of ‘sharer’ and acknowledger of what it
taking place.
We are aware too, Blossom, that many write in to you who are of ample age and concerned as to
whether or not they will ‘Be around’ for THE EVENT. If it is meant to be that there flesh and bones are no
longer in use … then this does not mean that their soul is also made redundant. Not by any stretch of
the imagination.
THIS EVENT IS SO MUCH MORE THAN THAT WHICH YOU CAN EVEN POSSIBLY CONSIDER.
Many, most, consider it to be more on the lines of lifting Planet Earth into a Higher Vibration, which
indeed it will. Yet, let us categorically state … THIS IS NOT ASCENSION. It is perhaps preparation for …
YET, IT IS NOT ASCENSION. That is later and is a different thing altogether.
So, that which we are encouraging you to understand is that it is so much more than … as we say …
the raising of the Vibration of the Planet Earth. By THE EVENT taking place … it shifts ALL THAT IS into
a Higher place also … it cannot not! Therefore, all eyes are on you. You souls of Light upon Earth. For it
is known that the shift in Energy … will shift each and every one … and every Planet and Universe and
Galaxy … Literally.
Really? Yet, with respect, we are the size of a crumb compared to ‘what is out there’. How can this be?
Because your Planet carries with it, within it … jewels of untold mysteries. A benevolence that is
contained within its Majesty that no other Planet has.
Woah! Hold on a minute! This is HUGE! Like what … I mean what are you talking about?
This, Blossom is why … exactly why … all eyes are on you!
Clarifying you mean our Planet and not me, Blossom Goodchild?
Correct.
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Phew!
The secrets of ancient days lay buried within Master Craft that are yet to be revealed … They were
buried in/for safety … so that those who do not /did not have the Highest Good of all in their plan were
unable to retrieve them. Although we would say, that ‘some of these priceless gems’ were discovered
due to skulduggery … and when in the wrong hands, set into play much that went awry upon your
Planet.
However … Knights in shining armour … sworn to secrecy … courageously went to their deaths in order
to keep these secrets safe.
Wait. Wait. Wait! So, is there anyone on the Planet who knows of these and where they are?
Blossom, this is hard to explain. These secrets are only to be … will only be uncovered … when your
Planet is in safe hands! If your Planet was not completely rid of the darker energies that still wish to
deceive, it would be far too dangerous for even a hint of what they are to be uncovered.
We would comment that yes, there are a sacred few who are in knowledge of such things. Yet, they do
not know that they are at this time. For it would not be beneficial for them to know that they are the
keepers of these sacred mysteries … until such time when they are called upon to ‘unleash’ them.
To be honest guys I do not feel happy about that word ‘unleash’ … that sort of makes me think of setting the
dogs on someone … (I checked in with White Cloud and I feel safe to continue) … yet, could you clarify what that
means to you?
In our thoughts we think of terms of ‘set free’ … unbound from shackles …
I am at a loss as to where to go from here … like … this is a real humdinger you have suddenly dropped in out of
the blue … I guess the way forward is to ask … what does it all mean ?
It means that the keys to the kingdom are presented. Ways of tenure will change greatly for the benefit
of all … Understanding of riches , not just of the soul … yet of universal guidance , into the future will be
prompted to reveal uncovering’s that undermine necessary trajectories in order for circumferences to
stand tall.
Guys, does that even make sense?? I think not. I am questioning whether to continue, for I feel I am perhaps
getting interference through due to subject matter. I checked in again with White Cloud and felt he was
suggesting I cease with this communication as indeed … this last paragraph to me is gobbledegook! So
annoying, because I had this ‘time frame’ to channel. Hey Ho! … All is as should be. I shall continue another time
… I just have to find it! What on Earth is this all about? ( End of communication.)
* I received an image of “The sword of Light’ held by Archangel Michael. After I had aborted I checked in on that
… and sensed that it was more an image for me to put up my protection rather than it being Ok to continue. You
live and learn … always!
**I definitely got the word “Mogalyth’ … and yet when I googled it I found one book called The Mogalith Builders’
… Everything else was the word “megalith’ for large stone structures. Surely the woman who wrote an entire
book would not spell the title wrongly!! Just saying!
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Audio for this channelling
Narrated by myself and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uz-vhBAUKYY&t=62s

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 27

22 September 2018
Good morning! A fine morning indeed in my world. Your tip the other week of taking deep breaths and smiling
at the same time is an excellent one. Especially when one is not in the mood to do so … It really makes a
difference. Thank you! A burning topic is as to why many Solar Observatories have been shut down all over the
world? I haven’t had time to look into it much and also, I don’t like to be influenced by reading about things,
when I know I am going to bring it up with you. Your thoughts if you please?
Welcome to you, Dearest Blossom. We can tell immediately that your Vibratory functioning is ‘off the
wall’ as you would say.
Yep. I am in an exceptionally good mood this morning.
The topic of the Solar Observatories has allowed your screens to become abuzz with speculation. No one
has really given an answer as to why, one in particular, seemed to cause so much ado!
Can you now do so?
Our words will be cautionarily expressed in conjunction with safety factors on, would we say perhaps …
a ‘need to know a little bit about’ basis.
Your Sun … as many are aware … is not just a bright bubbly Lantern in your skies. It is far more than
that! The Energetic frequencies that are emitted through it … have a vast array of purposes and are
an indication of levels of ‘what is taking place’ all around. Not just your Earth yet, many other Planets
within your Universe, also.
The Sun is not called ‘Central’ by chance! It is also one of … in fact we would say… thee largest Portal
within your stratosphere … to date.
So, it’s a portal. Yet, used by who/what? As surely, one would fry up getting anywhere near it?
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We would correct you here, Blossom. For ‘All is not as it seems’. Yes, the Sun’s rays give sustenance to
your Planet in many forms. Yet, it has many layers to it … on many levels … within many frequencies and
Dimensions.
I can see this is going to be one of those communications when I wish I was Tesla, in order to understand you.
Not so. Let us give you little bits of information. The Sun is indeed, a Portal into other Dimensions. It is
the same Sun that appears on other Planets in other Dimensions, as the one you see in your skies.
How can this be?
Because of its incredible Source of Energy. Because of what it is. Because of its magic! It has a Power
Source like no other. It can ‘pop up’ where required, in spaces and places that desire its Energy.
You have often been told or shown photos/videos of many fleets of ships, along with extraordinarily
HUGE craft that have been captured on camera around this system. This is due, for want of a better way
of expression … to it being a Universal fuel station! In that … craft are charged by its Energy … just by
being within a certain vicinity of it.
Yet, don’t they burn up?
No. They have ‘protection barriers’ that keep them in ‘form’. Yet, also have devices that allow the ‘make
up’ of the ships to absorb the extreme Energy / Power that this sphere has to offer.
To go into further detail regarding ‘refuelling’ would become a little too complicated to explain at this
point, Blossom.
Ok. So back to the shut downs of observatories. What was that all about? I think they are now re-opening?
Yes, they are. We would make the suggestion that certain images were captured on screen that put the
‘powers that be’ into panic.
Images of what exactly?
Firstly, a larger than usual gathering of ships … which was enough to be cause for concern as to the
reasoning behind this … and also, due to … how do we put this? … The motion of Radiant Energy that is
‘lifting’ from the surface.
Ok. Being no scientist, I know I need to now inquire about the talk of the Sun sending a Solar Flare out at some
point, which many folk derive to be happening in conjunction with THE EVENT that you speak of. Is this what you
mean?
It is. The Flare that is to occur derives from within the centre of this ‘station’. It is to be part and parcel of
The EVENT … for the Energy that THE EVENT carries HAS to come from deep within this ‘ship’.
Ship? Station? Portal? Anything else?
Oh yes.
I thought you might say that!!
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You see, Blossom … the Wave of Love that THE EVENT is to carry through … comes from the Ultimate
Divine Source … Your True Home. Therefore, it comes through the Portal of THE SUN.
Even then, it will be filtered, due to its strength. Its fullness would be too much at this time, for your
Planet to take.
A bit like when one is out in the sun … it just makes them feel better? Is this due to Source Energy coming
through it?
Yes, indeed. Yet, THE EVENT is far beyond that feeling of ‘warmth and Love’ that is received on your, so
far, day to day basis.
So, will this flare ‘contain’ the Energy of Love that will sweep over us?
Yes. It is the carrier of the Energy. It has been ‘traveling’ in a different form … a more compact form …
through the star systems … through Dimensions … through just about … you name it … it’s travelled
through it!
Hold on! What do you mean by that?
This Energy that will project itself from the Sun … started from Source. Yet, in order to BE what it is …
it has had to ‘collect’… information/status/ … words far too numerous to mention … before it became
ready to present itself through the Portal. Since doing so, it then had to ‘mingle’ with the Sun’s Energy
and change its form ‘back’ into Light … and ‘hang around’ preparing its changed form … ready for ‘The
Off’.
Deep breath … which is when? I know you just ‘aint gonna say!
We cannot. For again, Blossom … this is not a ‘time machine’! It will take place in accordance to/with
many other factors … trillions of them … that must be in alignment in order for all to go smoothly.
Yes, I get that we Earthlings cannot possibly imagine what all of this entails. Yet, we DO KNOW that we were
chosen to be down here to anchor the Love, to emanate the Love, whilst all of this is on the amber light …
waiting for the Go! So, how come the observatories are now reopened?
Because after much investigation, nothing ‘solid’ … (we smile at the ‘anomaly’ we are using,) could
be ‘nailed down’. Also, due to all the media hype … too many questions were being asked … and no
reasonable answers … at least any satisfactory ones, were able to be given.
Yet, would you say … just pushing the boat out a bit here … that what was captured on camera … was
representative of the fact that the said Solar Flare and all the trimmings that accompany it … were showing signs
of ‘lift off’?
We wouldn’t go as far as to say ‘lift off’ … Just yet. We would say more in line with showing signs of …
I am seeing an image of great big chains being released from a huge circular Light all around the sun.
Would we therefore say … preparations are in the making.
And with respect, I would say … I won’t hold my breath. This could mean ‘any time’ from now to kingdom come!
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Yet, it is so much further underway than perhaps you would expect.
There seems to be so many more sightings as you said there would be. So much caught on camera now. It is
very exciting. Yet, I have TRULY, TRULY, TRULY come to the understanding within myself that … BEING down
here now … is about BEING DOWN HERE NOW! IN/AS/OF/THROUGH our Highest expectations of ourselves.
Learning to live within the laws of attraction … Learning to BE LOVE and LIGHT … Learning that this is what we
are … this is what we came here to emanate. Because, by doing so, we are showing the way … leading the way
… and assisting others in their Awakening. The more that are ready to receive the Wave of Love, when it comes,
the better it will be for the whole. So many seem ‘stuck’ in waiting for it to happen … instead of BEING of Light
and Love.
You are correct, Blossom. We understand that there are ‘states of affairs’ upon your Planet that bring
one down deeply into a ‘humdrum’ existence … yet …
YOU CAME HERE TO SEE THROUGH THAT.
YOU CAME HERE TO BREAK THROUGH THAT.
YOU CAME HERE TO SHINE YOUR LIGHT BECAUSE THAT IS YOUR DEFAULT STATE.
YOU CAME HERE TO CHANGE THE WORLD.
YOU CAME HERE TO PREPARE THOSE UPON YOUR PLANET FOR THIS CHANGE.
REMEMBER. REMEMBER. REMEMBER … WHY YOU CAME.

YOU DIDN’T COME TO WAIT FOR SOMETHING TO HAPPEN … IN ORDER TO CHANGE THE WORLD.
YOU CAME HERE TO CHANGE THE WORLD IN ORDER FOR SOMETHING TO HAPPEN!

BE THE GAME CHANGERS … MARCH ONWARDS AS ONE LIGHT IN THE KNOWING THAT WITH EACH STEP
YOU ARE EVER CLOSER TO A GLORIOUS VICTORY.
A WORLD OF LOVE AND ONLY LOVE LIES AHEAD … READY FOR YOUR ARRIVAL.
KEEP ON KEEPING ON, DEAREST FRIENDS … WE ARE BY YOUR SIDE.
Thanks Guys … as always. So uplifting and encouraging. In Gratitude, in Loving service … I AM.
Audio for this channelling
Narrated by myself and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0hD0gyKz-Y
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 28

12 October 2018
Hello. Well, after a three week break and not being able to get through to you yesterday, I suddenly feel LIGHT
headed and feel you are here. Go for it!
We thank you for heeding our request. Indeed we are eager to speak with you. Yesterday, your Energies
were not conducive to our needs. In fact we would say, it was not just your Energies that were causing
the ‘no go’.
Our weather is torrential at the moment, I don’t feel that is helping.
Correct, and yet, we can ‘clearly’ reach you in this moment of your time.
I am sort of hesitant to bring this up, in case it is not what you were requiring to speak of, yet, I guess you’ll
let me know. In that … It will be ten years this weekend that you had to abort the mission of having vast ships
appear and remain in our skies for three days. (Oct 14th 2008). Ten years. WOW!
We are indeed keen to speak of this as a matter of urgency.
Uh oh! Meaning?
Meaning that we wish to jog memories for those who are aware of that time. There was much
expectancy, much hope, much excitement. Many experienced ‘something quite phenomenal’ and many
experienced much disappointment, which sadly turned into anger and hate.
Directed like arrows straight at me, as I recall!
Indeed. Yet, with the greatest respect you survived, as we knew you would. Aborting the spectacular
show was necessary, as much damage would have fallen upon your Planet and Human kind, if we had
not done so. Those with a lesser than Light agenda knew for sure that YOU/THIS was no hoax and were
not prepared to let ‘US’ enter into your skies in this way. In this ‘portrayal of TRUTH’. If we had gone
ahead we would have surely been allowing unnecessary destruction to MOST of your Planet .
Much water under the bridge in these ten years … and many, many thousands still hanging on to your every
word. That’s got to say something for who you are.
And may we say … who YOU are.
Aw Shucks! A little embarrassed, yet, that’s what came through.
We would then Lighten that embarrassment with the addition of ‘who YOU ALL are’. For inside each one,
your Truth is prompting you to follow our words. Even though what ‘did not’ take place as planned, could
so easily have ‘turned you away’. Yet, here you are, and many, many more on board since.
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TRUTH CANNOT HELP BUT GAIN MOMENTUM, DEAR FRIENDS.
TRUTH is within you. TRUTH is the knowledge of KNOWING TRUTH!
You have steadfastly held on to your TRUTH and allowed it to lead you onward.
So many times have you been battered and blown around by the harsh winds that have prevailed and
yet … your core … your roots remain embedded in the LOVE/LIGHT THAT YOU ARE.
Even though you may sometimes feel like giving up … you never will. You cannot.
For you are Warriors of Light and you are here to see your mission through … and you ARE doing … and
you shall/will.
So close now … So close to so much change.
Change that has been going on behind the scenes … and yet, you shall find that suddenly …
ALL WILL BE REVEALED … As if the curtain fell and all that was hidden behind it, will now be exposed.
Many of you are confused and would we say even ‘afeared’ of what is taking place in your world at this
time. One does not know who or what is working for the Light. So much is being branded about, that one
does not know which way to turn.
We say … Turn Within … Within YOU. You do not need ‘US’. You do not need anyone or anything to go
within side of yourself and ask LOVE to be your ONLY GUIDE.
SEND LOVE TO EVERYTHING AND EVERYONE. ASKING FOR THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL TO BE THE ONLY
WAY THROUGH. TO BE THE ONLY OUTCOME.
BLESS EVERY LIVING THING AS YOU POUR YOUR LOVE INTO/ONTO THIS PRECIOUS PLANET.
BE ONLY OF LOVE.
THIS IS THE ONLY WAY THROUGH.
LOVE. LOVE. LOVE.
We express this over and over and shall continue to do so.
Let go of fear and concern. Channel your Energies into sending LOVE to your Planet and those within and
upon her.
Whenever fear or confusion arise … thank it. Thank yourself for recognising this is not of your desire and
consciously … immediately … CHANGE that Energy into LOVE.
SMILE. Put a smile on your face and breathe in deeply … In your mind’s eye visualise a field of flowers
opening up from a bud into full bloom. Visualise a dolphin jumping out of the ocean and splashing in
play. Visualise an angel wrapping their wings around you. Visualise your entire Planet holding hands
with one another and laughing …
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CHANGE YOUR THOUGHTS IN ORDER TO CHANGE YOUR WORLD.
Rise above all that you are being bombarded with.
Listen to us, Dearest Souls and we ask you to listen well.
All that you are presented with in so many forms … is to distract you from THE TRUTH.
Yes, we understand that you are living in your world, upon your Planet … ( or so you think) …
Yet, it is an illusion. This is not the first time we have spoken of this.
YOU ARE IN CONTROL … YOU … EACH ONE OF YOU.
If you do not know what to believe … then do not believe any of it!
Yet, YOU DO KNOW how to breathe and visualise a world that you want. EVERY BEING ON YOUR PLANET
KNOWS HOW TO DO THAT.
SO DO THAT!
NOW MORE THAN EVER … YOU MUST UNDERSTAND HOW TO RAISE YOUR VIBRATION FOR YOURSELVES.
The Energies that are coming in now are SO STRONG … SO POIGNANT … SO DETAILED.
They carry within them ‘Jewels of wonder.’
The Light contained within them CAN BE absorbed by you. Yet, you must be willing to accept them.
Accept them by KNOWING THEM to be what they are.
LIGHT.
YOU!
YOU ARE LIGHT.
THESE ENERGIES ARE ‘MORE OF YOU’!
ABSORB THEM IN LOVE INTO/THROUGHOUT YOUR BEINGNESS!
As you allow them to penetrate into YOUR individual Energy you will Feel/ Experience the heightened
level of yourself as the Energy coming in co-joins with your Energy … for it is one and the same. Would
we say … an addition to.
KNOW THIS TO BE YOUR TRUTH.
KNOWING is so much more of a signature. Believing /hoping is all well and good and on the road to …
Yet, if you want to get there and get there fast … KNOW THIS TO BE TRUTH.
YOUR POWER in much HIgher doses is contained within this combination!
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TRY IT OUT. See for yourselves.
I have to say, my third eye is about to take off right now!
It is connecting and adjusting to the Higher Energies, Blossom.
We are so very excited regarding what is to come about.
As we watch over and recognise each one ‘coming into their own’ … we revel in the Joy that this shall
bring for One and All.
Good Lord Maud. I have to say, it will be so good for this to come about. We have been waiting for what seems
like eons.
And yet … in ‘real’ terms, there has been no time at all. Just a movement … an expansion of self. Walking
into one’s Truth … one step at a time.
Indeed … at a ‘time’.
At a time when the most Glorious of revelations shall be what they say they are … revealed.
Such ‘Re’joy’cing’ as one recognises TRUTH . Such Celebration when one has become TRUTH.
WALK ON. WALK ON. WALK ON WARRIORS.
We and so many, are walking alongside you … all the way.
The time is coming when WE cannot be denied. No one shall be in denial of ‘US’ even though they say
they are.
More and more shall our vessels of Light enter into your atmospheres. More and more spectacular Light
shows shall be on/at hand.
More and more shall we display maneuverers of a different kind, leaving in our trail … evidence that
proves beyond doubt and questionability that we are from ‘elsewhere’ and yet, more importantly, that
WE LOVE YOU.
Evidence of such facts will spread so fast and such excitement will build momentum. It shall be like a
crescendo as an orchestra climaxes … ONE WILL KNOW US.
And …
ONE WILL KNOW AS IN TRUTH AND IN LOVE.
Some think that there could be false flags. Perhaps even showings of ships disguised as you and yet, not.
Dearest souls … even with much secrecy of technology held by your human kind … NOTHING can
PRETEND to BE US! When trying to do so … it shall be very obvious as to which is which!
Breathe and smile! Breathe and smile! Breathe and smile.
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If you can do nothing else in these coming days … do this!
I have been. I know I mentioned it before … yet, it works so well.
This is why we mention it again.
We are showing you an image of your world map and pin points upon it. One would use this to ‘mark
out’ a certain conglomeration of a particular thing. We show you this, as if this is what we see when one
is breathing and smiling, breathing and smiling. Many, many, many pin points Lighting up your world.
Strength in Numbers, Dearest Souls. Strength in numbers.
GATHER TOGETHER AS ONE IN HEART AND MIND.
THE TIME IS COMING WHEN VICTORY IS YOURS.
YOU ARE THE LIGHT THAT IS PROMISED.
YOU ARE THE LOVE THAT IS DIVINE.
DIVINITY IS YOUR BIRTH RITE.
KNOW YOU ARE THE LIGHT/LOVE OF DIVINE SOURCE ENERGY EXPERIENCING SOMETHING NEW …
SOMETHING THAT HAS NEVER TAKEN PLACE EVER BEFORE.
AND YOU ARE HERE … ON PLANET EARTH … RIGHT IN THE THICK OF IT.
BLESSINGS UPON EACH LIGHT … EACH LIGHT THAT SHINES ON THE PATHWAY AHEAD.
EACH LIGHT THAT IS HERE NOW TO WALK BOLDLY FORWARD IN THE KNOWING THAT FREEDOM IS SOON
TO BE YOURS.
We repeat … VISUALISE EACH ONE HOLDING HANDS, HEARTS FULL … IN GRATITUDE OF TRUTH.
In Gratitude of WHAT IS.
You are almost there, Dearest Souls. Almost there.
That would be nice. I won’t put my slippers on just yet though. Thanks Guys. You have given me/taught me so
much over the years. I am happy to me NOW . For there was such a huge chunk of my life when that wasn’t the
case. Oct 14th for me, brought a new strength within me. A deeper Trust in you … and it is SUCH AN HONOUR
to bring these messages through. I am deeply humbled that you consider me worthy. In Gratitude. In Loving
service. I AM.
ps. Can’t help myself … A massive fly over on Sunday 14th would go down a treat! Preferably over Noosa QLD.
HA-HA. Thank you! I’ll put the kettle on!
pps. A message from me…
Perhaps this Sunday Oct 14th … you would do me the honour of taking this ‘Invocation’ into your Being and feel
it in your heart. Many for the 1st time. UNITED WE STAND, Dearest friends, AS ONE. Many thanks.
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Audio for this channelling
Narrated by myself and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YsbtFE0wDg0

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 29

21 October 2018
Hello Guys. Are you ready to go on this one? Where to start!
Let us help you. You are inquiring about a message we brought through eight years ago concerning vast
containers aboard our ships … containing Energy.
Yes. All thanks to a certain gentleman who asked about them, due to your recent channelling regarding a layer
of Light Ray around the sun.
Correct. We indeed, as perhaps assumed, ‘engaged’ this gentleman’s thoughts in order for him to ‘recall’
and then vigilantly go in search through the many hundreds of our messages, to find this particular
message that we wanted to ‘bring up’. So, firstly we give Honour and Gratitude to this gentleman for his
perseverance and service.
At this point, I’ll put the channelling in from Feb 2010 … the message you speak of, for it is absolutely necessary
that this is read before we continue on. Is that right?
Very much so. Thanking you.
HERE IT IS: Good evening to you. Is it ok to have a chat? … Now is a good time for me.
Welcome to you sister of ours.
Now that’s an unusual way to address me.
And yet it is appropriate and of our choosing. We are most excited with the outcome of the *healing
which took place with you just a few of your days ago. Blockages were removed on a level that will
leave you astounded at the degree in which we can now work with each other. Where would you care to
begin?
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Oh! Um … Well, I think I prefer to leave it with you. You say you can read our energy so I’d rather leave it in your
capable hands.
So be it. We graciously accept. Consider if you will, all those who have arrived at a place within their
being that serves well. Consider the notion that in a very short while, and we mean this on your earthly
terms … your world as it is now shall no longer be. You ask of what changes are to occur? We wish to
instill into the core of your Beings that you have been preparing for this change for long enough and
your Beings have adjusted to a level that much now is ready to begin. There is an attitude amongst the
Higherarchy that *dispels a feeling of upliftment amongst the various ranks of ‘our community’. There
is an area aboard many ships that has those who have been waiting …. just like you … to be of utmost
excitement. All is being brought out from its storage units and checked and double checked to ensure
that nothing can be misused or misinterpreted .
Could you explain what is exactly in these storage units … I am imagining it is something far more important
than your winter clothes!!
Within blocks of vast containers there are preservatives that enable certain treasures from planes of a
Higher vibration to be kept in their perfect format. These ‘preservatives’ allow us to maintain energies
from other vibrations and present them in their Truest form. It is a delicate operation to bring these
valuable assets into the openness of even one of our motherships. So precious are they in their form of
glory.
I keep feeling that I am not talking to an energy that is actually on the ship right now …
This is so. We come from a level of understanding that is above those who are in a position of great
importance upon these vessels that are to deliver to you The Light of the New World.
So, are you saying … those on the ship actually have the Light to give us?
Yes that is correct. Let us explain a little more for your minds to be able to accept that which we are
offering in words this night. For eons of your time it has been known by many that there are indeed
Light ships in your skies. It is nothing new. And yet, it is only now in this day and age … that we
can reveal Higher Truths … due to the upliftment of the vibration of your planet. The great plan is
supremely on target and all is dwelling in its rightful place, in order for everything to come together in
the Divinity of that which is proposed.
There are many more now on your earth that have awoken to their own Divinity, which has brought
forth this great change that is occurring at this very moment and shall continue to do so. It is so very
exciting for us to KNOW that we are on the brink of revealing the secrets that have had to be kept from
you … purely because your world was not ready to receive it.
This Light of which we speak …. THIS DIVINE GRACE …. Again we stumble with the inadequacy of words
… has travelled with the ‘Keepers of the Light’ in safety beyond measure … until such a time that it can
be presented to you.
I can FEEL this pounding in my heart at the moment … and yet, it seems we are having trouble expressing that
which you wish to say.
We shall persevere. It is merely the new vibration in which we are working that is settling down with
both parties.
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This Light … this treasure … is a gift to your world from a place that is not of substance. It is a purifying
energy that when released into your atmosphere shall begin a photosynthesis of a nature as yet
unknown to you. When this happens there will be noticeable changes that cannot be dismissed or
denied.
May I ask in what way do you mean?
In a way that will send your senses reeling. For it will be obvious to you in a flash that all these knowings
you have had regarding your New World will be happening and transpiring right in front of you. These
new ‘sprinklings’ shall make headlines on your TV screens. Such new phenomena shall arise and cause
much interest all over your globe.
Sprinklings?????
We thought you may question our choice of words.
And your answer being??
We shall very gently be ‘sprinkling’ particles of this Divine Light energy a little at a time to your planet
and allow it to do its work. It is that for a time … it is possible for only small amounts to be diffused
otherwise it could cause a little mayhem due to its immense power. The integration must take place
gradually. Your physical bodies too shall notice a difference with this new energy. There will be a Lighter
feeling within the actual physical body.
Marvelous … will my scales have proof of this …. I can’t think of anything more magical!!!
It will begin with a FEELING from within that will contain Lightness throughout the Being. As if one is
experiencing at times as if they are walking on air.
This is fab news. Because as you are bringing this information through I can FEEL a touch of this Lightness you
are speaking of. And let me say … it feels good!!
Let us then say … it is wise to keep grounded also . For one could become a little too deeply involved in
the feeling … that the earthly matters get left behind … and yet we say this is not yet the correct time
for that to happen. There has to remain the balance. That is one of the reasons many of you Light Beings
are here. To bring in and anchor this new Light energy that we have so very delicately been looking after.
Now you sound like you are on/from the ship.
It is a little perplexing for you is it not?
Well, yes! One minute your on it, the next you’re not … I therefore ask you with the deepest respect … who
EXACTLY are you?
And we would reply … we are the Bringers of Peace. We are not of your world. We are not of form. We
that are communicating with you in this present moment are only of Light. Therefore we can be on /off
as we see fitting.
We have spoken to you before regarding overseers of the overseers.
We are an embodiment of Light that is most happy to be working with this great plan and making sure
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that all is in place. We are the ones who make decisions regarding any quick changes that may have
to be put in place. And yes … we read your thoughts … we are the ones who made the most serious
decision to abort the mission that was promised on the date of your Oct 14th. This as you are well aware
was not something for those in ‘lesser ranks’ to decide. It came from the Highest council and we can
say that we chose well to do what we did. The outcome … had we gone ahead as planned would have
been a miserable one for a vast number of those residing on your planet. When the time is appropriate
we shall offer more information on that matter for we feel it is important that it is understood what
actually took place. And yet we would ask you to be patient. For come the time when we choose to open
up the realities of what we were confronted with, it will seem in perfect *coergence and be more fully
understood.
Could you just talk a little more about this Light? I had never really thought of a new vibration, a new energy
being transported in a ship. I had always imagined it would just sort of stream down from above!!
How can we assist in explaining to you what it actually is?
Perseverance I guess.
And yet, we would again stress that not all things of ‘our’ enlightenment can be expressed by us in a way
that you are able to even visualize.
Keep trying …
The Keepers of the Light would be likened to what are known in your world as the Knights Templar. The
Keepers of the Light are not of a regular disposition. They are of the Highest embodiment and they have
been entrusted to protect this form of Light that is destined to bring in the New world into its existence.
That’s a pretty heavy duty task. How were these Keepers chosen and how many are there?
12. For it is of the divine number. How were they chosen? They were a distinguished band that presented
themselves to the Highest council. The choosing of such a band of Light was undertaken through a series
of what you would term as tests, and yet again, this is only a word that is appropriate for explanation
purposes. The tests as such were undergone by The Keepers before they were in a position to present
themselves. Not unlike in your world when young spirits are trained in a certain monastery to be of
service when they are older. It is a very similar situation, and yet not in the same fashion, but this is the
closest we can come to help you understand.
So …this Light then, travels on board under the greatest most sacred protection, until it is time to do what it is
meant to do?
This is correct. You see dear one … It is not as ‘you may imagine’ a vast container in which this Light is
stored. These containers harbour the … shall we say … condensed version. It is a never ending source
that is contained within.
When you say The keepers protect it …. Who from??
From itself.
Which means?
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This force of Light is of itself only. It knows only of itself … Nothing else. It is ‘contained’ therefore in a
way that is kept under control. For as we have said , if it were to be presented in its fullness … all at
once … your planet would be close to … the word we would use would be … disintegrating.
So how do The Keepers protect it from itself?
By keeping it safe. The containers/chambers this source of Light resides in … is of an advanced
technology that allows its compressed form to remain comfortable within.
These chambers are scanned and monitored in order to keep the treasure within, in its most appropriate
state at any given time.
We seem to have digressed from that which we started out by speaking of. And yet it is of our intention
now to disclose such things that until now have remained out of your knowledge base. Although we
would say some are aware of this … and some will recall from their memory banks this information that
is already known to them. For as we say…. Many of you are here to help anchor this Light as it sprinkles
through.
Well, I am feeling as if we are coming to the end of our session for now.
Indeed this is correct. We would not wish to over indulge. For we are learning of the energy it involves
upon your human form. It is not the same for us, yet we chose to be vigilant on your behalf.
Jolly Good! As long as you’ve got it all under control. I’ve really enjoyed tonight. Thank you for imparting that
information. Good stuff what!!!
We bid you Adieu …
I would very much like to have an explanation soon as to why this “adieu’ thing has been happening lately. It
never did before particularly … that I can recall. … and that definitely is to me a sign that my mate White Cloud is
about.
All in good time dearest lady. All in good time.
Fair enough. I can handle that. Goodnight to you. Sweet dreams!!
Our realities! Until next time … We send our blessings to all .
*I was very blessed to receive a healing from a wonderful Light worker who was visiting Noosa last weekend.
Whte cloud had asked her to do so, and yet when she visited , I said I was feeling so well now and didn’t’ feel in
need of a healing , so we had a cuppa and a chat instead. However … when I began meditation that evening,
straight away I heard ‘you need to have the healing’. I called her the next day and she too had got through later
in the day ‘it would be wise for Blossom to have the healing’. Who are we to argue? So I had it. And clearly it was
necessary. Many thanks to a very special soul indeed!
*Dispels … I thought this an odd word to use. The dictionary says … as if by scattering. So I suppose it fits.
*Coergence. For the life of me I cannot find out what this word means … and yet it comes up in a few sentences
when I Google it. If anyone can assist … many thanks. And let’s hope it makes sense in the sentence!!!
(Back to the present!!!)
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Ok, so where to from here?
To continue on … These containers have been of service over these last years. We would say in your
terms, approximately seven. Until that point the Vibration of your Planet was not of a frequency that
would have been able to ‘fuse’ and benefit from them and would have caused mayhem should the
Energies have been released too early. Too soon.
We would liken that which we speak of, to a large block of ice and ‘little cubes’ being severed from it and
‘melted’ and ‘sprinkled’ into your atmospheres. These particles of Energy are strictly measured. Like a
recipe that must adhere to correct levels in order to produce the perfect cake!
Too much would not serve … Too little would do the same.
I guess ‘we’ would like to know what exactly this Energy is? What it contains?
Love, Dearest Blossom. These vast containers contain Higher Vibrational Energies of LOVE. It is as pure
and simple as that … and yet, we understand why you would be thinking ‘well just pour the whole lot on
this Planet because it sure could do with it’.
Yep, you read my mind!
This could not be tolerated by your present Energies. We would go as far as to say, that if this was to
take place, your Planet would be reduced back to its original form … an Energy of Love. Nothing left. No
world to speak of. No … nothing! Just back to LOVE … and this is not what you or ALL THAT IS, is trying to
accomplish.
So many questions running through my head. So, why now? Why make it happen to bring this up again? For, let’s
be honest … like so many of your communications, it could have been buried in the archives of time for ever!
Because NOW … is a/the time when we are not just doubling, yet, tripling the size of the ‘cubes’! This
is why you are all GOING THROUGH SO MUCH! This is why you are hitting rock bottom and yet, next
minute, soaring through the roof tops. The intensity of the Energy coming in has reached a ‘place’ where
it is perfectly aligned in order to coincide with all that is to take place.
All that we have spoken of recently/ever is reaching a stumbling block …
What? Did I receive that correctly?
Yes. Yet, there is no cause for concern. In any way shape or form. For, we have seen it ahead. We are
aware of it and therefore, we find it necessary to ‘amp’ up the Vibes and indeed, the situation. It is for
‘us’ to take control and make sure that this ‘blockage’ is immediately dampened down/out, so that we
may all carry on along a smooth course.
Well, of course, I have to ask what this blockage is? Yet, already aware with respect, I will not get a straight
answer.
For that would not be suitable. We play our opponents at their own game. Secrecy is best acknowledged
in this particular case.
Fair enough. I won’t press further.
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Yet, we shall continue in that vein to say also, that the ‘amping’ up of sending through the Energy in
larger doses is silently, behind the scenes … having a greater effect than we ever thought it would/
might.
It is, yes, causing turbulence in a fashion that upturns the Energy of the Beings who are conducting
affairs that are certainly not of the heart.
This ‘driving force’ of Energy/Light-Love is causing many to ‘think again’! Rather likened to in your fairy
tales when the wicked witch repents and becomes virtuous. This is happening more quickly than we
anticipated and is most joyful to encounter.
What this stronger Energy also accomplishes, is to ‘wipe out’ and as we say, ‘upturn ‘ plans that are
underway to demolish ‘good’.
Meaning?
It is nothing new to many of you, that there are those in command /control of your Planet Earth that
have an ideal to reduce the ‘numbers’ of those who live upon it. Their plans to bring this about are quite
severe. Yet, there are certain Universal ‘Laws/Rules’ that have to be abided by and these plans that are
underway are breaking all the rules.
THIS CANNOT BE ALLOWED.
Even though ‘they’ think they are getting away with it … intervention shall be called in to counteract
such devious thoughts and plans.
No matter what any of you may have heard or read and maintained into your ‘thought system’ … it will
not be ALLOWED to ‘go as far’ as the intent of the hierarchy that is in place.
We clarify, due to your thoughts Blossom, that by hierarchy, in this ‘placement’ we speak of those in a
Higher ranking system that is NOT for the greatest good.
We would like to return to the Energy Containers.
Good. Should I here, neatly slip in about the ‘Pillars of Light’? I know it was the end of 2011 when you spoke of
those. I know, because I threw a tantrum and decided to ‘knock off’ our communications for a while due to a
misunderstanding of time zones! So, are these containers part of the Pillars of Light?
Yes, they are. Very much so.
If you recall, in the channelling through of the message of old … we explained that the ‘Energy blocks’
were a condensed version. For want of a better way of putting it.
An easier way to ‘show’ would be that of a small piece of sponge and when immersed in water … it
expands. A poor, yet, understandable analysis!
Therefore, when the timing is correct … certain ‘portions’ of this block are carefully removed, and
released into your Energy fields.
You want to say something else about before they are released, don’t you?
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Yes. Thank you … it was a matter of order of wording. Yet, to slip back into the position of portions being
carefully removed … they are then … …
Wow! We are both struggling here to get this across. Words, words, words. As you say … so inadequate. I can see
in my mind what you mean, yet, no words to express. Let’s keep on trying.
Many thanks. These portions are then … ‘sectioned’ and … how would we say in your terms? The easiest
way being … put into ‘Chambers’, where their ‘role’ is made clear. In that … within these ‘Chambers’ …
information is ‘infused’ into them. When complete, they are ‘sealed’ and ‘treated’ before being released
into/onto your Planet.
I fully get that this is merely a way of trying to interpret to us what happens. For we do not have your technology
that you are using in our ‘thought waves’. Dear God, I sound quite intelligent!
This is exactly right, Blossom. So much more is involved and yet, inexpressible.
I may have asked before, yet, what kind of information?
Information that your Beings already know and yet, have not been ready /in a position to receive.
Information that makes total sense as to your next ‘moves’.
Information as to exactly what it is that you are to do next.
What? Each one of us? Just a few? What? How does it work?
It is of a majorly complex design. As these Pillars move through your skies (some visibly, some not) …
they will ‘deposit’ information into the Beings who need to receive it. Different information for some,
than others. It is a matter of coding … which takes us onto another ‘track’ altogether.
Lordy Lord! I couldn’t make this up if I wanted to!
The codes within each Living organism, each soul, are unique and individual and as we have discussed
before, are ever changing. The codes within the Pillars and the Energies coming through from these
containers are ‘matched’ and change correspondingly to ‘fall into place’ with its ‘Twin Energy’ as it moves
through.
This is AMAZING! Although, mind boggling and very much ‘out of this world’ … it somehow is computing with my
understanding … and believe me, I ‘aint no rocket scientist! So, you are saying … in a nutshell … that these Pillars
of Light … and also, just in general the tripling of the cubes of Energy coming through … are informationally
coded? These codes are ever changing to coincide with the ever changing codes that each and every individual
upon the Planet has with every thought … and when ‘passing by’ … matches up with/drops into … that particular
individual … the information that he/she/ is designed for?
In a nut shell …YES.
If I thought it appropriate to swear in these communications, I could be dropping one that begins with F right
now and in capitals! Not only that … I can’t believe I have followed all this!
You have followed it well and easily. You underestimate your capabilities greatly.
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Actually, I am well aware that my understanding is because you are assisting me in doing so. Yet, I will accept
the compliment! I feel we are done for now … and also, taking into account that all this is added on to the 2010
message; so, many souls’ brains may be frazzled by now.
Once again, we thank the gentleman for his devout search. We know you would not have had the time
or inclination or patience to do so.
Correct! I know he is over the moon just by the fact that I said I would certainly be bringing it up in the next
channelling. In his words ‘What an unexpected treat I received scouring about 5 years’ worth of your writings. It felt
like I had stepped into some kind of “TIME MACHINE” and was soaring through a GOLD & GEM filled chamber.’ Maybe
a reminder for us all when we have nothing better to do (???) to do the same!
Many thanks Guys. It just gets more and more ‘out there’. So unreal, from all that I grew up with … yet, so ‘real’ in
my soul’s acceptance of Truth … In Gratitude, In Loving service, I AM.
We very much enjoy our communications and are also, in much Gratitude to be of such service.
Audio for this channelling
Narrated by myself and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ctwWQgrPkKQ&t=3s

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 30

28 October 2018
Good morning. Great excitement ensued after your last channelling about the Energy cubes. Shall we continue
forth in the same vein?
Good moments of Joy throughout your day also, Blossom. The Energy surrounding the Energy cubes is
indeed uplifting to the soul. For when we say we have tripled the amount being ‘sent through’ … you can
also be aware of the fact that DUE TO THIS … all that you think and put into action is being tripled in its
Vibrational intensity also. Therefore, it is most wise to be vigilant of all thoughts and feelings, for if one’s
thoughts were not of the Highest for all … one may find themselves feeling completely out of sorts.
Be conscious of that which you offer in thought to yourself and all that is. If a thought does not ‘resound
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in one’s heart’s Truth’ simply because the way one maybe feeling in that moment … then be astute
enough to recognise it instantly and CHANGE it into a thought that does. The thoughts that come from a
Loving place to all/for all. You will very quickly recognise in your own ‘space’ the lift in Vibration of your
own soul, by doing so.
I have to say, I am enjoying these Energies and MY thought patterns seem to have ‘upped’ a good few rungs of
the ladder. Much more natural thoughts of Gratitude and things of the like, rather than having to ‘think to do
them’ sometimes. They seem to be just flowing through my body.
Because, if you are thinking Gratitude … then that thought of Gratitude shall be tripled in its intent.
ALL THOUGHTS SHALL BE TRIPLED IN THEIR INTENT. This is why many are ‘going through the mill’, as you
would say … because thoughts of say, despair, or frustration, or anger, will be tripled in their intensity.
Best keep very vigilant then!
This is so. Yet, KNOW it is within Each One to BE OF LOVE. THAT IS WHO YOU ARE. So, just BE YOURSELF!
Yet, down here on this Planet, much of our ‘self’ has been ‘in’doctrinated with sadness and depression of ‘what
is’.
Then ‘out’doctrinate those thoughts. You are all so much further along your pathway now. You are all so
much more in alignment with your TRUE SELF. Therefore, you are all so much more aware of what serves
and what does not.
If you choose to ‘wallow’ in untruths … in fact, blatant lies … to sway you off course, then know that
‘wallowing’ will feel tripled in your Being. So, if you KNOW that is the case … why do it?
I don’t!
Hence your uplifted soul self!
Yet, with respect, I don’t live in a country that is very confused with the political state of affairs and what is taking
place. Actually, aren’t all countries like that? Yet, you know of which I speak. Therefore, people living in that ‘land
of the free’… feel they are drowning and are in great disbelief and despair.
And that disbelief and despair has tripled in their soul’s Energy. Tripled! This is why we ask you to not
become so involved in this side of things. For it is most uncertain as to who is doing what … for what
purpose, is it not?
Probably. I don’t get involved! Yet, I understand that others feel the need to … for they feel their lives are not in
their own hands.
Thank you. You took our lead. The fact is … their lives ARE in their own hands. If they were to remove
their thoughts from the political mayhem and move onto a different ‘track’ … they would find their spirit
tripled in thoughts of good and hopeful excitement.
There is SO very much to get excited about. May we suggest to you that all this backlash, all this
confusion and unbelievable propaganda is designed to ‘keep you off track’? Off the track from your
rightful journey. It is unbelievable! As it should not be believed. For so much of it is not of Truth. Your
thoughts are swayed one way or another in a whirlwind of thought provoking turmoil. This, Dearest
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Souls … DOES NOT SERVE YOU!
Do you wish for these ‘tricks’ to see out their intention? Of course not. Therefore …
RETURN TO WHO YOU ARE.
THE TRUTH OF WHO YOU ARE.
LOVE.
BE THAT LOVE IN EVERY THOUGHT WORD AND ACTION.
Now, in these times … when you ‘make the effort’ to do so … you will come across a ‘different you’. As
you said earlier, Blossom … The LOVE and Gratitude within you is ‘working for itself’… now.
And I have to say it feels so perfect … so nice … so right … So Peaceful and Joyous. I could go on yet, I won’t.
We ask you not to ‘fall’ into these traps. You are better than that. You are stronger than that.
We’re sure you recall that we have said you are the ‘Strongest of the Strong’? You are upon this Planet to
change it … to see this GRAND TRANSFORMATION take place.
You who were chosen are accomplishing this in such a Divine way. KNOW THIS.
Again, when we say, KNOW THIS … KNOW IT deep in your heart and that KNOWING shall be tripled in its
KNOWING. Within that knowledge therefore, more strength builds. Strength of KNOWING TRUTH.
Can I ask if the blocks of Energy will at some point be quadrupled?
Oh indeed, yes. Yet, not for a while. We feel this is wise.
How is it gauged as to when?
By the binaural Codes changing rapidly.
Eh? Doesn’t binaural have to do with the ears?
Yes. And we stand by that which we have just said.
And … we’re off! Please continue.
Your Beings are, as you know, of highly physically, emotionally charged Energy. As this Coded Energy
continues to flow onto/through your Planet, you will notice a change of a high degree taking place within
your physicality, also. For it is being ‘Heightened and Lightened’.
You are Light in /of Essence and it is Light Coding that is coming through. We explained of the Coding
forever changing within you and within the Energy ‘cubes’. As our thoughts become tripled in Lightness,
the Light Coding from the Codes corresponds. This Light Coding then takes its place, once reaching a
particular frequency and alters the tuning of the physical physique. Not only on the outwardly physical
appearance, yet, much fine tuning will be taking place on the working WITHIN.
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Sensory perceptors, for instance … the ears … will ‘start’ to pick up other worldly attunements. They will
also, become acutely noise sensitive …as many are beginning to discover already.
Many of your little Beings coming into the Planet now, are already ‘tuned in’ to these Higher Energies
and they find it very difficult to be within loud noise. Their sensoria are very sensitive.
You will notice that your eyes begin to see a ‘clearer LIGHT of day’. Same scene, yet, looking different.
Your touch, when touching certain things of a Higher Vibration, i.e., flowers, water etc. … shall FEEL very
different to you, as if you can feel all the elemental Energies that is their makeup.
Such wonders shall fill your soul. It is happening already.
BECOME AWARE OF THESE THINGS in order for YOUR WORLD, YOUR OWN WORLD THAT YOU CREATE FOR
YOURSELF … to be one that you desire to live in.
Switch off your television screens and switch on your sensors. Make an effort to remove yourself from
negativity and move yourself into nature. Walk instead of talk. Think instead of drink!
What? Indulge me if you would.
Certainly, Blossom. Many souls’ talk for the sake of talking. That which comes out of their mouths is not
always of the Highest Vibration for the Higher good. Instead, it is so much more beneficial to take a walk
in nature … and don’t talk … just listen to the wisdom of the trees and the flowers. Listen to the stories
carried in the winds.
And the ‘Think instead of drink?’ I feel you are aware that I went to see the movie ‘A Star is born’ last night?
Drinking being the downfall of the leading man.
This is so.
And yet, many need to drink. It helps them relax, switch off and escape.
Exactly. Escape from what?
Pressures. It just helps one to wind down at the end of a busy day.
And there is nothing wrong with that. Yet, are we not correct in surveying that many have had, as you
would say ‘ just that one too many’ and it therefore, defeats the entire process of a wind down?
Oh yes. I know many a soul who feels that way. That’s why I gave it up 14 years ago!
We are not saying not to drink. We are not saying NOT to do anything that one feels they would like
to do. Yet, we would reiterate the tripling effect. One glass of alcohol in these times … is equivalent to
three and due to the raising of one’s vibration … it takes very little for one to be effected by it.
These are not ‘must do’s’ … These are suggestions to assist you in your ‘expansion’.
It’s most odd you mention alcohol. Unlike you to bring up such a topic.
And yet, again we would say to be vigilant of your wellbeing. Maybe we will talk about this in more detail
another time.
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It is important in these days of yours, to treat yourself well. It will make a marked difference.
Well, I think many, many souls are getting on board THAT train. I feel many of us would be very interested in you
giving us your perspective on the subject.
As with all our correspondence, Dearest Blossom, we TRUST that what we are offering assists Each
One along their journey … in ways of understanding WHO THEY ARE. For when THAT is understood our
mission is complete!
Many thanks as always, Guys! In Gratitude, In Loving service … I AM.
Audio for this channelling
Narrated by myself and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h53umtxDpxg&t=1s

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 31

4 November 2018
Hiya, once again. Perhaps we could continue on from last week’s chat regarding the Energy tripling of late and
how that is affecting our physicality? Would that suit?
It would be most agreeable to do so. It is obvious to those who chose to become aware of the fact that
not only are Energies changing much of the way you choose to think and behave … they are ‘Taking
their toll’ on your bodies, also. We use the term ‘Taking their toll’ due to the fact that for many, they are
finding struggles with their physicality in one form or another. Aches and pains and unusual ‘markings’
are noticed.
Unusual markings?
Indeed. Many are noticing ‘patterns’ forming on their skin which were not there before. There is no
cause for alarm. It is simply a section of blood cells/flow that are increasing in their dynamic intensity.
Meaning exactly what?
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All the workings … the ‘miraculous’ intentions of your design ‘within’ the physical flesh are ‘re-arranging
themselves’ into a Higher format. Increase in blood flow can make one feel quite dizzy it seems.
Why do we need an increase in blood flow?
To match the increase in Energy. EVERYTHING is stepping up. EVERYTHING.
If your inner workings were to remain the same as they once were, one would find themselves not being
able to keep up with the pace of ‘their’ life. These subtle, yet, powerful changes within cannot take place
without causing awareness of focus in particular parts of the body.
Strange tingles can be felt throughout the body. A little like a blood rush … for this is what it is! We
would also say, that the quality of blood is also transmuting into a richer variety.
The Heart is very much alerting one to its presence and its rhythm can often become out of sync for
short periods of time. This is as it is adjusting to a new pace, also. The regular rhythm of a beat is being
‘slowed down’.
I thought you were going to say speeded up.
No. In the case of the Heart, it is slowly slowing down in order to pump through the richer variety of
blood. The slowing down also, allows one’s disposition to be of a more relaxed persona.
Eyes … can become blurry at interim periods. Vision is astute at times and at others, quite the opposite.
Eventually a sharpness of quality shall ensue.
Ears … are a ‘strange affair’ in that they are reacting quite differently to many. ‘Sound’ is of upmost
importance to the upgrade of self-preservation. It is most beneficial for one to quietly listen to ‘tones’ of
chimes or bowls or musical notes … or wind and rain … or ‘OMing’. To listen to all ‘majestical’ sounds and
tune into the Vibration of them, helps greatly in grounding these adjustments that are taking place.
Many souls have always struggled with tension in the neck and shoulders … ‘Carrying the weight of the
world on one’s shoulders’ could not be a more accurate of statement.
Yes. Why is it we carry so much tension there?
Because it is support to the head … and much goes on inside the head!!
Makes sense!
However … at this time as upliftment of ‘All that is’ progresses … there is also, the fact that structure in
the neck and shoulder area is amending itself to a more appropriate figure.
I’m all for that, let me tell you. Bring on the ‘More appropriate figure’! I’ve been searching for that all my life!
We are aware of the humour stated. Yet, we would say this is more in the ‘carriage’ area.
Hopefully not the ‘undercarriage’, as my mother, Bless her, used to call the Nether regions of the body! How that
made me laugh!
We are not speaking of these ‘Nether regions’ at this point. We return to the ‘carriage’ within the neck
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and shoulder arena. Necks are lengthening. In a Lightened attuned physique it is more comfortable for
the ‘stem’ from the head to be thinner and lengthier.
Very much like E.T.s?
Indeed. Everything within the body is ‘working its way back’ to a Lighter form. The very structure of it
shall become Lighter. Bones, muscles, tissues, organs … everything is returning into a Lighter form of
itself.
You say returning? If we were to go back as far as the ‘cave man’ physique, I wouldn’t say they were exactly ‘Front
page Vogue models’ by any stretch of the imagination.
Then stretch your imagination back, way before that. To times when ‘you’ came from other Planets to
venture onto/into this new territory that is now called Earth.
What was it called then?
It originally had no name. It eventually was given two or three that are not of your pronounceable
format. In time different Vibration of sounds ‘stuck’ … ‘Earth’ being one of them.
As density of Vibrations formed over thousands of years, so too, the density of the physical form had to
‘change alongside it’, in order to adapt for survival.
And now the same is taking place. Yet, as we say … back into a form that is suitable for the Lighter
Vibrations that are returning.
We state here that we are not saying to ignore certain ailments that may require attention. Yet, we are
choosing to make one aware that many ‘niggles’ that seem more intense than usual, are ‘probably’ the
change in you ‘beginning’ to occur. Breathe into them. Breathe into the ‘aware area’ … with your smile …
in the Knowing that your body is Lightening up.
Many are ‘discovering’ the need to change their diet. Or, the need to hold back from certain
‘amusements’ for the body … which the body is not actually amused by at all.
An example?
Certain drugs … certain foods that one enjoys … are no longer as enjoyable due to the ‘after effect’ that
occurs in these days. The Body … the Lighter Body … is unable to tolerate certain densities of certain
things.
We spoke last time of alcohol. The effect it has will no longer be such a requirement as many are ‘coming
into their own’ … and finding ways to relax and ‘chill out’, as you would say, without the ‘after effects’
that are now most uncomfortable. One may enjoy the drink at the time yet, not the reprisals of it.
We ask not for one to have to try to make any of these changes. Yet, to simply allow the changes to feel
agreeable. Without effort.
Much food and that which is contained within it, cannot be tolerated by the body. Rejection symbols (?)
are obvious. Reactions to ‘poisons’ are more prominent and one is now recognising what the body will
and will not … can and cannot tolerate.
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Choice in ‘Well-Being’ is becoming very apparent for so many now.
When one becomes aware of the ‘injection’ of negative forces that are within much intake to the
body through deception of ‘scrumptious’ … there are decisions to be made for the Higher good of
preservation!
This new Lighter Being that you are becoming would like to reside in a new Lighter body. So many are
turning to ‘ground forces’ that have been monitored by themselves and harvested with Love.
Food is for the nurturing of the body. To help it thrive. This ‘food’ process has been processed beyond
recognition for ‘convenience to fit life style’.
Yet, one is recognising it is not the style of life that is serving.
Ask for ‘understanding’ and assistance from your Higher self … from Divine Source … to naturally bring
these changes about within your Being.
State your desire to serve the body, mind and soul for the Highest good of all … and allow the wisdom to
pour into your thoughts on matters such as these.
Listen to YOUR soul. Listen to YOUR body. Listen to YOUR feelings and act accordingly.
The pleasure that comes from doing so is ‘proof manifest’ that you are indeed, on the right path.
Thank you for that. Very interesting and quite different from usual perhaps?
We desire to be of service in any way we can during these ‘transformational’ experiences.
Until next time then. In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.
Audio for this channelling
Narrated by myself and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gCydBQRpAr4&feature=youtu.be
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 32

24 November 2018
Hello. We needed a little break it seems. Yet, now ready to give it my all once again. Assuming this is Tickety Boo
with you?
We are indeed, Happy to be with you in this fullness of Energy Blossom, and have to admit to being more
than Delighted to do so.
Well, how Lovely! Someone suggested I ask you about YOUR experience throughout all this that we are going
through? Is it as you expected it to be? Is it going well from your perspective? Are there disappointments? Big
hold ups that prevent moving forward etc.? You get the kind of thing.
We thank you for the inquiry as to how it is from our point of view. As with every single moment that
has never been a moment until that moment … we experience that which is new. We have an agenda to
bring your Planet and all that is life within and upon her, into her rightful … new/as was … position.
We do not experience disappointment in the way that those upon Earth do. For we see EVERYTHING so
very differently. That which you may consider to disappoint, is … to us/for us … just another step along
the highway. It comes neither as disappointment or surprize … It simply is.
This pathway that WE ALL walk is never ending. One can choose how they would like it to BE … and
through each and every choice, outcomes derive.
We understand that to be in the thick of it … in the density of your Earth plane … it is quite, quite
different an experience from the one we are undertaking.
Yes, we come from a … Higher position/Vibration/ disposition/example. We have not … we … who are
known as THE FEDERATION OF LIGHT … experienced that position of Being a Human Being. Yet, we have
become so much more Aware of the ‘workings of such’ through communication with those of you upon
the Earth.
So many of you feel we cannot ‘hear your voice’. Yet, just because you FEEL you cannot hear ours, does
not mean that we cannot hear yours.
We have picked up on so many understandings of ‘how feelings are’ from so many of you who are down
there upon Mother Earth giving your All for the Highest Good of All.
We also, have no attachment to anything that crosses our pathway in knowledge … other than that of
Love. That which connects each one to another … therefore, us.
We are observers at this stage. We are monitors. We assess the levels of Energy and how they are
progressing or otherwise.
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We are the ones that gauge the levels of Energy to be brought through to your Planet … and work out
the dynamics of how these Energies are to flow forth and blend. For, you know, some areas of your
Planet are very different in Energy flow, from others.
So, do you mean that your ‘Sprinklings’ … as you call them, enter into our Planet at different rates/ levels …
depending on where they are ‘falling’? I think you know what I mean?
As always Blossom, we can only use words that suffice as best they can. For in actual reality, the way we
present to you that which we do, is … with the greatest of respect … how one may tell a children’s story.
Not because the Human would not be able to understand, necessarily, yet, because there are not the
adequate ways to explain exactly how it all works. Yet naturally, we will do our best to express.
Upon your planet there are many varied areas … You divide your Countries into States and for
explanation purposes we would say that we do the same … although not into States in Countries … yet,
into ‘States of Energies’.
If we were to send /sprinkle a level of Energy that was, for instance, too ‘advanced’ upon a certain area
… it could cause much disarray and have the opposite effect from the original intention. Simply because
the level sprinkled … was too ‘ahead of its time’ and that ‘State’ that was receiving it … was not able to
absorb it in a comfortable fashion. Therefore, would make things feel and appear to be very topsy turvy.
We would liken this to enjoying a glass of alcohol … yet, take too much and it can change the very nature
of the soul drinking it.
Levels are equated in order to keep balance.
I am a bit confused. My mind is thinking, for instance, that the beautiful place where I live in Australia is of a High
Energy Vibration … compared to one of a war-torn country. Yet, surely the war-torn country is in more need of
the Higher Energy than the one I reside in, as where I am, is already doing very nicely, thank you!. It would seem
unfair to give my place more of the Higher stuff and the one that really needs it … less.
It is not that we are giving less. We are pouring through the correct amount for its needs. The needs of a
‘Place of people’ MUST be controlled and monitored in order, as we say, not to cause mayhem.
All is part of a Divine plan.
Energy is EVERYTHING.
The Energy of Love is all there is … in its multitudinous levels and disguises.
There IS no unfairness, as many assume.
I don’t know if I can agree with that necessarily. There is a very long list one could write when it comes to what
seems fair and what does not. For instance … just flowing from my mind is … It does not seem fair that we as a
race are denied our TRUE FREEDOM due to much control that millions are even unaware of … and may I add …
all the unfairness to many souls who have been deeply and seriously and unwillingly, caught up in that.
We expect and KNOW and appreciate that you are tired. Some even bored of us repeating the same
thing. Yet, ‘the same thing’ is the answer to so many questions!
You are entangled within the mix up of Energies upon Planet Earth. Yet … YOU KNEW … that this was
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going to be taking place when you were here. You agreed to come down … you were so eager to come
down and assist in sorting it all out.
The bigger picture … from our perspective … is a very different one from the level of perspective that you
are able to grasp … Being where you are.
Each one playing your appointed role … because you wanted to … because you chose to.
And yet, we mostly complain, I know. Yet, maybe we didn’t quite get ‘before arriving’ just how bad and sad and
uncomfortable and confusing and desperate it could be!
Yet, you did. You were able to get a ‘Feel’ of it in order to make up your mind as to whether you take part
on an Earthly level or not and although there was ‘great shock’ to the soul when experiencing the Feeling
… you were also MADE AWARE OF THE PURPOSE … of the CHANGE THAT YOU WERE COMING DOWN TO
MAKE.
YOU WERE MADE AWARE OF THE LOVE THAT COULD BRING ABOUT THIS CHANGE. You were able to ‘see
into your future’ as to how events would play … out/through … and lead that which you consider to be
an abomination of Truth , through into a LIGHTED programme.
Programme? Lets’ jump down that little rabbit hole shall we?
Yes, Blossom. Programme. Again, words … do not/cannot … express correctly. So we use the nearest
thing to it. Programmes are written with a basic foundation. Would we say, a basic script running
through them. They have potentials that may or may not be reached …and the Energy Codes within each
programme adjust automatically, depending upon Energy Codes that coincide … and/or … match up to …
plans within an individual or a whole.
We would suggest that should a particular programme be written for a Future Race and a design
encrypted for its whereabouts and behaviours … then as ‘one consciousness’… this is ‘plugged in’ and
accepted … for one to play the game.
If you like … the Codes are the instructions. Keeping in the understanding that Codes change with every
second. One’s individual Coding is designed for exactly that … each individual! And one becomes more
Aware of the workings of such … not through needing to know the Codes, yet, from the Feeling that they
are in alignment with the Coding.
We are correct are we not … that when one is ‘On top of the world’ … there is nothing quite like it?
In the same way as when one is Feeling on the bottom of the world … nothing quite like that either!,
You see, Blossom, when one is on top … it is that the Energy Codes of the Higher Levels are connecting
with the Energy Codes designed in the soul … and all works together in Divinity.
And when one is on the floor?
It is the same. One’s Energy Codes are matching up with the levels of Coding that ‘match up’ with that.
Now THAT … is unfair! Surely, when one needs a helping hand, the last thing they need is to align with lower
vibrations/codes that will keep them there?
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Yet, most are now very much Aware of the Law of Attraction. The Codes that are conducted within you …
attract the … aligning /matching … Codes . This is how the Law of Attraction works.
So, are you saying that our ‘thoughts’ are Codes? For I know if we need to change our Vibration to a better one …
we need to change our thoughts to better ones.
Bingo! As you would say. Your thoughts are running Codes. You do not need to understand them.
That’s a blessing!
Yet, it is helpful to know.
Why? Just out of interest. Why would knowing that our thoughts are Codes make any valuable difference?
Because of VISUALISATION BEING ONE OF THE MOST POWERFUL TOOLS YOU HAVE. As you ‘lift’ your
thoughts … imagine too, sometimes … the matrix of numbers. Like a computer running through your
Being. You do not need to see particular numbers. Yet, see them getting Brighter. Perhaps sometimes,
Imagine them like on your machines, where they line up and hit the jackpot .
To be Aware of Codes changing for the Highest Good … Meeting up with Codes outside of yourselves
… for the Highest Good … can make a huge Energy shift for The whole! Imagine numbers, symbols etc.
floating out of your head and finding their partner in the atmosphere. A little like a computer game.
Each time one connects … you get points!
This may seem a little childlike. Yet, we would say that at this time your Beings are in great need of this
and to have some fun amidst all the pressure would not go amiss and at the same time … have such an
effect as to that which you cannot imagine.
We speak of pressure. There is indeed, such pressure upon your Planet and if we were to put it in terms
of a pressure cooker … we would say most definitely that the lid is about to blow!
Hold on to your hats!
Will do! Have been! … and shall continue to do so for as long as it takes! Thank you. Nice to be back chatting.
Likewise. Our love reaches out to Each One.
In Gratitude, in Loving service. I AM.
Audio for this channelling
Narrated by myself and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQHmRxrekT8
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 33

2 December 2018
Good morning. Here we are again then! I have had many inquiries from folk wanting to understand more about
the Tripled Energy that is coming in now. I have to say since the 11.11 date a few weeks ago … I feel the Energy
has changed considerably. Is EVERYTHING tripled? For instance, someone wanted to know if the supplements
they are taking are now tripled in effect? Does the tripled Energy include everything we think, say, do, take in
our bodies and listen to? And when receiving Energy work or a Healing, is this tripled also? I am sure you get the
idea.
Welcome to Each One and thank you for your questioning on this subject. We are happy to offer more
understanding in the ways of its workings.
Firstly we would suggest to consider one’s FEELINGS. To ‘listen’ to them and subject oneself to the
emotion of them. Can you say they are deepened in quality? Whether they be of Joy or otherwise?
One must consider exactly what this ‘Tripling’ means in essence. It is that of Higher Purer Energy …
flowing into/becoming part of … your Planet’s atmospherics. Yet, the degree in which it has recently
entered is far stronger than the usual ‘pouring forth’, would we say.
The Vibration of this Energy will take ‘time’ to integrate with the Vibration that is already present. Lifting
the one that IS … into the Higher level of that which is coming through.
One asks about the effect a supplement may have if it is tripled? Consider that it is everything that is
raising itself three notches up … then the equilibrium of ‘what is’ will be the same. Yet, of a stronger
quality. So, one would not, therefore, ‘knock back’ on such things, because the strength of their intake
will match the strength of the level that the body has risen to. (Tripled to).
We will say that one’s Awareness will be noticeably Heightened in days to come. One’s Awareness of
surroundings. One’s Awareness of understanding. One’s Awareness of Self and purpose will also be more
pronounced.
These ‘Blendings’ shall allow a more ‘floating’ approach to all that one is undertaking.
Can you elaborate on that please?
In that, the Energy flowing through is of a more Graceful level. The density in which you have resided
within for so long is lifting to a Lighter ‘play’. It has been doing so for quite a while and yet, there is
an intensity within these Energies for things to ‘Get a move on’ and ‘Lighten the load’ in order for
progression to run smoothly, with as little disruption as possible.
As these Higher Energies are pouring in, one … if allowing of Soul to do so … will benefit greatly in ways
of Peace within. There shall come an acceptance of ‘All is as should be’ as the Energies bond with the
Soulself and each recognises the other.
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It shall FEEL like a settling of the Soul. A FEELING of acknowledgment within that ‘One is on track’. One’s
state of mind shall be more accepting of WHAT IS … for it is recognising the journey that one agreed to
undertake. So that much that is presented on the ‘outer’ appearance, via media etc. will no longer upset
the apple cart, so to speak. For the sturdiness of the KNOWING of TRUE SELF that is resting gently within
is reaching a point where it cannot be ‘ruffled’ by such findings.
Everything will make sense on a deeper level and therefore, the surface level will be understood for
exactly what it is … Surface.
The DEPTH in which your Soul is collaborating with THE WHOLE is becoming so solid that although there
may not be words to express the inner KNOWING of TRUTH … that has no words … can be felt on a much
stronger level.
GO WITH THE FLOW.
FEEL THE FLOW AND RIDE WITH IT.
IT IS SO IMPORTANT TO SMILE AND TAKE THOSE THREE DEEP BREATHS.
Automatically you strengthen the connection with THE ONE.
With this Tripled Energy now entering … it has the design to connect you with the Higher Levels of Being.
Your Being. Your Higher levels of Being. You are able to FEEL your future in a way you have not been
able to until now.
Receiving this Energy into/unto your Planet is a HUGE marker that things are indeed, CHANGING … and
CHANGING FOR THE BETTER. Even though, as we say, the outer appearance of such may seem otherwise.
Yet, all this that is presenting as ‘upheaval’, as we have said in the past … is part of the Divine Plan.
There is indeed, much turmoil to be gone through and the ‘Topsy Turvy’ world that we have spoken of, is
soon to turn upside down.
Sorry to butt in here, yet, can you confirm you don’t mean literally, as in a Pole shift. As many people read
between ‘your’ lines and may interpret that as such.
No. We do not mean on the geographical sense of upheaval. We would term it much more so, in the
sense of Truths being uncovered that will ‘blow the mind’. Many think you know quite a bit of this. Yet,
with respect … you do not.
Yet, Dearest Souls, please understand that THIS IS HOW IT IS GOING TO BE. You are being made Aware of
this NOW … so that when it takes place … it will not be like a bolt from the blue!
You will be able to recognise these ‘Tellings’ for what they are. The Topsy Turvyness that has to take
place in order for your world to move forward.
Such uncovering’s MUST come out of their shell and be KNOWN.
You will be astounded and bewildered and yet, … you will also BE PREPARED.
These Higher Energies are lifting your Beings into a Higher placement of Self. Therefore, you will
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recognise all that is going on and accept WHY it is taking place. You may find it difficult to actually
ACCEPT what is revealed to you. Yet, over time … you shall.
Throughout all this, when the lid blows … your understanding of Self … all the progression you have
made with your ‘Self’ … all this, that you have been working on within ‘Self’ … shall all fall into place. Like
a magnet drawing the correct pieces into place to form the picture.
All your meditations … all your Trusting … all your seeking … all your answers … will find themselves.
These times ahead are the pivotal climax that BRINGS YOU INTO ALIGNMENT WITH WHO YOU ARE.
These times ahead that you have been waiting for … will allow the fullness of you to ‘show up’ and
‘report for duty’.
When so many are falling apart with confusion and disbelief … it is YOU … YOU … Dearest Ones, who
chose to awake beforehand … that shall lead others over THE BRIDGE.
You will not need to go seeking out those in need. Believe us, when we say … they will find you.
Each One will be guided in their own ways … regarding how to move forward.
You will KNOW your position … your station.
Many will join forces as they find their ‘Matching Codes’.
Some consider this time ahead to be the downfall of the Planet. We consider it to be the opposite.
THE UPRISING OF THE SOUL.
THE MOVING FORWARD INTO THE BRIGHTER HIGHER LIGHT … THAT … HAS BEEN /IS/ WILL BE … YOUR
PURPOSE TO FULFIL.
FEEL OUR WORDS DEAREST SOULS. Take a deep breath and FEEL the TRUTH of our words stir in your
Heart place.
THIS IS YOUR TRUTH … RECOGNISING … OUR TRUTH … AS TRUTH ITSELF IS RECOGNISED.
It is to be an exhilarating time .Yet, we stress the importance of diligence within keeping within the
Knowledge that THE LIGHT THAT YOU ARE … THE STRENGTH OF WHO YOU ARE … IS WHY YOU ARE HERE AT
THIS TIME.
TO ASSIST IN BRINGING THIS CHANGE ABOUT … TO RISE ABOVE ALL THAT IS TO UNFOLD AND TO CARRY
THOSE WHO CAN NO LONGER GO ON … GRACEFULLY AND IN LOVE … ACROSS THE BRIDGE.
WE HAVE NOT ONE DOUBT OR CONCERN THAT THIS SHALL BE ACCOMPLISHED.
FOR IT IS WHY YOU CAME.
GATHER STRENGTH MORE AND MORE WITHIN, BY CONFIRMING TO YOURSELF THE LIGHT THAT YOU ARE.
BY FEELING THE LIGHT THAT YOU ARE AS YOU CONNECT WITH HOME.
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THIS IN TURN SENDS A CHARGE OF ENERGY … A RECOGNISABLE CHARGE OF KNOWING INTO YOUR BEING
… A SIGN OF TRUTH THAT ALL IS ON COURSE AND INDEED, ALL IS WELL.
Many thanks to you … I AM holding on to my hat in anticipation of what is to come. Ever closer, I feel … Ever
closer. In Gratitude. In Loving service … I AM.
Audio for this channelling
Narrated by myself and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yTO_qPz3KpU

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 34

9 December 2018
Hello there! Feeling bright and Light and ready to converse! Yourselves?
We are indeed of a Lightness that is all consuming and fun to be within.
I like your style and opening line! A question asked to put to you is, ‘Will these new energies change us
anatomically and physically as a result of our aligning/activating? Will it be more obvious in some than others?
Thank you for any response offered.
Thank you. We would suggest that one‘s anatomy and physicality will indeed be realigning, as these
Higher degrees of Energy intercede with ALL THAT IS. As with so much that ‘crosses your path’ in ways
of suggestion … by us/through us … we would also add, that so much is aided along by the thoughts
that one has. You may have noticed the quickening effect within/upon manifestation with these Higher
Energies. Sometimes, it can be as quick as the thought is offered … there, low and behold is the result.
So, we would say jokingly … do be aware of that which you desire … that which you think!
I understand this. I so loved a pair of earrings I have … feathers! I had the thought ‘I hope I never lose them’ …
Next day, lost one! So back to the body if we may?
Who you are … has to be told by ‘who you are’ … of that which it desires. These Higher Energies are
flowing in to assist. This is their purpose. If one desires the ailments of the inner workings of the body to
disappear … or the ageing process to ‘stop’ … then one must, in the fullest of confidence … in the fullest
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of KNOWING … let the ‘self’ KNOW that this is the plan.
So, you are saying that as long as we let ‘ourselves’ KNOW that we wish to regress physically in age or, we no
longer ‘require’ ailments that we thought on a particular level of ourselves would serve us … that we just tell
ourselves this … and it will happen?
In a nutshell … this is of Truth.
And out of a nutshell?
It still is of TRUTH.
YOU HAVE THE POWER to BE any way you want to be. Yet, even though you can say … ‘Yes, I know this,
therefore, I will do it … I will make it happen’ … you have got to understand that it would not happen
overnight, as it is your … whole /entire … system that has to KNOW it, also. Every cell, every tissue,
every bone, every muscle, everything that you ‘BELIEVE’ that you are, has to KNOW THIS IN TRUTH also,
otherwise, the ‘change’ cannot happen.
So, how do we let this KNOWLEDGE be KNOWN deep within us?
By KNOWING it deep within.
Thank you for that! Perhaps you didn’t understand me?
Oh! We did! Understand that so much of the world you ‘think’ you live in … is not as it actually is. You
have to search deep within to KNOW this.
Do you mean by the programming that is designed to … detract us /distract us … and taken away our power?
We say that your POWER has not been taken away … it can never be taken away.
FOR YOU ARE POWER ITSELF.
It is that this ‘programming’ has made you ‘think’ in a certain way. You think this and that about this and
that. We now tell you to think THIS about THAT and THAT about THIS.
You ARE in jovial form … So, you mean to turn things around?
Yes. Completely! POWER ITSELF cannot be ‘taken away’.
IT IS YOU.
We come in conversation with you to explain these KNOWINGS … that YOU, MUST THEN, KNOW!
You must TRUST YOURSELVES and FEEL deep within these KNOWINGS. The more you do so … the more
you choose to align with this TRUTH … the more ‘results’ will be shown unto you.
Let us put this to you? Do you think the Divine Creator of Divine Human Beings would design the
beautiful structure and all its inner workings of the body to shrivel, bring pain and eventually give up its
functioning, due to exhaustion of ‘LIFE Itself’? Seriously?
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No. This, of course, is not so. What is Divine about that? Your amazing humanness was designed to go on
until you no longer required to experience the Planet. So, you would choose to simply, lay down the body
… either to dissolve back into Energy … or an arrangement would be made for another soul to occupy it.
You, in order to regain this POWER of Divinity within your bodies, must KNOW this as a reality. You must
take your knowledge into the understanding that the physicality that you are conditioned to expect …
is simply that … a conditioning. A conditioning that has become so set in the very Vibrations that … are/
were … that it is common knowledge that one ages, shrivels and takes their leave. Often in the most
humiliating and disrespectful of ways.
THEREFORE … you must de-programme this conditioning. You have not seen through the lies you have
been spun.
YOU HAVE TO BREAK THROUGH AND BREAK FREE.
THIS, THAT YOU THINK YOU ARE … IS NOT WHO YOU ARE.
Search your souls. Deeply search your soul for its TRUTH. Remember the beautiful design that you were
created within. Such beauty! You hear of stories told perhaps of Beings from ‘elsewhere’ being of such
eternal youth, of such agility … of such mindful knowledge … THIS IS WHO YOU ARE!
RECLAIM YOURSELVES!
Do you think you are capable of this?
Me personally? Eh, I don’t know how to answer that. If you were to ask, ‘Do you think this is possible?’… I would
say, yes. Yet, me, actually manifesting that … literally manifesting that … I am unsure. So, I see your point. It is
not that I do not think it possible. I know EVERYTHING is possible. Yet … I’m shooting myself in the foot here. For
if I KNOW everything is possible, why would I not be able to do this personally?
You see, this is what we are trying to explain, Blossom. You have to take your Awareness to a much
deeper stronger KNOWING of WHAT IS. If you believe everything is possible … then it comes from a halfhearted perspective … with respect. Yet, when you KNOW everything is possible … it is a Game Changer.
So, how can it be that I fully accept that everything is possible … and I came to that conclusion a long time ago
and yet … I don’t TRULY KNOW IT? How can one accept and yet, not know …if you understand my dilemma?
Your ‘dilemma’ … as you put it, is exactly what we are talking about. You need to bring the acceptance of
understanding this … to the acceptance of KNOWING it.
Yep. I get this … yet, how? If I KNOW I can get rid of all my aches and pains and move my physicality into the
Higher Vibrational Energies … … … …
May we interrupt? Your physicality HAS to move into the Higher Vibrational Energies with you.
I can feel so much you want to say about this, yet, hard to find the starting point. I’ll try and unscramble this
mass of ‘KNOWLEDGE’ that flooded in all at once.
Your physicality IS changing with the assistance of the Higher Vibrations coming in. We have spoken of
‘unusual physical notifications’ as it is doing so. However, at the same time … it can be GREATLY assisted
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by you … by sending the codes/thoughts to the entire workings of your body that you are assisting it in
this lifting … in this transformation.
VISUALISE your new agility. Visualize and FEEL your way into its new physique. Tell your body, through
Loving it for what it is now … that together, you are moving it into a more Glorious form of itself.
Dearest souls, as YOU recognize the LIGHT within you … in a way of recognition you have not been able
to, until now … you will KNOW that which is taking place, is doing so on all levels.
On ALL levels you are ‘integrating’ with these Tripled Energies flowing into your Planet and your Beings.
You are being upgraded as you sleep. This is why so many are, upon awakening, feeling as if they have
done a day’s work. These upgrades of EVERYTHING that you are … take a little time to ‘sink in’.
Yet, KNOW this is what is taking place. Allow this to take place. Accept this is taking place and be Joyful.
This is so very important to know this as your reality!
So much lies ahead, when this knowing of LIGHT within you will be your anchor. When you have to hold
on to this Truth of ‘who you are’, in order to keep grounded and make sense of everything.
It is so much closer now to becoming a Topsy Turvy world and therefore, we send these words with a
sense of urgency almost … in that … You have to take your acknowledgment of TRUE SELF and embed it
into your heart, body, and soul.
Every part of you must come to the realization of this TRUTH in order to proceed with your plans when
the time is upon you.
We have spoken so often and so has that of the Divine Energy White Cloud … of the ‘situation’ of each
Awakened soul having an envelope within side of you … and when the time is upon you … the envelope
will be opened and there will be your … ‘notes/orders’ … of what ‘YOU’ as the individual are to carry out.
AT LAST, you will KNOW why you are here. For so many feel there is so much more to why they are here,
than they feel in the present moment.
PREPARE YOUR BEINGS … BY KNOWING DEEPLY THE TRUTH OF THE LIGHT THAT YOU ARE.
And …
WITH THAT DEEPER KNOWING … Your Light shines more Brightly than ever before … as you also FEEL the
strength of the POWER that lies within you and all you can do with it … for the HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL.
YOU SHALL BE SET FREE … and within YOUR FREEDOM, you have the keys to open the door for millions of
others who are unaware that they were enslaved.
We feel this is enough now energetically, to consume.
We TRUST our KNOWING …
As must you.
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We KNOW you can FEEL the Energy of the Truth of these words within your activated heart space at this
time.
Remain in that Truth.
So close now …
I will not ask ‘to what’? For surely, deep inside … we KNOW! In so much Gratitude, In Loving service. I AM.
Audio for this channelling
Narrated by myself and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0lu9-zou-fA

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 35

15 December 2018
Welcome! I am looking forward to today’s conversation. May I quickly begin with the Triple Energy thing? I have
come across a few (Me, being one) who have had complete meltdowns (From circumstances presented) that
seem to affect the ‘BEING’ in a much deeper, profound way than usual. Is this because of the Triple Energy?
Good morning to you and all Beings of Pure Light that come upon these words. What we would like
people to understand is that these intense Energies affect different people at different times, depending
on what is needed to be reconciled. These new Energies fluctuate within the ‘Soulself Energies’ of
the individual as they ‘figure out’ what is required, in order to bring about balance within the Higher
Vibrational frequency that the body and therefore, everything else within the self, is moving into.
Phew! What a long sentence!
So indeed, some will feel as you have and others will feel this at some point, or maybe not at all …
depending on the rewiring that the new Coding is bringing forth.
So, we are rewiring, on top of everything else, now?
Indeed.
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Meaning what exactly?
Meaning that the Higher Energies are structurally ‘changing’ your makeup. Hence, as we spoke of the
many that are FEELING this so much on a physical level.
My Heart has been going insane! I am TRYING to recognize it as activation as opposed to anxiety!
The Heart is especially being ‘re-conditioned’. For the Heart is the soul centre of the self. In that, we
mean, the Heart is being upgraded and it is ‘conditioning’ itself to the Higher Energy OF itself and its
workings. Therefore, the Heart indeed is … feeling /experiencing … the Tripled Energy as the base from
which the Energies are flowing within.
There is so much one is realigning themselves with … and yet, it is happening all by itself.
There is a deeper KNOWING coming from within. Most can certainly nod their heads at this remark. It
is in itself, unexplainable in your words. Yet, that KNOWING that we speak of is letting itself be KNOWN
more and more. It is purely by FEELING this within oneself, that the recognition of KNOWING is becoming
stronger.
The basis of this Knowledge is part of your inherent makeup. Therefore, it is always part of you. Always
within you. The levels to which it exceeds move beyond time and space. Although, you yourselves, as
Human Beings in a Human experience, are working within the realms of time and space.
Many, maybe experiencing ‘snippets’ of unusual visuals, or, ‘simply’ FEELING more in tune with the
goings on of these Higher workings.
One can now experience the Higher Light of themselves and begin to KNOW it as a general ONENESS. For
indeed, as these Energies continue to flow through … they connect one another through the Coding that
corresponds with the ‘like-minded’.
THIS CONNECTION … THIS BOND … STRENGTHENS THE VERY MATTER OF WHO YOU ARE … and as
one allows this connection to BE … it, in turn, ripples out and assists in raising the Coded level of
understanding such things … to those who have no idea … of/about … any such things.
These Codes seem very prominent in discussion at the moment?
Because, Dearest Blossom, Dearest souls … you are now within a satisfactory Vibratory ‘place’ that
enables one to use them for the Highest Good of all.
Without even understanding what ON EARTH they are all about!
There is no need for you to understand. The greatest mathematicians of ‘YOUR WORLD’ could not keep
up with their ever-changing format.
Yet, mathematicians from other worlds can?
The Codes are a design. They work for themselves.
It’s rather mind-blowing. To think that everything is a Code.
And yet, it is … the format/ the make-up … of ALL that is.
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I thought you were going to say ‘of your Planet’. Really? EVERYTHING THAT IS … IS CODED?
Indeed. Energy itself, in its Purest form … Energy itself in ALL THAT IT IS … is LOVE ENERGY.
The Codes that are … instilled /installed … within this Energy allows the Energy to find that which it is
desiring to be, at any one given time.
Yet, and here’s a humdinger … Who invented or programmed the Codes in the first place?
The Divinity of ALL THERE IS. The Divine Source Energy is EVERYTHING.
Ok. So, does the Divine Source Energy have a brain? As ridiculous as that sounds?
No … we smile! Not in the way that you think a brain functions.
We can only put it to you in the sense that … this Energy had the desire to explore itself.
It was … AS IS. Pure Energy … Being there.
Being where?
Everywhere and Nowhere. And no, we are not talking in riddles. This is the only way to explain it.
Ok, let’s TRY and continue.
The Coding phenomenon developed out of a desire to BECOME.
Become what?
Anything and Everything … rather than just BEING ITSELF IN THE FORM OF ALL OF ITSELF … IN PURE LOVE.
Yep, I could see one would get a little lonely and bored!
You say that in jest. Yet, in Truth … you have hit the nail on the head!
There was a need to BECOME … EVERYTHING … and from that desire … Life itself was ‘born’.
I didn’t know if you were going to say ‘born’ or ‘created’.
Is it not the same thing?
I guess so. So, what came first the chicken or the egg? I.e. The Coding or Life?
You are TRULY ready to push your boundaries.
Well, in for a penny, in for a pound, these days … Caution to the wind and all that!
Are you ready? … … … The Coding created Life.
Woah! So, we are just one big barcode! Here goes … HOW?
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By devising numerically, that which, Energy … of the Extreme Highest level/at the extreme Highest level
… you understand that … would conduct a form of this Energy into Life itself.
We would add to that … that LOVE ENERGY in its SUPREMACY was already LIFE itself. Yet … not in … form/
format. It needed format to become ‘visible, would we say. Although, we are unable to fully express the
working of.
Once Codes were ‘working for themselves’ … …
Hold on. Can I just stop you there? How do they work for themselves?
By instructing them to do so …
Who instructed them?
The desire to Become …
Ok. I’ll keep with the flow …
Once they became a validated working programme … and let us remember here … this is Divine
Programming …
Meaning what?
Meaning ‘Faultless’ … They were then able to manipulate ‘themselves’ into … Anything and Everything …
So, at this stage, we would be best to leave your minds to settle with that one. For, to get from that
which we have just explained … to that of you, sitting in your chair communicating with us … all by
Coding … may tend to …
Blow my brains out?
Possibly!
Far out! And yet, in a way, it actually makes no difference … knowing I was born through a mathematical
compilation in my original format as a Human Being, once upon a time. At the end of the day … I have come
to accept that I AM LOVE … every part of me … everything that is … is Love … and if ‘numerical format’ was the
creation that burst forth in order to express and experience this Love … So be it. It is interesting. Yet, not really
necessary to have to understand. And I say that with the GREATEST OF RESPECT for sharing that knowledge with
us!! Indeed I do!!
You are correct. We feel this session is complete for this time.
I feel the same. Tickety Boo! I guess so many of us are now of an understanding that can assist us in
understanding so much more … Although, I don’t really understand it … do you understand what I am saying?
(Grin!)
We do.
In Gratitude … In Loving service … I AM!
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Audio for this channelling
Narrated by myself and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D0qKuXE2Re8

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 36

22 December 2018
Hello there! Well, Christmas is upon us once again. Another year has swept by and here we all are ‘still’ hanging
on in there, as the Energy upgrades play havoc with our Beings. I will leave you to deliver a message of good
cheer over this yule tide week.
Welcome to you, Dearest Souls and to you Blossom at this time of ‘cheer’, as you call it.
Many would not agree, I am sure. Yet, let’s keep this Light-Hearted and encouraging and uplifting. For this
indeed is ‘our’ goal.
This is the case. For when your soul’s are Light-Hearted and encouraged … your entire Being is indeed,
uplifted. No matter what, Dearest Souls, hold encouragement in your Hearts. Carry within your every
thought … the KNOWING that LIFE ITSELF is who you are and through this, because of this, you are fully
capable of creating the spaces and the places in which your Being chooses to reside within.
ENERGIES ARE THE FLOW OF LIFE.
They can take you any which way you choose.
YOU ARE IN CONTROL OF THESE ENERGIES. Even though you may have chosen to believe otherwise.
TAKE CHARGE. TAKE CONTROL. TAKE ALL THAT IS RIGHTFULLY YOURS IN THE NAME OF LOVE.
Master your relationship with these Energies. You have been gifted with the skills to take control and
manipulate them in any way you so choose. How would you choose YOU to be? How would you choose
your world to be?
Make the decisions. Make the choices … and then think none other than those choices and watch just
how quickly your thoughts become your world. Make your reality … do not give in and conform to the
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reality of those who ‘think’ they have more ‘power’ over you.
How often do we say … ‘Reclaim your Power?’
Reclaim your POWER ENERGY!
Is it as simple as ‘commanding’ it?
Indeed. Yet, there has to be full KNOWLEDGE of this being so. You cannot enter into ‘transformations’
half-heartedly … for ‘half-heartedly’ cannot bring manifestation into play.
When you CHOOSE … to do /Become … something/anything … every particle of your BEING has to be on
board with that thought. All that you are has to be in agreement about it. Then and only then, can you
fall into alignment with the process required.
Yet … how can we KNOW that every bit of us wants it?
Because there is a longing deep within that is calling out to you to do so.
It is inherent within you to be POWERFUL and with that … bringing into play all attributes that coincide
with that which is of you.
WITHIN EACH SOUL THERE IS THIS CALLING. A STRONG DESIRE TO BE OF GODLINESS/GOODLINESS. THIS IS
WHO YOU ARE.
So, how do the energies knock us about so much, when we know we are the ones in control of ourselves and
our well-being?
Because you allow them to.
Dearest Souls, You are LOVE … an Energy of Love. Everything is an Energy of Love.
Your desire is to KNOW it and be of service. When this is your only intention, when the world in which
you are choosing to assist at this time is in need of your service … then we say with the greatest of
respect … step up to the plate.
Funny I don’t even use that expression myself! What exactly do you mean?
We mean … take your KNOWING not just a step further … yet a ‘mile’ further. You have such capabilities
awaiting you down that road. Awaiting for you to simply show up.
Many of you are choosing to dawdle along, waiting for the changes to happen. You feel you have had
enough. You say you are drained of Energy and do not know where this Planet of yours is heading. You
have waited so long you say … and you can’t wait any longer … Then DON’T!
GET ON WITH IT NOW!
Stop the dawdling. Stop the complacency. Stop the ‘Woe is me’. Stop the allowing of those of lesser Light
to seep into your consciousness.
STOP ALL OF THIS …
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AND START …
By Being in Gratitude for Everything that you are … Everything that you do … Everything you have.
Everything you think.
Be Grateful that your limbs work … some don’t.
Be Grateful you have food in your bellies … some don’t.
Be Grateful you have a roof over your head … some don’t.
Be Grateful you KNOW better … some don’t.
You see our purpose?
Oh yes …
Start recognizing every moment wherein an Energy does not serve you … and do not indulge in it for
more than that second of recognition. For by indulging in that which does not serve you … allows your
Energy to sink and Tripely sink at that!
YOU ARE BEINGS OF GREAT LIGHT.
Oh my, I know what you are going to say … and I smile.
START ACTING LIKE IT!
I know here, you are not reprimanding us …
No, Dearest Souls, for this is not our nature. We are not here to judge. Yet, sometimes, we have learned
that in your world … the ‘soft touch’ doesn’t always get results. We would like to add one of your LOL’s
here, if we may?
You have asked for an uplifting message and here it is. Yet, we are choosing to come from a different
angle … A change is as good as a rest, as you say.
YOU HAVE TO BEHAVE IN THE MANNER OF BEING GREAT LIGHT.
DO NOT SUCCUMB TO THE NEGATIVITY THAT CAN SOMETIMES, LITERALLY, SURROUND YOU.
BLAST IT AWAY … Do you think you are or are not capable of doing so?
Oh, I Know so. What I don’t know is whether or not it always works, due to the way I feel sometimes.
Then, we would suggest you don’t fully KNOW with every part of your Being that you are capable of
doing so.
The TRUTH is Blossom and All … when YOU reclaim your Power, when you TRULY KNOW AND
UNDERSTAND THAT YOU ARE GREAT LIGHT … there is no room for question or doubt.
I know that this is why you come, to help us find this out for ourselves. We are indeed, so many of us, becoming
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more aware of our Light. Yet, I don’t feel we are anywhere near that which you are talking about. Is that because
we are stuck in this density of Earth?
No. It is because you THINK you are stuck in this density of Earth.
Stretch your minds, Dearest Souls. Open up your minds to the Greatness of that which you are capable
of.
I have to butt in again here … With your assistance, I and many have opened ourselves up enormously to the
possibilities of walking into our Higher aspects of human capabilities. It has taken us time to do so. Yet, now
that we are at this stage in our evolution, what exactly is THE BIG GAME CHANGER? How do we throw that six to
shoot way, way up the ladder? For, I feel you are saying we are ready to do so?
YOU ARE INDEED. These Tripled Energies are of so much ‘Light Sparkle’ that by ‘jumping into/entering
into … them … a Lightness of that which you are not yet accustomed, will fill your BEing with renewed …
EVERYTHING.
YOU ARE READY TO WALK DEEPER INTO THE LIGHT AND THE LOVE.
YOU ARE READY FOR GREATER … DISCOVERIES/REMEMBRANCES … OF YOURSELVES.
LET GO NOW OF THE OLD SYSTEMS THAT YOU KNEW AS YOUR TRUTH AND WALK BOLDLY INTO THE NEW
YOU … THE HIGHER YOU … THE YOU THAT IS SO READY TO MEET YOU!
There are no tests. There are no exams, Dearest Ones. There is only recognition of LIGHT … and knowing
that YOU … YOU … ARE THAT LIGHT.
You choose to what degree you would like it to shine!
You choose to what level you would like to conduct it from.
STEP UP NOW, DEAREST SOULS.
THE OPPORTUNITY IS HERE.
THE OPPORTUNITY IS NOW!
You can hold back, you can wait around waiting for things to get better. You can moan and complain and
wallow in the unfairness of it all. By all means, choose this if you wish things to remain as they are … and
as you know, should you choose to do this, this wallowing, this self-pity shall be Tripled in Energy … so
we advise you to REALLY think about such choices.
OR …
You can choose to give Gratitude for the Powerful LIGHT LOVE that these ENERGIES contain and dive
right in!
If you REALLY KNOW IT TO BE TRUTH … That is what you can do! Our Dearest Friends … Take a dive …
visually … mentally … see yourselves diving off a springboard right into the LIGHT OF THESE ENERGIES.
Swim around in them as they absorb into your Being.
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SOAK UP THE LIGHT. BECOME IT! LIVE IT! BE IT!
It is time to do so. Let it be fun.
Let go of the seriousness of this whole affair!
Seriousness on the matters that are taking place in your world does NOT HELP!
SHINE THE LIGHT … SHINE THE LOVE … SHINE THE FUN.
YOU CAME TO LIFT YOUR PLANET.
Therefore … YOU HAVE TO LIGHTEN UP … ON ALL MATTERS!
Send giggles to the heavy-hearted.
Send Laughter to those steeped in anger and hatred.
Send LIGHT … LIGHT FILLED WITH JOY to every Being …
Let this Joy be in every thought … allowing every thought to come from Joy.
TURN IT ALL AROUND … All this that you say you have had enough of?
Prove you have had enough … BY CHANGING IT AROUND!
YOU CAN DO IT.
TRANSFORM YOUR PLANET BACK INTO LOVE LIGHT.
YOU CAME HERE TO ACCOMPLISH THIS.
YOU ARE DOING SO … YET, YOU KEEP IT UNDER WRAPS … FOCUSING TOO MUCH ON THAT WHICH IS
TRYING TO STOP YOU.
STOP LETTING IT STOP YOU!
We only speak this way … would we say, in a more strengthening manner … to help you to GET IT.
YOU ARE CAPABLE OF SO MUCH MORE.
I just thought we complain about ‘no signs from you’ and being fed up of waiting … and I realize that you must
feel the same about us probably?
Dearest Blossom, we do not. For we see all that you … have done /are doing/ will do … Please know
that we speak in this fashion, in this particular communication, as a different approach … as a rocket
of desire. For we KNOW HOW YOU WILL FEEL when you dive in and find the water to be the perfect
temperature for your souls.
We understand you say ‘Merry Christmas’ and words of that ‘ilk’. Yet, Dearest Souls … we wish you a
MERRY LIFETIME.
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We wish that the Greatest Gift you receive under the tree at this time, to be the one in which you came
down here to receive … YOU! IN ALL YOUR GLORY OF GOODNESS.
Thank you, Dearest Friends. Thank you for ALL your words of encouragement over all these years. I know we
shall continue to connect in this way for as long as it seems appropriate to do so … In the knowing that one day
we will have GOT IT, and our conversations will again alter in perspective of where that ‘one day’ finds us.
I know I speak on behalf of a great many souls when I say THANK YOU. In Gratitude. In Loving service. I AM.
Audio for this channelling
Narrated by myself and Joe Pena:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rm90duewdF8
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INDEX
JANUARY
6th (p.2)
FOL communications to be amped up - a more telling position / Souls to integrate - no matter
their appearance, origin, what they choose to uphold / What do you mean by "what they choose to uphold"?
/ "Improvement for the system" - why use the word "system"? / After unsettling Truths revealed settle in - an
enhancement of You / Waiting and waiting...now, it's happening / Look beyond the media and into your hearts /
Love is needed now more than ever / FOL playing the same "record" - for your strength / Some will want to leave
the planet - the lies / Everything falling apart - the Phoenix, the Knowing within arises / The system assisted by
those from "other places," = other worlds / Clues provided - what we will be as the Phoenix rising / Secret contact
with FOL will be over / Prepare yourselves for a "bumpy ride" / State of anarchy = the road to freedom / Being the
bright light for those with no clue ( those awakening ) / Time required to absorb each unveiling of disclosure before
the next
12th (p.6) Reader comments on the Game Changer video - "spinal column power station" / Visualising spinal
column - a "Homing device" / Visual - a red electricity pylon reaching high / Isn't it the Crown Chakra through
which things entered? / Secrets waiting to be discovered? ( revealed ) / Would it help to create world peace - one's
frequency = Earth's frequency? / Will that effect the "resident frequency"? / Revelations of lower energies creates
an imbalance - "Step up your game" ( balance ) / "Are the pieces of the puzzle falling into place a little now, Dearest
Souls"? ( personal progress )
20th (p.9) Readers asking about Artificial Intelligence / A.I. can never/will never have a soul / Comparison to
humans that once only knew of goodness / Is it a good thing or a bad thing? / Feeling is the essence of who you
are / New Year - noticeable changes in yourselves / "Full speed ahead zone" - Mastering your Mastery / Parts of
our brain shut down - for our protection / Don't focus too much on those "Mr. Nasties" / Becoming a Knower
not a believer / Recognising what weighs down your heart / New more powerful Energies since the New Year /
Illustration - wearing cement boots to stay grounded, when appropriate switching to feathered wing
FEBRUARY
1st (p.13) Request from the Highest source of Love - Reform = take charge of your understanding with Feeling
/ Non-stop "ball rolling" of turmoil unraveling ( revelations ) / Analogy - boat shattered against the rocks in a raging
sea / Is our dedication to (Love) self/others having an effect? / Being more vigilant to step up our Game - helps to
find what's hidden within / Illustration - an open can of worms, they're crawling out / Balancing necessary tasks
versus the space to Empower / Can you Feel deep within, what your waiting for? / You would not be here, if you
weren't strong enough to "TAKE OVER" / Building strength - repeating I AM LOVE / Mother Earth restored to Her
true self, an ecstatic place / The Light has won
11th (p.16) Reports of pending arrests in the USA - the Game is on / Reiterating last message - Ground yourselves
/ Is the FOL involved, beyond messages? / Does the FOL know of all horrors to be revealed? / FOL is more REAL
than the system we live under / More sightings will be encountered on Earth / The orange lights - What is their
purpose...Who controls them?...What kind of information / Phenomena of all kinds / Blossom reflects upon readers
comments and the Illusion - conclusion is Being/Feeling Love / Ask for strength, courage, and value in your role (
worthy ) / What do you mean by this "Energy Barrier"? / Energy blocks - Food, drink, drugs, fluoride / The changes
within Blossom 18 years ago allowing communications with the FOL and White Cloud
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18th (p.21) Why does Gaia need our help to make the shift? / Like ourselves, is Mother Earth detached from our
pain, yet sending Love for healing? / Why does Mother Earth require Love, Feeling it in order to transform it? / Can
you go into more detail about "those within her"? / What is their purpose?...What do they do all day? / Do they live
in a world of time? / So, they are not humans then? / What are they called as a race? / Our myths will be proven
to be Truth / These beings are involved with shift into the Higher Vibration / "Everything falling down" - some say
bring it on, others are ( fearful ) scared
MARCH
3rd (p.24) "Level of enlightenment" enables messages on a higher Vibration / A "buzz" about The Event happening
soon - Is this true? / Many feeling strongly something is about to happen / This feeling of expectancy, is because
we can Feel it coming? / Analogy - The tail end of a pregnancy / Power in this happening - "black the planet out" (
earth changes ) / This Event will be taking place within the skies? / The Feeling of expectancy - yet it could be years?
/ How does the "system falling", guiding the unawakened, tie into The Event? / What about our "gifts" helping the
system collapse?...What sort of gifts? / "Old self" is you, before The Change = The Event / "Step up your game"
10th (p.28) Internet is a "glow" with talk of The Event / Some saying unawakened to be taken aboard ships,
or we will be going elsewhere? / It will feel as if you've moved on to another place ( New Earth ) / We have been
hyped up before / How long will the display go on? / How many will want to leave the planet during The Event? /
The knowledge will "scare them to death" / Is Jesus involved in this Event?...In what way? / Will there definitely be
a black out? / Our view of what was important will shift to trivial ( nothing matters ) / What about some being taken
aboard ships? / What other possible ( Divine ) plans are there? / Will there be ships in the skies during The Event?
/ Will it be everywhere?...In the skies in every country? / What about airplanes in our skies? / Awareness signs in
place leading up to The Event / Will it be scary? / Is this why so many feel desperate, ready to give up?...Shouldn't
it be the opposite?
18th (p.33) Link to Direct Voice Channeling + transcript > The Event scenarios like wild fire on the Internet /
Highest Purest Energy of Love is approaching / "Envelopes" within shall provide the "Knowings / Your biggest
question is when shall this take place? / Preparational signs - absurd rainbows, electrical anomalies, weather
changes / Ask yourselves how are you feeling? / "The "time" is coming when you will receive more than just the
"icing on the cake"
26th (p.35) Information and disinformation ( untruth ) - Your Truth is your Feelings / Do you understand what it
means to US upon Earth when you say "soon"? / FOL - Do you feel we are giving false hope? / What happened to all
the talk of great change and a topsy turvy world? / World activities does not allow for full Ascension - though many
more have awakened / Describing changes in our perception and Feelings after The Event / If it's a wave of Love,
why will some be scared to death? / Why other channels have not spoken of The Event? / Blossom uncomfortable
with last message being a matter of urgency / Defining "urgent" / We do not know what "imminent" means to the
FOL
APRIL
6th (p.39) Blossom affected by Energies, not feeling good / Can you talk about the positive and negative
Energies?...Is it just me?...What is this all about? / Some Feel confusion and depression, others Light as a feather /
Is it "dampening down" or "flattening completely" - How does it work? / If we're the "strongest of the strong" why
can't we pull out of it? / It's that feeling as if the darkness has beaten me ...no more "will" left ( Light has won ) /
FOL - And yet , it passes does it not? / Some get so low they remove themselves from the Planet / Those who leave
the Planet - did they make a promise to see it through? / What does it take to Know the answers? / FOL - Can you
see, or Feel why we are so repetitive over the years? / Go within and find your Light / Power accumulates the more
you allow yourself to know it / Will The Event give this a boost in the right direction? / Blossom confused/uncertain
with all the talk of The Event
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13th (p.43) Speedy removals occurring in current times / What exactly do you mean by "removals"? / How is
this being accomplished? / Heartening to hear that a rapid "clean up" is underway / Does "removal" mean negative
souls and arrests? / FOL makes a topsy turvy statement = a positive sign for improvement / Topsy turvy = upside
down - FOL's perspective things veering towards the good / Blossom asks - Where are you? / How do you tune into
our frequency to become visible?...Is it difficult? / So near the finishing line, do not give up / Analogy - last quarter
of a pregnancy feels longer than the first three / Have you noticed displays in your skies? / Precursor to the Big
Display / Blossom's vision of a painting - one half different than the other / Blossom is shown dice being thrown =
The Game / The Game manual is inside us - no rules / Complex Game in Earth's density - Simple when one "Get's
it" / ( other planets and beings > ) Universal gatherings make "Your Planet" the talk of the town
20th (p.47) How long the "feeling" of this Wave Of Love within, will stay with us? / What would these outward
and internal "preparational systems" entail? ( phenomena & signs ) / Within those ready to accept versus Those
not ready to accept / Why on Earth would someone deny what is happening? / "Normality will not be normal ever
again" / Sought out by those who previously thought of you a bit cuckoo / How does the FOL know we are Feeling a
difference within us? / More recognisable during sleep or mediation - how would we be more so now, than before?
/ The timing of The Event is not the point
28th (p.51) Can we talk about clearing the pineal gland? / Similar to a walnut / Is fluoride the main cause of
a crusted shell built up around it? / Let's focus upon the "cleansing of" / The Pineal gland is your minds eye /
Throughout time, the gland has been worked on - how? / If it's secrets were free, those in power would be gone /
Using the most powerful tool - visualisation daily / Can you elaborate on the Pineal gland not being used therefore
diminishes? / Vaccinations a disguise interfering with the Divine workings of the body / Yet you say, no one has
control over us/our soul / The Game can be fun, if you so choose / Try finding fun amidst all this insane chaos /
Recognising the "sham" that is presented as Truth / Another "trick" invented to "downsize" the soul - conditioning
it was more acceptable to think less of yourselves / Unworthiness = an insult to creation / What about Giant
statues found all over the world / The Giants still exist on another more suitable planet
MAY
6th (p.57) Speaking about different matters - Listen to your Inner Knowing / No voices in my head - Is it the
"feeling" we are listening to? / Beyond feeling?...What?...How? / Analogy - plugging in technical equipment / What is
"to do it's thing"?...How do we get there...within? / What more are you trying to "get through"? / Questions Re: "Go
into...focus upon your heart space"...Visualise the organ...as a Golden Heart?...How are we supposed to "Get in it"?
/ Heart = "Central Station versus the majority of "our spirit resides in the gut? / Majority "being in the gut versus my
spirit feels more in my head ( other than heart ) / Soul = a Light within the gut?...How exactly is the soul represented
physically within us? / If we could see ourselves, the spirit, the soul inside of us, what would it look like? / This is
where we ask you to take yourselves - the Light within / Human experience versus what we are capable of / The
possibilities = teleport, instant healing, growing limbs, and more? / What is it we are missing?... Blossom - Not
part of my experience / Have you tried?...Why not? / Why does anyone feel unworthy of completing such a task?
/ "Inner Knowing", that's the missing piece / Analogy - the feeling when the missing or last puzzle piece is put in
place / Wisdom of visualising / Blossom - Uncomfortable with the word "God"?
14th (p.63) Reader's request for more help with visualisations / If one cannot see/imagine/visualise at all, what
can they do? / Tricky part - being able to "take the soul into that visualisation" / Add to the mix - the Intention /
What is the difference between an Intention and desire? / The mind is still thinking what should be happening /
"Going within" then, is being nowhere, just an empty space, correct? / Yet, I thought one needed to visualise what
one wanted? / "Abraham" - holding the visualisation + 17 seconds / For those that cannot visualise how can they
manifest? / Are you not saying the opposite from last weeks channeling? / These suggestions will bring The Event
closer ( soon? ) / If we don't know what The Event actually is, what is useful to visualise in this case? / Blossom
describes The Event, as She sees it
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JUNE
16th (p.67) Feeling vulnerable and insecure...is this normal for this time in "The Game"? / Protons are disguised
as one thing, are actually another / What are protons?...What are they disguised as? / Definition of "proton" not
helpful - where to go from here? / Now that we have "crossed the finishing line" where do we go from here? / Don't
tell me...another race? / Next level of The Game - "renew thoughts that one had long given up on" / What kind of
thoughts do you mean? / Feeling the way before you began The Game / Alluding to games - Snakes & Ladders,
Monopoly, and Chess / Next step of The Game is on
22nd (p.70) Blossom senses this channeling was like a previous one / Receiving many deep questions from
readers with inquisitive minds - let's focus upon The Event, not mentioned by other channels; let's get it straight
/ FOL - There's much that cannot be conveyed...Why not? / Why is there so much conflicting information, aside
from deliberately false? ( untruths ) / Diverting the subject - many experiencing off beat regulation of heart energy
/ Wondering if The Event is just a "carrot" to keep us going, or opposite effect? / Back to conflicting information
about our future / But, if not even mentioning a HUGE happening, creates doubts - why should we continue
believing it's so? / Blossom, do you personally believe The Event will take place? / FOL - The Event in our own
Truth...no right/distinction commenting on another's opinion / Blossom's "rant"(?) - How about a lead up to it?...(
a sign ) Just do something...Did we really know how difficult it would be?...many need a boost ( encouragement ) /
FOL held Council - smaller scale displays / Blossom's soap box - throw a light ship into the already big mess, we'll
pick up/clean up with a better heart; it is time, no?
30th (p.74) A reader asking about "protecting ourselves" / FOL - protection from negative energies/influences
/ When entering a particular space feeling the limited ( lower ) Light energies / Motivations of lesser Light - type
of beings and sources described - Be Aware / New Meaning for LOL = Lady Of Light / What have you got to lose,
placing a shield around you? / Visualizing a Golden Shield and other possibilities / Planet in the darkest of times
- Light is needed from all / Souls ( of the church ) torturing/sacrificing children - Prepare yourselves for what is
uncovered / Regenerate and recharge your Energies / On the Light side - progress is being made
JULY
21st (p.78) Enlightening Energies are stirring the lesser Energies / Be thoughtful towards your well-being (physical
& spiritual ) and remain guarded / So many desire to find their purpose > To Love / (revelations)"Crawling out of
the woodwork - shock you to the core"? / Can you provide any hints? / No - but many untruths to be presented / A
world upside down is NOT a pole shift / Free will is different from stolen freedoms / Minds blown, yet all will make
sense / Lesser Light - played their role, so no judgment, only forgiveness = Love / Hidden Truths revealed - part of
"The Final Purging" / Clarifying "across to the other side" - other channels say we're going to another place / The
Book "The Bridge" - "Over the bridge" = Higher dimension / So, where are the unenlightened ones going? / Will no
time frame/time limit encourage or discourage?
28th (p.82) Response to potential "can of worms" ( revelations ) = One's Truth is not another's, and generally,
forgiveness not on the agenda / How do we know what is Truth and that which is not? / Social media = mixed
bag of tricks / At the correct moment, all shall know the Truth / FOL - We cannot tell you..."what the "BLEEP" is
going on ( Blossom ) / What will make it so obvious, to know which is Truth? / Some souls choose no TV, computer,
Internet = Vibration High / No Internet - FOL messages reach no one / Won't the TV/Internet be the source of great
revelations? / You are Love, you are Light, you are - doesn't/can't always feel that way in Earth's circumstances /
You wanted to be right in the thick of it ( pre-life plan ) - more than anything / "We can remember...now"? - haven't
been able / 10 HINTS - how to remember
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AUGUST
4th (p.86) Would you talk to us about "Free Will" - reader's thoughts Re: choices under duress and manipulation
/ "You can choose how you choose to choose" / That which you think you attract - Law of Attraction / Yet, do we
have the Free Will to be ourselves with mind control? / The will of the soul has the power to break through / Is it
laziness that some choose to keep things as they are? / Analogy - White Cloud's bus tour illustrating many ways to
get to the same destination = Freedom of Choice / Some say we live in a computerized matrix - "The Matrix" movie
is a "trigger" / "The possibilities are that, all things are possible" / Knowing ( Love ) Self = The key opening the door
to your freedom / "Waking up" slowly, usually preferred to a loud alarm clock
11th (p.90) FOL vessels will become more obvious/more frequent / Current weather patterns changed since
days of old / Chemical, chemtrails and gasses into stratosphere / Not natural and not global warming - insidious
ramifications around the world / What can WE do about it?...What can YOU do about it? / Shine your Light strongly
- imagine them ( visualise ) as you wish, it shall be / Can you go into this more deeply? / What is true?...That which
comes from your heart / Some things just are ( rent, bills etc. ), we cannot change them? - Why not? / Look around
and be grateful for something / Change/The Event is upon you - ( Blossom ) I'm okay that no date is given
25th (p.94) Reader concerned about younger generation - bullying leads to suicide / Consider "both sides of
the coin" - media focusing on what will depress us / Is it that the young cannot take the lower Light Vibration /
Sacrificing themselves ( suicide ) could send a message for better understanding / What happens to the souls of
tortured animals? / Changing the rules of The Game - when and how? / A world of PEACE is designed - The Plan
/ The affect of The Event - more important than labeling it/naming it / A great deal to contend with - all will not
change instantly / Will there still be those ( lower Light ) of a rebellious nature? / No musical accompaniment - Love
will be the orchestra and conductor / To find Truth, take some deep breaths for a peaceful state, and re-read this
message
SEPTEMBER
1st (p.98) Reader question Re: How to reach the Energetic state regularly = Blossom's Energy on overwhelm /
With practise - one deep breath smiling will take you there = state of Peace / What exactly does that/should that
Feel like? / What does/how should Bliss feel? / Your natural state is Bliss / Many concerned about what to say to
the unaware ( "sleeping" ), now and after The Event / After The Wave - The student will soon become the "teacher"
or "Sharer" / Skills will be carried out with passion assisting the New World / Giving from the heart - receiving a
thousand fold through Love / Living in fear of paying the bills - nonexistent / Immediately after, we pick ourselves
up from the floor, and then what happens? / Earth becomes Topsy Turvy Land after The Event - extremely different
(changes) than previous topsy turvyness / "Soul self up front ( new you ), close and personal" / Is patience running
out? / Analogy - baby born prematurely = complications
14th (p.102) Blossom's mind, the channel was being hacked / Good lesson for all - slightest discomfort best to
check in / FOL sending through a Heightened Vibration to Blossom / ( Skipping to aborted channeling September
7th when hacked ) > What's the possibility of meeting loved ones after The Event? / In different dimensions - no
physical touching, but Feeling them close by / The Event is NOT Ascension / The Event will shift every Planet,
Universe and Galaxy, literally / How can this be, we are the size of crumb compared to all out there? / Earth - a
Planet with jewels of untold mysteries / Like what...what are you talking about? / Secrets to be uncovered when
the Planet is safe / A paragraph makes no sense - Blossom ends communication with White Cloud's suggestion /
The rising of the PHOENIX = Ascension / (Back to September 14th channeling ) > FOL - we spoke of treasures within
your planet - all "eyes" upon you / Difficult to believe we're special beings - look at our behavior / Treasures to be
uncovered - what's that all about? / What Blossom sensed about this after aborted channeling / Did this happen
before or after the pyramids? / Is the main reason for the pyramids to bury treasures?
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22nd (p.108) Why have many Solar Observatories been shut down all over the world? / The Sun is a portal...
used by who/what?...wouldn't one get fried getting near it? / A Universal fuel station / Controlling powers-thatbe in panic with images captured / Images of what exactly? / A solar Flare - is connected to The Event? / Ship?...
Station?...Portal? ... Anything else? / Being out in the sun, we feel better...Is this due to Source Energy? / Will the
flare "contain" the Energy of Love to sweep over us? / What do you mean, this Energy has been "traveling" in a
different form? / How come the observatories re-opened? / Images - Signs of preparations / Planet's "state of
affairs" = a downer
OCTOBER
12th (p.112) Approaching 10 year anniversary ( 10-14-08 ) No show FOL ships / Disappointment, anger and
hate, but with positives / Truth cannot help but gain momentum / Turmoil - The way to turn is go within / Change
your thoughts to change the world / Visualising suggestions to raise Vibration / Walk on Warriors - FOL walking
with you / Increasing and different displays of FOL maneuvers / No one can pretend they are the FOL / If nothing
else - breathe and smile
21st (p.117) Reader asks about the containers of Energy on board ship / Blossom reposts here - February
11th 2010 channeling / Over 7 years Energy released slowly / What exactly are these Energy cubes?...What it
contains? / Why bring this Energy up again? / What?...Did I receive that correctly - "a stumbling block"? / "Amp
up the Vibes" is working - to dampen down a "blockage" situation on Earth / Turbulent Energy of those elite/not
of the heart - many are "re-thinking" / Plans of the elite to reduce population - against Universal Laws / Are the
Energy containers connected to Pillars of Light? / What kind of information will be released? / What each one is
to do next?...(instructions) Each one of us?...Just a few?...How does it work? / Codes of Energy matching up to how
every individual is designed
28th (p.125) Continuing from previous channeling - Energy cubes / Vigilance required - change thoughts in
line with Energies / All thoughts, positive/negative are tripled in intent / Many countries drowning in disbelief and
despair / All the political confusion/propaganda is designed to "keep you off track" / Will the Energy blocks being
released be quadrupled? / Gauged by binaural Codes / Ears becoming acutely noise sensitive - sight and touch
affected / Be vigilant of your wellbeing - "Walk instead of talk...Think instead of drink" / Affects of alcohol now the
tripling effect
NOVEMBER
4th (p.129) Continuing with the Energy tripling affecting on our bodies / Aches, pains and unusual markings /
Dynamic intensity of blood flow/ blood cells - and why? / Heart beat slowing down / Listen to "majestical" sounds
or OMing for grounding adjustments / Tension in neck and shoulders / Necks are lengthening - Lightened attuned
physique / Bodily changes to adapt as density of Vibrations changed / Breathe into bodily areas with a smile /
Some examples of "amusements" for the body - no longer enjoyable / Decisions for the Higher good - deception
of "scrumptious" / Ask for "understanding" and assistance from your Higher Self
24th (p.133) Reader questions FOL's experience throughout Earth's transition: Is it as you expected it to be?...
Is it going well from your perspective?...Are there disappointments?...Big holdups that prevent moving forward?
/ FOL have not experienced being a human being / FOL "hears"/understands us, though we may think they don't
/ FOL monitors and observes / Different Energy flows on Earth - Energy "sprinklings" vary accordingly / Is it
not unfair that we are controlled taking away our true freedom? / Did we really know before ( pre-life planning )
arriving how bad, sad, and confusing it would be? / "An abomination of Truth, through/into a Lighted programme"
- explain programme / On top of the world or on the bottom - Energy Codes matching up, isn't that unfair? / So,
you are saying our thoughts are Codes - Why knowing that makes a difference? / Pressure upon Earth - a pressure
cooker's lid about to blow
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DECEMBER
2nd (p.137) Reader questions Re: Tripled Energy - Is everything tripled?...Are vitamin supplements tripled in
effect?...And, what of all what we think, say and do?...How about Energy work healing? / "Listen" to one's Feelings
- deeper in quality, joy or otherwise / One's awareness noticeably Heightened / A "floating" approach due to
"blendings" of Energies - explained / Connection to Higher Levels of Being / Topsy turvy world is NOT geographical
/ Upheaval is part of the Divine Plan / Understanding of Self will fall into place / Downfall of the Planet versus An
uprising of the soul / Gracefully, assist others across the Bridge bringing about this change
9th (p.140)
Reader question: Will the New Energies change us anatomically/physically, after aligning /
activating?...And, will it be more obvious in some than in others? / Hastening of manifesting - be aware of what
is desired / Removing ailments and inner workings of the body - How? / Deep knowing within versus contrary
3D "programming" / More results - Trusting yourselves and Feeling deeply these Knowings / Blossom answers
the FOL's question - "Do you think you are capable of this? / How can one accept ( all is possible/miracles ) yet not
Know it? / Make an integral part of you - an acknowledgement of True Self into heart, body and soul / When your
"envelope" is opened - individual plans/"notes/"orders" / Set free with the "keys" to assist millions ( "awakening" )
15th (p.144) Are the profound "meltdown's some are experiencing now, due to Triple Energy? / New Coding is
requiring a rewiring - meaning what? / "The Heart/the Soul centre, is especially being "re-conditioned" / Recognition
of Knowing is becoming stronger / A rippling affect to the unaware - through a stronger bond/connection of who
you are / Codes seem very important in discussion at the moment? / Everything is a Code / Who invented or
programmed the Codes in the fist place? / So does the Divine Source Energy have a brain? / Where is Divine Source
Energy? / Coding phenomenon - The Divine desire to Become - become What? / Divine Coding or "programming"
created life - "working for themselves" - How?
22nd (p.148) Master these Energies - Choose how You and/or how your world should be / Make your own
reality versus conforming to those in power / Is "reclaiming our Power" as simple as "commanding" it? / How can
we know our being is on board - wants it? / How do the Energies knock us about, even when we know we're in
control? / What do you mean by "step up to the plate"? / If you can't wait any longer, then don't - How to "Get on
with it" / This is NOT a reprimand / Blast the negativity away - why it may not be working / Not close to that level
- Is it because we are stuck in this density of Earth? / What is the ( personal ) Game Changer...to throw a 6 and go
up the Game's ladder?...Are we ready? / Wallowing, moaning and groaning is also Tripled in Energy - be grateful
/ Redirect your focus - to Light / Like we wait for the FOL - FOL are you feeling the same about us? / At Christmas
FOL wishing us a Merry Lifetime
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